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RFCA NI OVERVIEW
RFCA NI, like its twelve sister organisations across the UK, is a civilian, 
autonomous, non-departmental government body (underpinned by 
an Act of Parliament) with a prescripted structure and membership that 
reaches across society throughout Northern Ireland.  It has two formal 
functions, namely:

Non-Executive: The Association acts as a champion and conscience for 
Armed Forces reserves (circa 2,000) and cadets and their adult volunteers 
(circa 5,000), as well as their stakeholders – employers, local authorities, 
parents, schools etc. – across the Province.  It does so through its 
voluntary members and Board, led by its Chairman, that report through a 
national board to the Defence Council and Parliament.

Executive: Under the direction and responsibility of the Chief Executive, 
the Association is accountable for:

• Delivering reserve and cadet infrastructure.
• Administering and providing support - to differing degrees - to all  
 types of cadet organisations.
• Providing life support to reserves, including finance, recruiting, PR and  
 community relations.
• Acting as the lead interface between employers and reservists.
• Developing, nurturing, sustaining and maintaining links across the  
 community.
• Acting as an advisory body to the Ministry of Defence on regional  
 matters.

Particular to Northern Ireland, the Association uses its networks, structure 
and resources to engage in a wide-ranging youth outreach programme, 
“Pathways”, and is working hard to develop a robust structure that 
facilitates better coordination and delivery of support to our veterans.

RFCA
Northern Ireland
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CHAIRMAN
Thank  you to the 
Reserve Units and 
Cadet Detachments 
who invited me 
to visit during the 
last year. While I 
thoroughly enjoyed 
those visits, they also provided me with a valuable 
opportunity to learn and observe so that, where 
appropriate, I can contribute to the work that the 
Chief Executive and his team are carrying out to 
support both the Reserves and the Cadets. 

It is very encouraging to witness keen and cheerful 
members of units and detachments enjoying their  
training. Highlights of the year included delivery 
of aircraft to the Universities’ Air Squadron, the 
construction, completion and opening of the new 
accommodation block at Ballykinlar and, at last, a 
noticeable improvement in the time taken between 
application to join the Reserves and enlistment. 

Effective work continues in engaging with the wider 
community. This includes support to schools which 
have cadet detachments, liaison with Health and 
Social Care Trusts, liaison with Further Education 
Colleges and the two Universities and the hosting 
of a conference for cyber experts in Belfast and the 
Headmasters Conference in November. There was 
valuable feedback from the latter emphasising a 
need for greater diversity. More of that later. The 
Pathways Project goes from strength to strength and 
is attracting positive attention from Associations in 
England. 

The Association’s important role in support to 
Veterans continues to expand. Resources remain 
scant but there has been assistance from the 
Armed Forces Covenant Trust Fund. Now that the 
Government has established an Office for Veterans’ 
Affairs, perhaps more support will be forthcoming 
from the public sector, reducing the pressure on the 
voluntary sector. Our thanks go to Fred Hall, Chair of 
the Veterans’ Committee, for his work during the past 
two years. Regrettably, he is not seeking re-election 
at the AGM.

Whilst the build of the new accommodation block 
at Ballykinlar has been a great success, it remains the 
case that there is little money for capital projects. 
However, the Association will soon place a property 
on the market and the capital raised will be re-
invested in the  estate. Efforts are being made to 

assist those units and detachments located within 
the regular estate, for example, at Aldergrove, which  
are not considered to be within the Association’s 
estate. 

During 2019, the Ministry of Defence carried out 
a review of the 13 Associations and the national  
Council. It has not yet been published but its draft 
recommendations have been circulated. There 
are major and minor recommendations. Many of 
the minor recommendations are of assistance. 
Discussions continue in relation to the major 
recommendations. These are in the public forum 
following a debate in the House of Lords at the end 
of January.

The Association’s Board has recognised the need 
for greater diversity and transparency. Accordingly, 
the Board has decided to increase and widen 
membership of the Association and revised the 
application procedure to become members. The 
Board has also put procedures in place to improve 
transparency of annual elections to the Board and  
Committees. Further details can be obtained from 
the Executive.

Finally, warm congratulations to those Cadets who 
have been appointed Lord Lieutenant Cadets for the 
coming year. Congratulations also to those who have 
been awarded the Lord Lieutenant’s Certificate.  

Then there was a pandemic…
 
Alas, with lockdown soon following, the opening 
of the accommodation at Ballykilner, by the Lord 
Lieutenants for County down on St Patrick’s Day 
was but a shadow of the event planned.  However, 
all those involved in this successful project were 
publically thanked and congratulated for their 
contribution.
 
Since then? Well, everyone is aware that lockdown 
has cancelled training or delayed events so there is 
much to look forward to when life returns to normal.  
As for lockdown – there has been a magnificent 
response from the Reservists in Northern Ireland 
working to keep people safe and essential services 
running.
 
Thank you to all who answered the call.

 
G C Chesney    Chairman
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CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE
I have the slight advantage of 
coming to write this just 
before we go to print, having 
delayed doing so for nearly 
two months due to the 
impact of COVID 19. Having 

decided to go ahead with publication now, not least so 
that we can remind everyone of the extraordinary 
achievements of our reserves and cadets before last 
year’s activities get too far behind us, I am really 
delighted to report that the commitment and 
enthusiasm that lies behind these achievements is in 
no way diminished by the current challenges.

The response to the COVID-driven request for 
volunteers from the Reserve has been impressive. Of 
these volunteers, some 200 from across all three 
Services were mobilised from NI although few of these 
have been required in the end – with the marked 
exception of those being retained on security duties 
within NI. At the same time all our units report 
significant engagement, including from many who 
have not felt able to parade for some while, from the 
reservist body. All units are endeavouring to exploit this 
through on-line training while planning for a return to 
more normal activities.

I have been particularly impressed by the way in which 
the cadet community has also come together during 
the COVID crisis with support staff, adult volunteers and 
cadets all working together to maintain contact, 
ensuring well-being and planning for a return to a 
greater level of activity. Again, on-line activities have 
played a major part in this.

Regarding the past year, I will not steal the thunder of 
reserve and cadet units who have so assiduously 
recorded their achievements.  It all makes great reading.
For the RFCA’s part, I am delighted that we have been 
able to continue to play our bit in facilitating, 
supporting and underpinning this activity both as part 
of an effective national structure and within Northern 
Ireland.  The value of the contribution nationally has 
been recognised in the final report from the Tailored 
Review – the formal and lengthy study into the 
structures, activities and value for money of the RFCA 
organisation - conducted by a senior official from the 
Cabinet Office. It appears that this will lead to the 
“classification” of the RFCA network into a Non-
Departmental Public Body (NDPB). This is in large part 
to strengthen the Council of RFCAs at national level in 
order to help their co-ordinating capability and ability 
to assure activities and governance to the MOD.  
Critically, the report recognises the effectiveness – and 
this encompasses reach into the community, local 
knowledge, responsiveness and flexibility – of 
associations at the regional level. The MOD has made it 
clear that, in restructuring, it does not wish to lose 
access to this. We are pleased that the Report has 
recorded RFCA NI’s particular effectiveness and has 

cited both the way in which we do business and our 
Board structure as containing aspects to be emulated.

Of course, we exist to facilitate and support. We could 
not do that effectively without the co-operation of 
those whom we support and with whom we 
co-operate. This includes all our reserve units and our 
cadets. It includes all our friends and partners in the 
community and it includes the leadership of the three 
single Services. I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all three service leads, but particularly 
Commander 38 (Irish) Brigade with whom we do most 
business day-to-day. He has set a new standard for 
co-operation across Defence which has made 
engagement by us all in what continues to be a 
challenging environment all the more effective. In 
short, co-operation across Defence has led to an 
optimisation of effect that has not been exceeded in 
my time.

For our own part, I am extremely grateful for the 
commitment of all our staff whose outputs continue to 
grow. The whole of our engagement team – falling 
within the wider title of Defence Relations 
Management - continues to expand its influence in 
both the specific-to-employer space and wider 
engagement and social media space. The close-knit 
relationship between cadet support staff and adult 
volunteers remains the backbone upon which the 
success of our cadets as measured against any national 
standards is exemplary. Our small estates staff 
continues to improve its efficiency. Management of our 
limited funds and capture of estate condition has been 
cited nationally and, as the Chairman has articulated so 
well, its delivery of the new build in Ballykinler has been 
really impressive. The Veterans’ Support Office 
continues to expand its influence and delivery. Indeed, 
it has become critical to the development of a growing, 
pan-NI community based structure designed to meet 
the specific needs of Northern Ireland’s veterans 
community. Enjoying new offices, it is to expand its staff 
significantly and will now fall under the offices of the 
new (MOD) Veterans’ Minister. The about-to-be 
appointed Veterans’ Commissioner (non-statutory and 
opposed to the VSO’s statutory status) will work 
alongside it. The Pathways team goes from success to 
success, continuing to expand its activities and 
influence across Northern Ireland’s youth sector. Finally, 
our team leading the  Schools Cadet Expansion 
Programme has had exceptional success (when 
measured per capita across the UK) in embedding 
successfully – in co-operation with HQ 38 (Irish) 
Brigade’s Cadet Training Team –our new CCF 
contingents.

I therefore unapologetically and profusely thank – 
publicly – all our dedicated staff.  Behind all of them, 
however, lies the support and commitment of our 
membership and, in particular, our Board under the 
leadership of our selflessly committed Chairman and 
supporting committees. You are at the heat of the RFCA 
construct and we could not deliver without you.

Colonel J W Rollins MBE    Chief Executive
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RESERVES
Maintaining the strength and support to Volunteer 
Reserve Forces in Northern Ireland continues to be 
the focus of the Military and reserve units who 
continue to make a signi�cant contribution to UK 
Defence.

Strength
The Volunteer Reserve Forces (VRF) for Northern 
Ireland Strength has remained in the much vaunted 
7% of UK Reserve Forces, from 3% of the UK 
population; this has been maintained under some 
very trying circumstances, not least the recent issue 
of a pandemic. The applications appear to have been 
maintained throughout the period, but we will need 
to be patient to see how this manifests into trained 
strength and not just an indication of people with 
time on their hands. Much of the positive media 
coverage could well have had a significant impact as 
well as greater regional sight of ‘good news stories’ in 
both press and digital platforms.

Growth
The Tri-Service reserves have, once again, remained 
stable throughout the reporting year, with increases 
in all areas yet to manifest themselves fully, through 
the addition of uplifts and unit and sub-unit increases 
in establishments. It will be some time later this year 
where the evidence of increased recruiting figures 
would support the increases in establishments.
The intention remains 
to continue reviewing 
the expansion of the 
reserves in Northern 
Ireland, one aspect 
driven by Deputy 
Commander 
(Reserves) for the 
Army Reserves, and it 
is intended to look at 
the Army Reserve 
footprint across the 
Province with a view 
to preparing for the 
future.
The Associations 
focus remains on 
supporting growth 
and with the recent 

addition of the newly formed Fusion Operations 
Group to the meetings attended by RFCA NI, the 
ability for RFCA NI to influence, support and grow the 
reserves across the Province will be enhanced.

Command and Control (C2) Structures
The complex C2 structures across all units and 
sub-units in the Province still, to a degree, confuse 
issues where direction and guidance from outside 
Northern Ireland does not necessarily comply with 
the environment here. We work in close partnership 
with the Regional Point of Command (RPOC) 38 
(Irish) Brigade and Northern Ireland Garrison on an 
almost daily basis on a plethora of issues, but with 
the RPOC having a slightly limited impact at unit and 
sub-unit level, it can be frustrating and challenging in 
equal measure.  The continued practice of new 
Reserve unit Commanding Officers and OC’s being 
briefed by both the RPOC 
and RFCA NI, some 
awareness is beginning to 
show benefit from these 
practices, however, there is a 
long way to go. 

Activities
The unit summaries at the 
back of this report give a 
better indication of what 
Northern Ireland’s reservists 
have been involved with 
this year, but a few highlights to look out for are:
•  502 (Ulster) Sqn RAuxAF were presented with their  
 new Squadron standard early in 2019 and their   
 parade was attended by many dignitaries and   
 families that witnessed this special occasion some  
 94 years after their initial formation as a Special   
 Reserve Squadron. They have also supported   
 operational deployments and exercises across the   

Establishment
/Target

123
2357
1392

Trained 
Strength

90
1594

 85

Untrained 
Strength

231

189
16

RNR
Army Reserve
RAF Reserve

The �gures below are indicative of current strengths 
in our region:

1 10 will progress to Trained Strength within 2 months of training resuming
2 Plus 50 additional medical posts held as a global establishment.
Note: These �gures do not include the OTC/UAS or ATU.
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globe and one of their sqn was awarded the   
military nurse of the year award in NI by the RCN.

•  206 Bty RA continue to fire the Royal Gun Salutes   
on 6 occasions during the year and in their   
(limited) spare time have deployed to overseas   
exercises, including their annual deployment to   

 Denmark and an adventure training exercise in the  
Herz mountains in Germany.

•  253 (NI) Med Regt deployed to Gibraltar for their   
annual training exercise which also managed to   
squeeze in some TIBUA and Adventure Training   
activity whilst they were there and Pte Armstrong   
completing (and winning) the Rock Run in 26   

 minutes! Difficult to follow, but adventure training  
in Cyprus and a Battlefield Tour to Sicily made the 
year a memorable one, which was also the case for  
Cpl Rowan, who was one of the British Army   
Reserve Operational Shooting Team to compete in  
the USA. 

•  591 (AA) Field Sqn have also had a global view   
seeing operations under Op TRENTON (South   
Sudan) and supporting the US Army in Poland   
where they got to practice their field engineering   
skills. Adventure Training in Spain and a Battlefield   
Study to Normandy were additional highlights to   
their year. The Junior Ranks Club meanwhile saw   
completion of the Fir Base element much of which  
was down to their own craftsmen’s skills and   

 abilities.

The RFCA Relationship
The Association have 
continued to underline our 
close relationships with all of 
the reserve units with 
significant financial support 
through underspend 
applications last year and 
increased levels of liaison 
and support are evident, 
with units benefitting from 
estates, welfare, financial, recruiting, media and 
employer engagement opportunities at all levels. We 
look to providing more support of the same type in 
the next year and see the opportunities across the 
reserve landscape as being both exciting and 
challenging in equal measure.

RFCA NI Annual Report 2019/20  5



EMPLOYERS
Employer Support    
The Defence Directive 
on Employer Support 
(ES) Part 1, remains 
extant and continues 
to provide a 
framework for direction and guidance on the delivery 
of employer support at a local level.  (JSP 766)

Employer Engagement Strategy (EE) and 
Directive(s)    
Defence Personnel Employer Engagement Strategy 
(DPEES) and Defence Personnel Employer 
Engagement Directive (DPEED) were reviewed and 
amended in 2019.

Defence Relationship Management (DRM)    
Defence Relationship Management remains the 
single point of contact linking employers with the 
Ministry of Defence, offering advice and support on 
employing members of the armed forces community, 
and enabling organisations to develop a mutually 
beneficial working relationship with the MOD 
through a long term approach to relationship 
management.

Measurement of E�ect (MoE)   
The delivery EE model 
is mapped to CDP 
Defence People 
Strategy and must 
demonstrate tangible 
delivery against the 
mandated outputs set 
to us in the SLAs, 
DPEES, and the 
DPEED. To that end 
the operating model 
empirically reports 
the effect of EE 
through 48 potential 
MoE.

Employer 
Recognition 
Scheme (ERS) 
Reserve Forces & 
Cadets (RF&C) holds 
the policy lead for the 
Employer Recognition 
Scheme; Defence 
Relationship 
Management is the 
delivery arm at the 
national level and 
Regional Employer 
Engagement 

Directors and Regional Point of Command Brigades 
deliver regionally, but in line with and supporting the 
national policy intent. A draft amended NI directive 
on the delivery of the Employer Recognition Scheme 
has been issued, it is hoped that 2020 will see the 
directive agreed and put into action.
 
Regional Employer Engagement Board (REEB)    
The DPEED directive states that tri-service REEBs are 
to be established regionally across the UK.  However, 
in Northern Ireland, the REEB is subsumed into the 
Engagement Steering Group (ESG) chaired by 
Commander 38 (Irish) Brigade. Naval Regional 
Command, Scotland and Northern Ireland (NRCSNI) 
and Air Officer NI (AONI) represent the RN and RAF, 
CE RFCA NI represents the RFCA NI and the REED 
represents DRM.  One of the purposes of the ESG is to 
provide direction and priorities for EE across NI.

Regional Employer Engagement Group (REEG)
The REEG continues to act as a regional force 
multiplier in the effort to engage with and assist in 
the delivery of the MOD’s EE strategy, to ensure that 
the MOD maintains sound employer relations and to 
ensure that defence personnel benefit from this 
enhanced relationship. The REEG, chaired by Mr T 
Salmon OBE, has been meeting regularly and 
continues to provide a forum for discussion and 
feedback on the issues which affect employers who 

Engagement 
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employ reservists in NI as well as offering guidance 
and feedback to policy makers. REEG Membership 
has recently been renewed and rejuvenated and now 
incorporates functional areas as well as defence 
advocates.

The Health Committee   
Similar to the REEG, the Health Committee acts as a 
regional force multiplier focussed on the Health 
sector. In particular the Committee looks at how best 
to reconcile the needs of the respective Health & 
Social Care Trusts HSCT’s and the needs of individual 
reservists employed by the Trusts and the MOD 
within NI. This extends to issues surrounding 
recruiting and exposure of the HSCTs to the skills 
required – particularly in the area of trauma medicine 
and nursing – within the Armed Services .Chaired by 
Professor M Bradley OBE DL, the Committee has met 
regularly and the six HSCTs’  Health & Social Care 
Trusts‘ Armed Forces/ Defence Champions’ continue 
to advocate and disseminate information on behalf 
of defence.

The Further and Higher Education Committee 
The role of the Committee is to promote a more 
effective partnership between third level educational 
institutions and the MOD. In this regard, RFCA F&HEC 
seeks to ensure there is joined up and timely 
communication, transparency and clarity of 
relationships and activities in order to develop and 
maintain long-term relationships, optimise 
opportunities as well as avoiding duplication and any 
potential confusion in the minds of stakeholders. The 
work of the Committee is outwith that of the Military 
Education Committee, although each takes 
cognisance of the other’s roles and activities, de-
conflicting and co-operating as necessary. Chaired by 
Professor A Adair CBE, the committee has met 
regularly and is improving the face of engagement 
within the higher education sector.

Mobilisation    
The tempo of mobilisation remains low.  However, 
Reserves from all three services continue to be 
mobilised across the globe. As we go to print, we 
would highlight the huge effort and commitment 
from our Reservists across Northern Ireland. They 
have demonstrated much needed  support to the 
general public during the current pandemic crisis. 
 
Case Work    
Due to the decrease in mobilisations the caseload
remains light. SO1 Army Engagement and the REED 
have continued to brief all Army Reserve units on EE 
and ES (available via a series of unit and subunit 
‘roadshows’). (The REED has replicated for the Navy 
and Air Force).

Employer Noti�cation (EN)    
Although NI personnel still remain exempt from 
compulsory EN, wherever possible reserves are 
encouraged to ‘opt in’ to EN. Consequently, with the 
consent of the individual reservist, employers are 
notified, in line with JSP 766. Year on year there is a 
slight growth on the number of Reserves ‘opting’ in to 
EN.

EE Activities    
Many tri service EE functions have been organised to 
cover both public sector and private businesses 

employing defence people.  Events have included 
the delivery of strategy & leadership days, visits to UK 
and overseas exercises, capability demonstrations, 
Beating Retreats, aircraft visits, receptions, dinners, 
sponsorship at conferences, and support to ships 
visits. National events are also supported; ensuring NI 
employers have a voice in the national arena.
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CIVIL ENGAGEMENT
Community Engagement 
Delivery of Community Engagement ( CE) remains 
challenging in Northern Ireland, however, working 
closely with 38 (Irish) Brigade and the regional RAF 
and Royal Navy representatives, has seen excellent 

advances in the coherent 
delivery of activities across 
Northern Ireland.

The regional Armed Forces 
Day even, this run by 
Lisburn and Castlereagh 
Borough Council, was an 
enormous success, thanks 
to the huge effort by the 
Council and all 3 services, 
cadet organisations and 
the veterans associations.  
Lisburn was a tremendous 
venue, with activities taking 
place in the City centre and 
Wallace Park. The Band of 
Her Majesty’s Royal Marines 
Scotland entertained the 
crowds throughout the day 
and highlights included; A 

RAF Flyover, Parachutists from the Army and RAF, the 
Military Wives Choir and the fantastic sounds of the 
Red Hot Chilli Pipers to name but a view.  The day 
was made even better by the fantastic weather!

Relations with Local Authorities
RFCA NI has a good working relationship with the 

local authorities, acting as the initial point of contact 
for any MOD issues that may arise.

Each of the eleven local authorities has an appointed 
elected councillor as its representative to the 
Association’s membership and these representatives 
also act as “veterans champion” ( VC) within their 
council area.  This requires them to act as a conduit 
to the MOD and, more specifically to the Veterans’ 
Support Office (VSO NI) one of whose key functions 

is to ensure veterans are aware of who and where 
they can turn to for advice.

Veterans
The Northern Ireland Veterans Support Office (NIVSO)  
has continued to build on its early success as the 
single point of contact for veterans’ matters in NI and 
there has been particular success in expanding the 
capacity to deliver the Armed Forces Covenant (AFC) 
in Northern Ireland.  Whilst there are undoubtedly 
challenges in delivering the AFC here, in the way that 
it is done elsewhere in the UK, the NIVSO facilitates 
bespoke solutions and services which ensure that 
veterans do not suffer disadvantage within society.  
The requirement for the NIVSO was recognised 
within the recent UK Government’s Veterans Strategy 
Implementation plan - the output of a major UK wide 
consultation last year - which builds on the RFCA NI has a good working relationship with the 
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Government’s manifesto 
commitments to veterans.  
The plan committed to 
provide financial support for 
a fully resourced NIVSO over 
three years, by the end of 
2021.

There has been a very 
pleasing expansion of local 
veterans’ services drawing 
on the AFC Fund Trust for 
bespoke projects.  Over the 
course of the year, 15 local 
community projects were 
funded, 3 Veterans’ 
Community Centres 
received significant amounts 
for refurbishment and three 
additional posts were 

funded to work with the NIVSO in coordinating and 
advertising the growing number of services, 
particularly to isolated veterans. Included within 
these successful projects is a small, but growing, 
number of Rural Community Centres offering a 
mixed model of voluntary and statutory sector 
services to veterans within isolated rural 
communities and a significant regional horticultural 
therapy network for veterans, run by the Defence 

Garden Scheme.  The total worth of this funding 
exceeds £900k. 

The veterans’ support network continues to grow, 
with an increasing number of new organisations, 
such as community associations, breakfast clubs and 
sporting hubs joining the network.  The NI Veterans’  
Support Committee (NIVSC) is well supported by 
member organisations, meets with greater frequency 
and attracts an increasing variety of subject matter 
experts from across the UK to deliver briefings. 
Veterans’ Champions (VC) remain a critical element of 
the network and all 11 attended training run by the 
NIVSO last Nov. They are supported and encouraged 
in holding their own local events which, during the 
year, ranged from a veteran drop-in information 
session to the presentation of silver poppy statuettes 

to surviving WW2 veterans in the run up to the 75th 
anniversary of VE Day.  
 
The number of individual veteran cases presenting to 
the NIVSO continues to rise steadily (averaging 4-5 
per month) and, in line with current sector trends, are 
becoming more complex. However, co-operation 
within the statutory sector is strengthening, 
coordinated by the NIVSO, most notably within the 
Department of Health and Department of 
Communities where the majority of veteran issues 
and queries are directed.

The coming months will see the release of the final 
report in the NI Veterans’ Health and Wellbeing Study 
and a major military mental health conference to be 
held in Belfast, co-hosted by the NIVSO. 
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CADETS
All of the cadet organisations have benefitted from an 
increase in numbers and the future remains bright as 
we look to broadening awareness and delivering the 
cadet experience to more young people. This has not 
been without its challenges; 1st (NI) Bn Army Cadet

Force has struggled to 
maintain its lead in terms of
numbers of cadets parading, 
falling for the first time to
under 1000 members, 
although this is still a huge 
battalion by national 
standards when, elsewhere 
in the UK, some are only 
2-300 strong.  They have 
approached new 
membership campaigns with 
enthusiasm and not a little 
gusto introducing cadets as 
recruiting ambassadors to 
gain traction with young 
audiences. The battalion’s 
accomplishments in so
many fields are legion and 
are better covered in detail
in its own report to follow. 

Their clarion call from the commandant for recruiting 
of their former numbers up to, and exceeding, 1000 
members looks ready to be achieved later this year.

The 2nd (NI) Bn Army Cadet Force have, by 
comparison, increased in numbers above the magical 
1000 mark, currently being closer to 1100 at the time 
of writing. Its command team has also been uplifted 
by new members and this has also led to an increase 
in drive and incentives. The battalion has been 
particularly successful in rejuvenating its public and 
digital persona as it looks further to enhance its 
recruiting success.  

From the cadet’s perspective, we have had a record 
number of cadets achieve the Master Cadet 
qualification, which is a demanding culmination of the 
cadet experience delivered by the Cadet Training 
Centre at Frimley Lark in Surrey. This trend is set to 
continue.

There have been a plethora of new cadet policies and 
directions delivered through the Cadets Branch in HQ 
Regional Command in Aldershot; many have an 
GB-centric approach and content which, from our 
regional perspective, has not been helpful. RFCA NI 
continues to shape the cadet environment through 
our relationship with the Regional Point of Command 
(RPOC) in 38 (Irish) Brigade and Northern Ireland 
Garrison , based in Lisburn, and through our 
interlocutors in Council of RFCA in London.

The introduction of a trail for staff cadets has proven of 
benefit to the ACF as they look to gain advantage of a 
return to the programme of yesteryear in having 
cadets older than 18 years of age on strength (as they 
did prior to 2017) which will see cadets being able to 
remain until they become 20 years old. There are some 
issues but time will tell as to how effective this 
initiative will be, but both of our ACF battalions are 
participating in the trial.

The annual camps were delivered in Otterburn (1st 
(NI) Bn ACF) and Altcar (2nd (NI) Bn ACF) last year and 
this saw over 550 cadets enjoy the gatherings for a 
variety of activities designed to test the knowledge 
and experience of cadets at all levels up to Senior 
Cadets. The two camps were well supported by the 
RFCA NI Professional Support Staff (PSS) who provide 
all of the logistical and life-support activities to enable 
the camps to function. Both camps were supported 
by over 150 adults and personnel from the Regulars 
and Reserves from within (and without), Northern 
Ireland. Visits to Edinburgh and Blackpool 
(respectively) were delivered to allow the cadets some 
well-deserved ‘down-time’.  

The new command structure for the NI Wing Royal Air 
Force Air Cadets (RAFAC) has experienced a major 
enhancement with the arrival of 3 Grob Tutor light 

aircraft delivered to 13 
Air Experience Flight 
(AEF) as part of the NI 
University Air 
Squadron (NIUAS). This 
will be the first time in 
22 years that flying has 
been conducted here 
in Northern Ireland. A 
wide variety of 
activities have been 
delivered by the wing 
to the RAFAC over the 

year including, the Centennial Wings project which 
saw the team travel to Parliament in London to 
present at the Aviation STEM event.  The wing also 
competed for the 20th year in the annual Nijmegen 
Marches competition, the gruelling 4-day event 
covering 160km in The Netherlands. Recruiting 
remains the highest priority and events such as these 
should give a good grounding for future success in 
both the adult and cadet recruiting arenas.

The Sea Cadets in Northern Ireland have had another 
successful year and the efforts of the adults and cadets 
have led to a wide range of sporting, rowing and 
sailing activities which have all culminated in medals 
and national recognition of the talents of young 
people in Northern Ireland.  Their recruiting continues 
to improve and, with the renewed enthusiasm of the 
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District Officer, they have benefitted from a variety of 
opportunities on both training and travel nationally 
and internationally. The association is offering support 
in a variety of areas from finance and underspend 
opportunities to more localised support.

The Cadet Expansion Programme has now come to an 
end with the aspiration of 500 schools nationally 
having been met. In 2016 RFCA NI was charged by the 
Reserve Forces and Cadets (RF&C) department of the 
MoD in Whitehall of delivering a substantial increase in 
CCFs, a particularly difficult challenge not least 
because we started our campaign three years later 
than other regions.  However our contribution has 
been above the average and Northern Ireland now 
has 11 schools with CCFs – an increase of 120%. All of 
the schools are now parading and have a healthy 
number of cadets attending each week, supported by 
a small ‘army’ of volunteers and School Staff Instructors 
(SSIs). Current strengths across those 11 school CCFs 
are in excess of 1200, supported by 86 adult 
volunteers. 

In 2019 our pioneering learn to drive scheme has 
helped 43 young people to earn class B driving 
licences. This brings the total number of licenses 
gained during the life of the scheme to more than 157.
The driving licences scheme is funded by regionally 
generated income from our Pathways Youth Outreach 
programme and, as such, is funded by RFCA NI. The 
scheme has become so popular that we have had to 

limit our funding support to £350 per cadet, covering 
around 14-17 lessons, which has typically proven 
sufficient for our young drivers to pass the driving test.

Once again many cadets have had the opportunity to 
travel in 2019, with cadets visiting the battlefields of 
Northern France and Belgium through the ACF 75th 
Anniversary tour to the Normandy Landings and via 
separate trips to Arnheim 
and Normandy. In August a 
group of 40 adults and 
cadets enjoyed a week-long 
trip to Berlin which included, 
amidst the plans for BREXIT, 
an informative visit to the 
British Embassy in the city.  
The group also toured the 
city and visited the World 

Heritage site at the 
Pergamon and the 
Soviet WWII war 
memorial in Treptow 
Park (in old East Berlin).  
A visit to the 
Commonwealth War 
Graves Cemetery in 
Heerstrasse in West 

Berlin proved particularly 
poignant as two of the 
RAFAC had a relative who 
lost his life in the Berlin 
bombing raids buried there. 
The trip also involved a very 
moving and informative visit 
to Sachsenhausen 
concentration camps. on a 

lighter note, a visit to 
Europe’s largest zoo at 
the Berlin Zoo proved 
popular.
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The Cadet Expansion Programme (CEP) has now 
drawn to a close in terms of recruitment of schools 
into the scheme. Northern Ireland only came to the 
initiative late in the day in 2016 (three years after 
the programme began) as it was not considered 
that Northern Ireland could produce the schools to 
support the programme. It was the Association that 
requested Reserve Forces and Cadets (RF&C) Branch 
in the MoD centre to allow us to try in 2016.

We recruited a Schools Cadet Expansion Officer 
(SCEO), charged with advertising the scheme and 
explaining the benefits of the programme from an 
educational perspective; the success of the scheme 
has resulted in an additional 6 schools bringing 
the total of schools with a Combined Cadet Force 
(CCF) in Northern Ireland to 11 (an increase of 120% 
from the 5 legacy schools which existed previously). 
The new schools are Bloomfield Collegiate, Priory 
Integrated College, Lisnagarvey High School, Larne 
High School, Strathearn and Laurelhill Community 

College. In total there are now almost 1200 pupils 
belonging to a school CCF supported by more than 
100 adult volunteers, many of whom come from the 
teaching staff of the schools as well as parents and 
other school staff.

The scheme has already produced a significant 

SCHOOL 
CADET 
EXPANSION 
PROGRAMME 
(CEP) 

number of academic achievements with Cadet 
Vocational Qualifications Organisation (CVQO) 
delivering ILM and BTEC qualifications, as well as 
the Pathways programme delivering Open College 
Network (OCN) level 1 and 2 qualifications. The 
schools have been extremely pleased with this 
aspect and have also benefitted from additional 
funding, provided by the Cadet Bursary Fund (CBF), 
through the CEP programme which has added some 
much needed refurbishment opportunities to an 
otherwise beleaguered educational funding drought.

The next target is to (nationally) recruit a CCF 
population in the UK of 60,000 pupils by 2024 from 
the more than 500 CCF schools which have now 
been created, at present, the only region which 
appears set to achieve its quota of the target is 
Northern Ireland, and RFCA NI in partnership with 
Commander 38 (Irish) Brigade and Northern Ireland 
Garrison are well placed to support that objective. 
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PATHWAY 
ADVENTURE 
ACTIVITIES 
The Pathways Adventure 
Activity programme has 
now been in existence for 
almost 5 years. During that 

period, it has grown from an extremely modest launch 
(aimed at about 600 people per year in support of 
the Princes Trust) to annually delivering almost 60,000 
places; many of these to the primary and post-primary 
education sectors. The three objectives of the scheme 
are:
•  Raise influence and awareness of Defence and   
 Cadet activity across all communities
•  Increase cadet recruiting
•  Create a modest revenue stream which could   
 be re-invested in cadets, reserves and across the   
 engagement landscape to reinforce the first two   
 objectives.

Employing 4 full-time staff and using the activities of 
up to 70 other staff to deliver the programme, many 
of these are cadet force adult volunteers, reservists, 
teachers and youth and social workers working 
alongside a group of enthusiasts who can devote 
time to support the programme. The delivery and 
organisation of the programme is managed by a small 
team of two of the permanent staff and they are the 
core of the programme.

The Pathways programme delivered more than 284 
events during the 2019/20 period and saw an increase 
in both delivery events ranging from half-day and full 
day activities to residentials and summer schemes 
along with 3 ACF cadet annual camps from the UK 
mainland last year. The residential aspect, delivered 

primarily to the education and youth sector, has risen 
by 42% from the 2018-2019 period.

The success of the programme has, in the main, been 
as a result of reputation and referral, Pathways is not 
advertised, it is entirely reliant upon the quality and 

variety which we deliver as an attraction to the groups 
and where good experiences are achieved, then those 
experiences are passed down through the various 
networks associated with those groups, the power of 
the ‘word of mouth’ is not to be underestimated. 

The Pathways programme has been instrumental in 
the success of the Cadet Expansion programme (see 
the CEP report below) which has seen the addition of 
a further 6 schools into the scheme, predominantly 
using the Pathways programme as an ‘icebreaker’ to 
attract pupils from those schools into the Combined 
Cadet Force as a recruiting tool, this tactic has 
produced more than 200 new cadets into the CCF 
system; it was so successful that the same method was 
used in the legacy schools to produce the same effect 
for new pupils reaching cadet joining age at post-
primary school Year 9 groups.

Income generation from the scheme leads to 
around £100,000 for use in other cadet, reserve 
and engagement related activities, which has been 
extremely successful and provides the Association 
with much-needed funds to improve the cadet and 
reserve experience for cadets, reserves and Cadet 
Force Adult Volunteers alike.

The future remains extremely positive for Pathways 
to continue its success (it has become one of the 

largest outreach programmes across Northern Ireland 
over the last 2 years) as we have moved into the 
Integrated education sector as well as delivering to 
all educational sectors and across every community 
group. The reach of Pathways stretches from 
Donaghadee in the East to Enniskillen and Castlederg 
in the west and from Portrush in the north to Newry in 
the south and all points in-between. 

We look forward to the year ahead and increasing our 
reach to add new partners and customers in equal 
measure.
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MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATIONS
This year the RFCA NI Communications and Marketing 
team has seen a real change in the way we engage 
with our audiences.  We have side stepped away way 
from traditional marketing methods, in particular 
the areas of supporting recruitment of both cadets 
and reservists. After reviewing previous campaigns 
it became apparent that the response rates where 
greatly improved when the marketing collateral, 
including leafleting and press advertising, were 
supported with a digital marketing campaign.

RFCA NI Social Media Snapshot 2019 

Total for the year is: 3,471,733 
That is an increase, since 2018, of 608,857 people 
reached from 2018.

With the exception of Greater London RFCA, 
RFCA NI is ranked as the best performing RFCA 
by Hootsuite, the independent social media 
management tool. 
As well as significant financial savings, we were 
able to deliver our key messages directly and 
instantaneously through key Social Media platforms 
including Facebook Ads, Instagram and Twitter to a 
targeted audience straight their devices, as well as 
opportunity to further engage by driving visitors to 
our website.  Most recently we worked on a Reservist 
Recruitment campaign, which involved promoting 
a series of Roadshows to attract potential reservists 
across Northern Ireland. This was highly effective. This 
has proofed to very success and greatly increased 

numbers attending the information evenings at local 
venues while also providing the links for those who 
would prefer to engage outside a public event.

As more of the Cadet Detachments and Reserve 
units across the tri-services take part in media and PR 
training, we have seen an uptake of positive coverage 
across local newspapers.  It works very much on a local 
in particular when cadet PRO officers engage directly 
with their local newspapers and secure editorial within 
their own community news platforms to share their 
stories at a local level.

The Marketing and Comms team have been very 
busy this year supporting Social Media and Digital 
Marketing training workshops with our tri-service 
colleagues to promote and increase awareness.

Video and photographic services are highly in demand 
and this year to date we have covered many exciting 
events including: Royal Gun Salutes, Ord Lieutenants 
Awards, Cadet Easter and Summer camps in Altar & , 
Armed Forces Day in Lisburn, Air Cadets Annual  Wing 
Day at Aldergrove Flying Station, 502 Presentation 
of new colours to 502 Air Squadron, Holocaust 
Memorial  at 204 with Prisoner of War survivor Tony 
Reichental, Employers engagement at HMS Hibernia 
and Remembrance Sunday at Belfast City Hall and the 
eagerly awaited arrival of new training aircraft for the 
NIUAS.

Communications and Marketing offers support across 
the tri-service Reserves and Cadets and welcomes the 
opportunity to discuss events and initiatives.

Stay Up To Date 
The RFCA e-newsletter is issued quarterly, keeping 
audiences updated on what is happening within 
Northern Ireland’s Reserves and Cadet movement. 

Visit our website: reservesandcadetsni.org.uk

Army Reserve 
Roadshow

Lisburn

East Belfast

Carrickfergus

Portadown

Newtownards

Antrim

Coleraine

Limavady

TOTAL

Digital Marketing Cost Analysis Reserve Recruitment Roads Campaign

People 
reached

Event responses 
“GOING” or 

“Interested”

Link Click (People 
clicking to join or 

find out more 
about the Army 

Reserve)

Event 
shares

Cost per event 
response

3,600

13,800

37,700

23,280

25,300

27,300

23,612

24,217

178,809

12

99

87

62

112

126

66

65

629

17

194

328

282

330

253

305

311

2,020

5

41

25

15

19

5

8

10

128

£1.01

£1.27

£2.30

£3.23

£2.53

£2.47

£3.64

£4.01

Average £2.55

Website
48,207

Twitter 
932,400

Facebook 
2,456,126

Instagram 
35,000
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ESTATES
The financial year of 2019/20 has been particularly 
busy for the estates department who have been 
planning, scoping and delivering a variety of capital 
and revenue projects across the estate. 

Minor works have been completed at various 
reserve sites such as Enniskillen, Newtownards and 
Portadown. Projects have included structural and 
compliance upgrades as well as refurbishments of 
associated facilities. Cadet projects have included the 
refurbishment of Banbridge ACF and an assessment 
of Ballymoney ACF with a view to completing a full 
refurbishment programme when funds are available. 
The ATC have been supported at Portadown and 
Enniskillen where there are aspirations to setup 
squadrons.

Capital projects 
have included 
the successful 
completion of the new 
accommodation at 
Ballykinler on behalf of 
the DIO Training Estate 
Team. 

This modern facility 
will provide 
276 bed spaces 
designed to offer flexible accommodation facilities to 
meet the needs of the various organisations that use 
the Ballykinler Training site.

Statistics 
RFCA continues to champion reserve and cadet 
infrastructure needs through the balance of 
investment process which is reviewed regionally 
and nationally prior to being captured on the 
capital infrastructure development plan (CIDP). This 
document outlines the infrastructure requirements 
across Defence and provides a useful profile of when 
funding is expecting to be received. Thankfully 
funding is now starting to flow and in 2019/20 
we have received funds for replacement security 
infrastructure at various Reserve Centres. Capital 
priorities such as dealing with capacity issues at 

2975

£746,000
= Value of revenue 
works delivered in 

2019/20 £4,950,000
= Value of total 
capital spend in 

2019/20

statutory and mandatory 
inspections and tests 
completed in 2019/20

1% Missed inspections

16% Inspections failed due to 
issues with equipment      

100% End user satisfaction 
survey score

Coleraine ARC and Enniskillen ARC remain extant and 
while this has been captured on the CIDP is still years 
away from being funded. In the first instance RFCA 
are actively pursuing funds to commence surveys, 
assessments and designs to enable planning to take 
place and necessary works can be primed to absorb 
underspends or RGI opportunities.

In addition to working with the ‘regional’ Scotland 
& Northern Ireland Infrastructure cell (S&NI RIC) 
RFCA are at the early stages of developing a ‘local’ 
infrastructure strategy in conjunction with S&NI RIC 
and 38x. This will provide an opportunity for the site 
users to provide a ‘health-check’ on their facilities and 
identify infrastructure issues which do not support 
capability, recruitment and retention. It is envisaged 
this assessment will highlight priorities needing 
investment which can be assessed by RFCA prior to 
being captured on the CIDP. This work will provide a 
maintenance, works and development strategy for 
the reserve and cadet estate in Northern Ireland.the reserve and cadet estate in Northern Ireland.
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SUPPORT US
Share your knowledge and enthusiasm for reserves 
and cadets by using your network to create local 
engagement opportunities.

STAY UP TO DATE
Our e-newsletter is issued quarterly, which will keep 
you updated on what is happening in Northern 
Ireland with reserves and cadets. 

To subscribe, visit our website at:
www.reservesandcadetsni.org.uk 
Find us on social media:   
RFCA NI

FINANCE
Finance
Funding was received against control totals which 
were tight and well costed. Funding for the year is 
manageable but not extravagant and as a result 
certain plans have been delayed. The capital 
build project on the regular estate has now been 
completed and will be opened officially in March 
2020.

The generation of RGI from Pathways activities 
has again allowed support to cadet activates, 
without which many events simply would not go 
ahead.

Human Resources and IT
The payroll function Is in the middle of being 
brought back in house as part of a new nationwide 
HR package which has recently gone live. Funding 
has been received this year to continue our cyclical 
replacement of computers and IT hardware.

Consolidated Expenditure Forecast FY19/20 
(£9,224,026)

IT & Communications £78,715

Support to reserves & cadets £257,958
Transport & movement £42,000

Staff Costs 
£1,505,569

Infrastructure 
(Soft FM) £1,022,135

Estates capital projects 
£713,134

Administration £158,023

Vehicle contract hiring £155,000
Recruiting support £41,861

Share your knowledge and enthusiasm for reserves 

Our e-newsletter is issued quarterly, which will keep 
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 HMS HIBERNIA

 2ND BATTALION THE ROYAL IRISH REGIMENT (2 R IRISH)

 THE BAND OF THE ROYAL IRISH REGIMENT

 ROYAL MARINES RESERVES BELFAST DETACHMENT

 152 (NORTH IRISH) REGIMENT ROYAL LOGISTIC CORPS

 204 (NI) FIELD HOSPITAL

 253 (NORTH IRISH) MEDICAL REGIMENT

 591 (AA) FIELD SQUADRON, 71 ENGINEER REGIMENT

 62 MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, 6 MI BATTALION

 40 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIGNAL SQUADRON, 32 SIGNAL REGIMENT

 206 (ULSTER) BATTERY, 105 REGIMENT ROYAL ARTILLERY

 ARMY TRAINING UNIT (NORTHERN IRELAND)

 157 DIVISIONAL SUPPORT COMPANY, 102 BATTALION REME

 B (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SQUADRON, THE SCOTTISH AND NORTH IRISH YEOMANRY

 502 (ULSTER) SQUADRON ROYAL AUXILIARY AIR FORCE (RAUXAF)

 QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY OFFICER TRAINING CORPS

 NORTHERN IRELAND UNIVERSITIES AIR SQUADRON
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HMS 
HIBERNIA
Background
Based at Thiepval 
Barracks in Lisburn, 
HMS Hibernia 
provides the Royal 
Navy with a presence in Northern Ireland and is 
the only Royal Naval Reserve Unit in the province. 
Previously located on board HMS Caroline in Belfast, 
HMS Hibernia was commissioned in 2009 and this 
year celebrated its 10th Anniversary. It continues to 
evolve and grow with 2019 proving a very successful 
year in terms of recruitment and continued training 
to support the wider Naval service. 

HMS Hibernia continues to recruit from a very large 
catchment area right across Northern Ireland and 
represents the Naval service in a number of events 
throughout the year. In addition, this year members 
of the ship’s company have gone on to support 
operations throughout the Fleet, including on board 
HMS Queen Elizabeth, the Royal Navy’s flagship 
carrier.

Training
HMS Hibernia personnel continue to provide training 

and operational support to the Royal Navy both 
in the United Kingdom and across the world in 
exercises such as Operation Joint Warrior, the multi-
national and tri-service exercises held in Scotland 
each year. 

As with previous years, the unit hosted a training 
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weekend in Ballykinler which included RNR units 
from across the northern area of the United 
Kingdom. This was a challenging weekend which 
included exercises such as weapon handling, medical 
and survival training. 

Having had a successful year with recruitment, the 
unit continues to train and develop new recruits 
with significant numbers travelling regularly to naval 
training establishments in Great Britain to undertake 
training and 2019 saw a significant number of 
Ratings and Officers passing out from HMS Raleigh 
and Britannia Royal Naval College.

HMS Hibernia continues to train and develop 
existing personnel, with many travelling regularly to 
attend weekends with their branch to develop their 
skills, ensuring they have the knowledge and skills 
required to support the Royal Navy in their chosen 
branch.

Sports
Outside of normal training, 
HMS Hibernia personnel 
have had success in several 
events this year. As part of 
the Royal Navy’s Equestrian 
team, AB McFadden 
achieved considerable 
success in an Inter-Service 
team event featuring 

dressage and show jumping. Her performances 
earned rosettes in every class and she went on to 
win top Royal Navy show jumper and a gold medal 
podium position in the overall military and civilian 
championship.

This year also marked the first Royal Naval Reserve 
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Sailing Exercise (SAILEX) which started and finished in 
Portsmouth. Officers and Ratings from HMS Hibernia 
crewed a yacht alongside others crewed by Royal 
Naval Reserve Units from across the United Kingdom. 
This provided the opportunity to learn key maritime 
skills, leadership and teamwork as well as social 
opportunities in the evenings when alongside on the 
Isle of Wight.

Community and Charity
HMS Hibernia continues to participate in ceremonial 
duties across Northern Ireland and in Great Britain 
including Armed Forces Day and the November 
ceremonies.

This year there was a number of charity events held 
within the unit to raise money for good causes. 
The Unit marked the transition from the previously 
designated charity, The Mary Peters Trust (headed 

by Lady Mary Peters, 
an Honorary Captain 
in the Royal Naval 
Reserve) to Angel 
Wishes which works 
to support sick 
children. The unit 
raised money for 
both charities during 
2019 supporting the 
aims of the Unit to 
give back to the local 
community.

As part of it’s 10th 
anniversary family 
and Employers were 
welcomed to the 
unit for the evening 
for talks by various 

members of the ship’s company to explain the life of 
a reservist in the RNR including the skills and training 
they receive and how it benefits them and their 
employers. This was concluded with a social function 
inviting guests to mingle with the ship’s company 
before witnessing a colours ceremony.

Looking Ahead
Looking forward, HMS Hibernia aims to continue the 
success of 2019 by continuing to recruit and train 
enthusiastic Ratings and Officers to support the Royal 
Navy in operations around the world. 

Closer to home the unit will continue to represent 
the Naval service in upcoming events throughout 
2020. 

Determined to meet the challenge to recruit, train 
and retain personnel, HMS Hibernia looks forward to 
another successful year.
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IRISH REGIMENT (2 R IRISH)
Introduction
2019 has been another busy, yet rewarding and 
varied year for 2 R IRISH.  Our main focus and 
key themes have been Retention & Recruiting, 
supporting operations on three different continents; 
Back to Basics & URBAN training; and continuing 
to support and mentor our Defence Engagement 
partners across Eastern Europe.  In addition, and as 
part of wider Field Army changes and restructuring, 
in September, we re-subordinated from 160 (Infantry) 
Brigade, to 11(Infantry) Brigade.  This rebalancing has 
been brought about by the need for greater agility 
and a proactive mindset across the Army, to face 
the global challenges 21st Century warfare presents.   

Amongst all of this we 
bid farewell to Lt Col Paul 
Walkley who relinquished 
command of the Battalion 
in September, handing over 
to Lt Col Simon Baxter; who 
is now firmly behind the 
wheel of Northern Ireland’s 
only Army Reserve Infantry 
Battalion.  

Retention & Recruiting  
Throughout the year our 

sights have been fixed on increasing numbers and 
looking at different areas across Northern Ireland 
to expand into.  The concept and idea were simple; 
identify key events and locations to engage the 
community, with a view to attracting suitable 
candidates to join 2 R IRISH.  Intelligent targeted use 
of social media, coupled with online campaigns and 
initiatives, have been very much at the forefront of 
this approach and thinking.  The Recruiting Team 
has travelled far and wide across Northern Ireland, 
turning up at a plethora of events and locations.  
These have included agricultural shows, music 
festivals, civic events, shopping centres and sports 
events to name but a few.  The consequent results 
have been extremely impressive, with targets met, 
matched and reset; such has been the energy, vigor 
and influence of the team. To date we have recruited 
45 new recruits to the battalion, with Quarter 4/19 
looking equally as promising as we look to swell our 
ranks even further.

One real success story, in terms of recruiting and 
expansion, has been A (R Inns Fus) Company raising 
a new platoon in Newtownards.   Regular open 
and information nights have seen numbers grow 
week on week, with traction and enquiries on a 
steady upward trend and trajectory.  Retention and 
recruiting remain the Commanding Officer’s main 

effort.  As we will look to scan the horizon to see 
how we can capitalise on the exemplary work of the 
recruiting team over the autumn and winter months.  
The aspiration remains to reach full manning in 
2020 and to remain the Army Reserve unit of choice 
throughout Northern Ireland.

Supporting Operational Deployments on Three 
Di�erent Continents
Throughout the years 2 R IRISH has had a long 
standing tradition of supporting UK Defence 
operations, 2019 has been no different.  Throughout 
the year we have provided officers and soldiers to 
units deployed on operations across three different 
continents.  This has included force protection in 
Nigeria, Op TURUS, where a clear, ongoing and 
lethal threat from Boku Harum remains extant and 
supporting our sister battalion, 1 R IRISH, in Kabul 
as part of the enduring mission in Afghanistan – Op 
TORAL.  We have also provided bespoke support and 
educational expertise in Mali as part of the European 
Training Mission – Op 
NEWCOMBE, along with 
mobilising an individual 
augmentee to Ukraine on 
Op ORBITAL, helping train 
their armed forces in the 
battle against Russian-
backed separatists.  As 
always, the performance, 
professionalism and 
contribution from the 
2 R IRISH cohort, in all 
operational theatres, has 
been exceptional, attracting 
high praise from UK and 
International senior military 
commanders across the 
spectrum.  Our operational 
stock and pedigree remains 
high and bodes well as we 
look to galvanize and corral 
this experience for next 
year’s deployment to Cyprus 
on Op TOSCA.           

Training
This year’s training focus has been Back to Basics, 
URBAN warfare and Specialist Platoon weapon 
training.  We have trained extensively, and with real 
imagination and flair, across the United Kingdom 
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was a two-week International Exchange Exercise 
in Uzbekistan, hosted by an Uzbek Infantry 
Company. Led by the Regimental Sergeant Major, 
the composite platoon of 30 soldiers, enjoyed a 
truly superb two-week infantry skills package laid 
on by our equally superb hosts.  Tested in dry, hot 
and challenging desert conditions the soldiers 
were put through their paces and their infantry 
mettle developed and stretched further.  It is worth 
noting that the officer commanding the Platoon 
had recently commissioned from the Royal Military 
Academy Sandhurst, winning the Sword of Honour 
and top Officer Cadet earlier in the year.  So, from 
“blade winner” at Sandhurst in March, to leading 
soldiers in austere conditions in June, most certainly 
a steep learning curve.  A clear demonstration of 
the Army Reserve delivering on its officer recruiting 
promises, travel and development opportunities.

Our collective training effort has also been very 
successful, culminating in September at the home 
of Infantry Dismounted Close Combat training, 
Sennybridge Training Area in Wales.  An outstanding 
16-day Annual Deployed Exercise (ADE) was 
completed, bringing together all of the URBAN 
lessons taught during the year.  In addition, our ever-
impressive Mortar and Machine Gun Platoons ran 
absolutely first-class cadres to improve and enhance 
their specialisms and support weapon prowess. The 
mortars firing over 600 81mm rounds, the machine 
guns more than 70,000 rounds; outstanding levels of 
proficiency and skill by any standards. 
Of course, no trip to Wales would be complete 
without a visit to Pen-y-Fan, and this trip was no 
different.  Ex HIGH WALK saw the Battalion dropped 
off at Torpantau to navigate their way along the 
Roman Road, through Windy Gap and over the Fan to 
the Storey Arms, via the obelisk.  An outstanding and 
thoroughly enjoyable day’s work, and very much an 

Infanteers’ rite of passage.

Defence Engagement 
Throughout the year 
we have also continued 
to enhance and grow 
strategic relations through 
our Defence Engagement 
partners.  Deploying Short 
Term Training Teams, we 
have helped train, mentor 
and select suitable teams to 

represent their countries to take part in Ex CAMBRIAN 
PATROL; this year celebrating its 60th year.  STTTs 
have deployed to Moldova, Belarus and Macedonia 
where training primarily focused on section level 
tactics.  Planning, model making, orders, contact drills 
along with river and obstacle crossing all included 
in the imaginative training programmes.  As always, 

and Europe.  One of this year’s training highlights 
was a two-week International Exchange Exercise 
in Uzbekistan, hosted by an Uzbek Infantry 
Company. Led by the Regimental Sergeant Major, 
the composite platoon of 30 soldiers, enjoyed a 
truly superb two-week infantry skills package laid 
on by our equally superb hosts.  Tested in dry, hot 
and challenging desert conditions the soldiers 

the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and the 
rewards and medal haul by all of our International 
Teams on Ex CAMBRIAN Patrol this year proved 
extremely impressive, particularly given the harsh 
weather conditions.  All of the teams under our 
stewardship came away with a much-coveted silver 
medal; a strong indication of our collective approach 

to infantry soldiering 
and the pursuit of 
excellence.

Summary and look 
forward
2019 has been 
another excellent 
year for 2 R IRISH.  We 
continue to go from 
strength to strength 
and build on our 
exceptional and 

well-earned reputation.  Next year will be equally 
busy, as we look to expand our footprint even further 
across the Province into new areas and renew old 
acquaintances training alongside our sister Battalion, 
1 R IRISH, then deploy a composite company on Op 
TOSCA 33, on United Nations Peacekeeping duties 
to Cyprus, in the Autumn for six months.  In short, 
lots done, lots achieved; but so much more to get 
after…… 
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THE BAND 
OF THE 
ROYAL IRISH 
REGIMENT
The Regimental Band 
is based in Kinnegar, 
Co Down and is 
held in very high regard throughout military music 
circles, performing to an exceptionally high standard.  
What makes this particularly notable is that, with 
the exception of one PSI, the band consists entirely 
of Army Reservists, all of whom have demanding, 
full time civilian jobs (including teachers, engineers, 
civil servants, transport managers and bank officials, 
to name but a few roles) so to be held in such high 
regard by Kneller Hall and military music, fulfilling 
a significant number of engagements throughout 
the year, shows a huge level of dedication and 
commitment from the members of the band, as well 
as continued support from their families.  

2019 has proved to be another busy year for the 
band which, although it rehearses only weekly often 
completes up to three or four engagements per 
week. Throughout the year the band has continued 
to provide musical support across the Province, 

performing ceremonial duties and supporting 
recruitment drives as well as completing a number of 
high profile events.

On the calendar this year were a number of ‘annual’ 
events which the Band is honoured to support, 
including The Royal Irish Regiment Service of 
Remembrance in St Anne’s Cathedral, the Act of 
Remembrance at the Cenotaph in Belfast as well as 
The Royal British Legion Festival of Remembrance in 
the Waterfront Hall and the Saint Patrick’s Day Parade 
in Thiepval Barracks.  In addition, the band and 
various ensembles also completed a number of Royal 
engagements at Hillsborough Castle.

During the year the band has continued to promote 
both The Royal Irish Regiment and The Army at 
various events, including Armed Forces Day and 
Army Recruitment days, as well as numerous Passing 
Out Parades for new recruits.  In addition, the band 
continued to support the ABF by performing 
at a number of fundraising concerts, as well as 
providing musical support for numerous retreats 
and mess functions across the Province, including 
in Thiepval Barracks, Palace Barracks, Ballykinler and 
RAF Aldergrove.  2019 has seen the Band support a 
number of anniversary events.  These have included 
an ABF concert for the 75th Anniversary of the D-Day 
landings, the 75th Anniversary of the Hitler Line 
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(in which the North Irish Horse played a significant 
role), and a church service to commemorate the 
150th Anniversary of the Sandes Soldiers’ Charity.  
Furthermore, the Band led the Homecoming Parade 
for troops in December, through Newtownards.
For their annual camp this year, the band first played 
at The Somme Commemoration Service at the 
Cenotaph in Belfast on 1st July, then travelled to 
Kneller Hall in London to perform as the roulement 
band for the student bandmasters and supported 
a number of different mess events.  We also had 
the privilege of working alongside some of the 
students from Brass for Africa, who were on tour in 
London (Brass for Africa is a charity which delivers 
music, education and life skills training to over 1000 
disadvantaged young people in Uganda, Liberia 
and Rwanda.).  In addition, the Band provided 
support to SSAFA, travelling from London to Dorset 
to perform a concert for the charity.  Returning 
to Northern Ireland, the Band spent three days in 
Kinnegar recording our new CD (copies are available 
to buy by contacting the Band office).  The Band 
also joined with The Band of The First Brigade of the 
Irish Defence Forces and played at the Royal British 
Legion Republic of Ireland District Annual Ceremony 
of Remembrance in The Irish National War Memorial 
Gardens in Islandbridge, Dublin.

Supporting other bands
From time to time, other bands in The Army request 
support for various events, due either to their own 
commitments or instrumentation requirements.  
Throughout 2019, the band was able to provide 
support to a number of other bands.
Sgt Drew Cunningham spent a week with the Royal 
Anglian Band, spending three days at RAF Henlow 
preparing music for Minden Day in Woolich Garrison 
in support of the Royal Anglian Regiment (The 
Vikings) before moving to Cambridge to play at a 
charity concert for the new CO of the Royal Anglian 
Regiment at King’s College Cambridge.

In October, Musician Philip Whiteside travelled 
to Edinburgh to support The Band of The Royal 
Regiment of Scotland.

He says of the experience, ‘I �ew over to Edinburgh 
and enjoyed staying the �rst night within Edinburgh 
Castle which was fantastic! I then joined the Band for 
their trip to Sandhurst to provide musical support for 
various planned events during the week. I travelled 

down from their base at Dreghorn Barracks in 
Edinburgh to Sandhurst with the band by coach.
The week’ was extremely busy with multiple events 
arranged throughout the time  I was involved 
although I looked slightly out of place in my Royal 
Irish uniform!
 ‘As well as full band events, the band has various 
small ensembles, brass and woodwind, which 
provided musical entertainment during the dinner 
nights and musical support during various church 
services during the week.  There were four consecutive 
dinner nights and I sounded the dinner calls on the 
last night.  Following a full Friday dress rehearsal, 
there was a volunteer passout parade on the 
Saturday on the iconic steps of Sandhurst.  There was 
also an ‘Introduction to Army Music’ concert and a 
showpiece for the academy trainees.
‘The week was a great experience, working with a full 
time regular band.  It was challenging musically, with 
a large amount of music to learn, long rehearsals 
throughout and a new cornet section with new 
people to interact with and get to know.  All in all, 
a great experience and a great opportunity for me 
to help support the Scots Band.  Many thanks to the 
Band for allowing me to join them on their trip down 
to Sandhurst.’ 

During 2019, CSgt Trevor Carter (PSI) was requested 
by The Salamanca Band to support 6 Rifles on their 
Annual Camp 2019.

He says, ‘When the reader thinks about Defence 
Engagement, he or she may not immediately think of 
music as their our ‘sharpest tool in the box’ however  
the Band and Bugles had been heavily involved in 
Defence Engagement activity in the South Caucasus 
for four of the last �ve years, forging relationships 
with the military in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan 
with great success. If used correctly, music can create 
fabulous opportunities for PR, opening doors and 
winning hearts and minds on a national scale.  
This year saw the band included in a party of 41 
Band and Bugles heading to the Region of the South 
Caucasus for their Annual Deployment.  This was the 
largest team deployed to date, providing �exibility to 
each engagement, enabling us to match the sound 
made by many of the foreign bands we
Encountered in the Kavkaz region – often often 
�elding bands up to 60 strong!
After arriving in theatre in the early hours on day one, 
the Director of Music, Capt Clayson,  was whisked 
o� �rst thing for a live TV interview on Armenia’s 
version of ‘This Morning’ with the Defence Attaché.  
As well as advertising our performance that evening 
in downtown Yerevan, we were very keen to establish 
why the British Government was so keen on building 
relationships with the Armenian people. IImmediately 
our band publicity opportunity became a message 
on the importance of the Armenian-UK relationship 
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Band and Bugles were already rehearsing (engaging 
with and building the relationship) with the 
Armenian MOD Band who we were performing with 
that same evening.  There’s nothing like hitting the 
road running.
Our evening performance was outside the famous 
Opera House in Yerevan in the presence of HM 
Ambassador, a high ranking Armenian Governmental 
representative, and thousands of local Armenians 
who stopped by to see the bands perform.  Without 
the chance to acclimatise, the evening temperature 
in the mid thirties was challenging our physical and 
mental stamina; a feature of the tour throughout.
Day 3 saw a road move to Tbilisi and a stop at the 
Children of Armenia Foundation (COAF) Centre in 
Vanadzor.  COAFs’ mission is to o�er the very best 
opportunities to empower rural Armenian Children. 
Everyone in attendance was struck by the energy and 
enthusiasm in the room!  The children and audience 
were wonderfully responsive and were sent home 
with a spring in their step. 
Tbilisi saw the Band’s second QBP performance and 
also our third joint performance over the years with 
the Georgian Defence Orchestra. The ability to forge 
relationships with music as the central theme cannot 
be overestimated and, again, our performance was 
watched by hundreds of local people.  Two further 
concerts were held in Tbilisi, both aimed at the 
general public - one in Mtatsminda Park and the 
other at the trendy Fabrika. Here, the Soul Band came 
into its own and its lively performance of modern pop 
music in a relaxed atmosphere drew a large crowd 
and went long into the evening.
After another long road move, the third and �nal 
QBP of the tour took place in Baku.  The importance 
of ‘�ying the �ag’ and �ying it well makes all the 
di�erence to ‘UK PLC’ and everyone agreed that the 
added pomp we give to the event makes it the best 
national celebration held in Azerbaijan annually.  
The �nal two engagements of the trip were outdoor 
joint concerts played to the general public with The 
State Border Service Band and The Azerbaijan MOD 
Orchestra.’

Adventure Training
Adventure training is open to all personnel regardless 
of length of service, trade or rank and provides ample 
opportunity for personal development.  Adventure 
training can to some degree replicate the pressures 
of operations where personnel are expected to 
perform in potentially dangerous environments 
with little or no prior exposure and thus Adventure 
Training is ideal in preparing personnel for 
deployment.  A number of Band members have had 
the opportunity to undertake Adventure Training this 
year.

Musician Mark McKnight and LCpl David Whiteside 

took part in the SF3 ski course in Wertach, Germany  
(25th February – 7th March 2019). 
LCpl Whiteside says of that training, ‘I was fortunate 
enough to be selected to take part Exercise Sweat 
Finn (orgainsed by 591 Squadron, 71 Engineer 
Regiment) to Spain.  This was a weeklong trip to the 
Pizarra area of Spain and allowed participants to take 
part in mountaineering, mountain biking and rock 
climbing.  I enjoyed all aspects of the trip and we were 
fortunate that we had a week of good weather.
‘Leaving from St Omer Barracks, Aldershot by bus 
on 25th, we travelled through the night by bus via 
the channel tunnel, arriving in Wertach around 
lunchtime next day. We were then supplied with all 
the equipment required to complete the course.  We 
then started the seven and a half day training course 
on the Wednesday. Every day except the Sunday we 
had full day training from 8am to 4.30pm, followed 
by lectures back at the accommodation on all aspects 
of skiing from weather/mountain hazards, to waxing 
your skis etc.  Unfortunately due to injury neither of us 
was able fully to complete the course. We both have 
SF2 and hope to complete SF3 in the future.’ 

Other news
In April this year, LCorporal Gareth Downey and CSgt 
Karl Bennett were awarded The Lord Lieutenant’s 
award for dedication and service to the Band. 
Congratulations to both on their awards.

And �nally….
Clearly it has been another very busy and successful 
year for The Band, both musically and through 
Adventure Training.  It remains a tremendous 
privilege to play such a significant part in so many 
key events throughout the year.  On behalf of the 
Band I would like to extend a word of thanks to the 
Band Master, Band Sergeant Major and PSI for their 
encouragement, leadership and commitment, and to 
take this opportunity to thank my colleagues for their 
comradeship and friendship.  
Together we look forward to 
many more years ahead.
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MARINES 
RESERVES
This has been another 
successful and busy 
year for the Royal 
Marines Reserve 
Belfast Detachment 
with deployments 
in support of Cold 
Weather Warfare 
training in Norway, 
Ships Force Protection 
Teams (SFPT) in 
the Gulf and Lead 
Commando Group 
(LCG) support.

Infrastructure
The detachment 
has undergone a 
substantial upgrade 
in terms of furnishings 
and layout thanks to 
the late Sir Donald 
Gosling and a 
generous donation 
via The Gosling 
Foundation.  This has given us significantly more 
room for changing facilities which, in turn, ultimately 
allows for a larger training cohort.  The detachment is 
now well placed to deliver larger quantities of trained 
ranks, assuming they pass the training!

Training
This year saw our largest training intake to date, with 
more than 100 candidates applying and attending 
to start our newest troop in March 2019, with 25 
making it to the start line, but just two left standing 
in the troop - an incredible attrition rate, shocking 
us all. It has been a learning curve for all of us, and 
certainly highlights just how difficult the Commando 
Course can be.  

Recruiting
Recruiting has continued at pace, with attendance 
at events across Northern Ireland including Armed 
Forces Day, Portrush Air Show, Belfast Maritime 
Festival, Remembrance Services and various schools 

across the Province.  Looking 
forward, we hope to 
continue investing heavily 
in those areas, and will 
be aiming to increase our 
presence at all.  For those 
out there who would like to 
see more ‘bootnecks’ at their 

events, including Royal Marine Close Combat and 
Unarmed Displays, please do get in touch.  We are 
well underway for a significantly larger training troop 
this year, with hopes of seeing increased numbers 
passing out.

Norway Deployment
Continuing with Royal Marine contingency training, 

RMR Belfast has been 
heavily involved in 
Ex HAIRSPRING - 3 
Commando Brigade’s 
deployment to 
Norway to conduct 
Cold Weather Warfare 
Training.  Several ranks 
from the detachment 
conducted Ski 
Training in Austria 
in preparation and 

deployed for nearly three months in February 2019.  
Overall, it was a huge success, with an array of troops 
from NATO and beyond taking part in the Exercise.

Lead Commando Group
3 Commando Brigade is planning substantially 
to increase its reliance on Reservists and has 
dramatically increased the number of RMR Ranks 
to be mobilised in 2020.  This is great news.  There 
are already a huge number 
of requests for personnel 
to help with Ships Force 
Protection Teams (SFPT) in 
the Red Sea and onboard 
HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH 
in the Far-East, Lead 
Commando Group (LCG) 
on Ex BLACK ALLIGATOR in 
29 Palms, California, Short 
Term Training Teams (STTTs) 
in Africa, Nigeria, Somalia 
and Bahrain, and various staff deployments to 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Kuwait and Qatar.

Recruiting Opportunity
The opportunities for Reservists have never been 
better, and the RMR is testament to that.  With a 
changing mindset towards work and employment, 
there is a huge amount to gain from joining one of 
the world’s most elite organisations and becoming a 
Royal Marines Commando.
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IRISH) 
REGIMENT 
ROYAL 
LOGISTIC 
CORPS
152 (North Irish) Regiment is Northern Ireland’s only 
RLC Unit and the only Reserve Fuel Support 
Regiment in the British Army. The Regiment has an 
establishment of 398 Reserve and 44 Regular and Full 
Time Reserve Service (FTRS) personnel. Our laydown 
consists of Regimental Headquarters, 227 
(Headquarter Squadron), 220 (Tanker) Squadron and 
400 (Petroleum Operators) Squadron, co-located in 
Holywood with 211 (Tanker) Squadron in 
Londonderry with a troop detached in Coleraine.

Annual Continuous Training Exercise
One of the recent multi nodal training highlights was 
a Regimental level ACT; Exercise VIKING STAR in 
Denmark in September. The package provided an 
excellent training focus for the year, working closely 
with our Danish logistical allies, developing SNCO 
leadership, liaison skills in a logistical FUEL mission 
exercise environment, building X-Country driving 

skills in various Mobile FUEL 
carrying assets, 
trade-specific skills in an 
exercising environment, 
thinking security for FUEL 
installations and exchange 
points and establishing 
convoy support centres for 
Mobile FUEL capability. All 
served as a vehicle for us to 
get back to basics of logistic 
FUEL soldering in a 
conventional setting. 

Exercise Logistic Reach, Our Soldier’s Story
Battlefield study is an extremely important 
educational cultural pursuit for our serving soldiers to 
revisit historical campaigns to learn from lessons 
learnt! When the Logistic Reach planning team was 
conducting preliminary research for, The Battle of 
Arnhem 75th anniversary battlefield study, it revealed 
a unique story relating to Sgt B, a long-serving 
member of 152, whose father had been a Paratrooper 
at The Battle of Arnhem. This provided a truly 
relatable narrative and insight helping us fully to 
understand the soldier experience; an insightful and 
educational cultural example that our soldiers 
discussed and debated through conceptual 
development lectures, covering all aspects of the 
problematic logistical framework of this campaign.

 Exercise TRACTABLE
152 (North Irish) Regiment is continually reviewing 
and adapting within the Army’s current logistic focus, 
being joined up and enabling support across 
expeditions. Exercise TRACTABLE, a 104 Brigade led 
air, land, and sea movement of assets with the aid of 
our supporting NATO diplomatic allies through 
Europe. 152, in an officer 
capacity supported the 
104, TEG (Theatre Enabling 
Group) command element 
by creating a logistical 
information campaign for 
TRACTABLE. The campaign 
was highly commended 
by the Ministry of Defence 
and has set a precedent 
for DEFENDER 2020. 

Quartermaster Liquid 
Logistics Exercise (QMLLEx 19)
QMLLEx 19 continued this year, firstly with a visit 
from our American logistical allies to one of our 
assured FUEL training exercises in Northern Ireland. 
This was again reciprocated by an American annual 
overseas unique training opportunity for 152 (North 
Irish) Regiment. An important trade-specific FUEL 
exercise to understand and train in FUEL haulage 
interoperability and mobile FUEL logistics. In addition 
to trade-specific integration, we also saw this year 
basic soldiering skills and knowledge being shared to 
the joint benefit of American and British soldiers. An 
excellent training package that reinforced working 
and supporting integrated FUEL frameworks with our 
America hosts in preparation for DEFENDER 2020. 

Back to Basics Soldiering Skills
Back to basics soldiering skills are as important as our 
FUEL trade skills. The Regiment continues to achieve 
excellence in the shooting arena, having once again 
achieved RLC champions 
status this year, bringing 
home the winners’ 
silverware. However this 
year the pinnacle of 
shooting excellence was 
achieved by Pte C who won 
the Queens Medal; a first for 
the Regiment, showing 
‘front and centre’ the ethos 
of 152;  ‘Soldier first’. The 
shooting team continues to 
achieve success and has been rewarded with UK and 
international credibility, with invites coming from 
securing invitations to Army Reserve Shooting 
EXERCISE FORTUNA in America and for EXERCISE 
SHARP SHOOTER in Canada. 
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Military Skills 
Opportunities
Cambrian Patrol, the 
ultimate mental and 
physical test of soldiering 
was on our radar this year. 
152 entered a team in the 
event which involved 
covering a 40-mile (65 km) 
course in less than 48 hrs 
while performing numerous 
types of military 
manoeuvres and patrols 
placed throughout the 
rugged Cambrian 
Mountains and swamplands 
of mid-Wales. Our team 
came third, an outstanding 
achievement which 
highlighted the resilience of 

152 soldiers. A similar challenge was the Royal 
Logistic Corps Military Skills competition again 
designed to test all aspects of soldiering. Again 152 
came 3rd overall in the reserve section. Both events 
were extremely successful and delivered positive 
experiences in leadership and teamwork for our 
soldiers. 2020 will see additional 152 teams being 
entered, as appetite from all ranks within 152 to 
experience these military skills opportunities has 
grown considerably. 

Sport
The Regiment is Army 
Reserve Cup Football 
champions and the 
team continues to go 
from strength to 
strength with 
members selected 
selected to play for 
the Army Reserve 
team as well as providing the Assistant Manger for 
the RLC reserve team. This year football has offered 
soldiers in 152 the opportunity to travel in pursuit of 
their passion for the  game. 152 also won the Royal 
Logistics Corp X-Country Championships, Major Unit 
Reserve team, for the fifth consecutive year. This year 
we had the added addition of female runners, 
competing as a team on their first on their first ever 
X-Country competition. Also hugely impressive was 
152 winning the RLC Reserve Female Nordic Skiing 
Patrol race, a 20 km 
cross country skiing 
race, in which 
competitors carry a 
total of 12kg while 
being tested on 
physical and mental 
command tasks 

throughout the 
course.  It amply 
demonstrates the 
strength of women in 
sport in British Army 
and 152’s considerable 
growth in this respect.   

Adventure Training 
Exercise FINN GLACIER proved once again to be a 
once-in-a-lifetime adventure challenge, testing all 
aspects of the 152 soldier. Set in one of the most 
beautiful mountainous areas in France, Chamonix-
Mont-Blanc. and run over eight days, the Exercise 
provides soldiers with an array of adventure from hill 
walking, alpine mountaineering, mountain biking, hill 
climbing and white water rafting to climbing glaciers 
with ice axes and crampons- truly awe inspiring and 
stacks of confidence. Overall an exhilarating lifetime 
adventure that delivered to all the soldiers on many 
levels. 

Pipes and Drums 
Thanks to its fantastic musical talent, our Pipes and 
Drums is always in demand and continues to impress 
and entertain on private and public occasions and 
this year has been no exception with support given 
to many prestigious and key events. The Pipes and 
Drums. The team continues to grow with the addition 
of new musicians keen to 
show off 152 (North Irish) 
Regiment’s rich musical 
cultural history across the 
land.

2020 and Beyond.
Looking forward, our 
training programme is finely 
tuned, focused and multi 
nodal and, with enabling 
logistics at its centre, leading 
our soldiers and making 
sure they experience the excellence of training which 
is at the core of the Royal Logistic Corp ethos. Our 
soldiers will be educated, developed, challenged and 
grow in confidence in order to enhance their 
leadership and trade skills ability to meet their 
operational commitment. Deployments to America, 
Canada and Europe have been planned, confirmed, 
and resourced, and still more opportunities will be 
secured for our soldiers further to continue their 
logistical education and experience. 152 is in a really 
strong and confident place due to the hard work and 
dedication and continued commitment of our people 
and the support we receive from organisations such 
RFCA NI and we thank you for that continued 
support. 
Be part of the 152 team and experience this 
adventure!
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FIELD 
HOSPITAL
204 (North Irish) Field 
Hospital is the only 
Army Reserve Field 
Hospital in Northern Ireland.  Our Regimental 
Headquarters is situated on the outskirts of Belfast, 
recruiting from all areas of the Healthcare sector and 
from any location in Northern Ireland.  

The Reserve Army Medical Services (AMS) provides 
the Army with expert medical care wherever it 
operates in the world.  Many 204 personnel have 
deployed to Iraq, Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, Cyprus 
and Kenya.  

Over the past twelve months Sgt Andrews, one of our 
Combat Medical Technicians deployed to the 
Falklands in support of Project ANEMOI for a period of 
eight months and a chef, Cpl Clyde deployed to 
BATUS Canada for six months. 

In FORM Year Two of the Brigade’s Readiness Cycle, 
emphasis remains on individual training and courses. 
Next year will bring about more collective training, as 
we head into FORM Year Three.

The Recruiting team continue to do an excellent job, 
During the past year, there have been 19 new 
members to the unit, including transfers in, five being 
potential officers.  Recruits were able to join in on 
Annual Camp for the last few days in Inverness, which 
gave them the chance to see for themselves just how 
the unit trains and operates. They find this 
opportunity to be of great benefit to them.

Ex Waterloo Medic
In early May 2019, 15 
members of 204 conducted 
a Battlefield Tour, run by Maj 
Evans. The Study began at 
the Ulster Tower to follow 
the advance of 107 (Ulster) 
Brigade out of Thiepval 
Wood on 20 June 1916, only 
to retreat on the same day 
after the failure of the 
flanking Brigades and the 
loss of thousands of men.  

Included in the study was a visit to Hougemont Farm 
and the Battlefield at Waterloo. 

Ex Smart Runner
A male and female team arrived at Longmoor Camp 
to compete in EX SMART RUNNER, the Army Inter Unit 
Orienteering Championships. Orienteering in the 

Army is classified as individual military training, 
providing the challenge of navigating over complex 
and rough terrain, whilst running at speed; combining 
navigational skill and aerobic fitness.

After two days of events, including the Spanish Score 
and the Harris Relay, the female team, consisting of 
Maj Mitchell, Lt Lennox and SSgt Smith, left victorious, 
bringing the trophy to N.I. for the first time. 

B Sqn ‘BACK TO BASICS’ Weekend 
B Sqn delivered a Back to Basics military skills 
weekend, with squadron members delivering a series 
of lessons, culminating with a short Confirmation 
Training Exercise.

Continuing with the Commanding Officer’s Directive 
of Reservist led training, this weekend achieved 
development in the 
teaching and instruction of 
‘Back to Basics’. 

This was an opportunity to 
remind, revise and improve 
clinical skills in line with the 
AMS Battlecraft Syllabus.

Ex Corsica Challenge
The GR20 is the toughest 
long distance trail in Europe. 
204 gave 22 individuals the 
opportunity of a lifetime to undertake the Southern 
section of the trail. The trek took place over six days, 
covering 83kms in temperatures of over 30 degrees. 

Part of the challenge would involve a selection 
process for the impending trek to Nepal in 2020. 
During the trek, individuals were able to qualify for 
the Summer Mountain Foundation Course, required 
for the forthcoming trip to Nepal.

Ex Medical Challenge
Exercise MEDICAL CHALLENGE 2019, took place this 
year on Saturday 15 June, in the areas of the Belfast 
Activity Centre, Shaw’s Bridge and Hydebank Army 
Reserve Centre. The event itself is a Look at Life style 
event, which encompasses Leadership, Teamwork, 
Problem Solving and a Physical element to the day. 
The event was run by 204 (North Irish) Field Hospital, 
with Capt Ruth Matchett at the helm for the day. 
Assistance came from HMS Hibernia, 502 (RAF) Sqn, 
253 Medical Regt and the 
Belfast Activity Centre.
This year has in previous 
years, the event relies heavily 
on financial assistance from 
RFCA NI and 38 Brigade and 
their continued support is 
greatly appreciated.Orienteering Championships. Orienteering in the 
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FINN – Annual 
Continuous Training 
Camp 
Phase One took place at 
Barry Budden Training Camp, 
comprising of a Field 
Training Exercise, CBRN 
(chemical warfare) Day, NHS 

Employer visit hosted by RFCA, Range Package and 
fitness test. 
Included in our ACT this year were members from 205 
and 256 Field Hospital and 225 Med Regt.
The Adventure Training Phase was based at Inverness 
Camp and consisted of Via Ferrata, Kayaking, Rock 
Climbing, Canyoning, Trekking and Mountain Biking. 
Recruits were able to join in on the last couple of days 
and enjoyed trekking in the stunning Cairngorms in 
glorious sunshine.

External Study Day  
204 (North Irish) Field Hospital hosted a clinical study 
day at The Island Centre, Lisburn.  This year the theme 
was ‘Resilience in the Face of New Challenges: The 
Chemical and Biological Threat’. The event brought 
speakers from NI, England and from as far afield as 
South Africa to give presentations to an audience of 
approximately 300 delegates drawn from the 
healthcare community in NI.

The aim was to educate and inform the assembled 
delegates about the challenges presented by the 
initial clinical management of a chemical or biological 
casualty the NHS and the military response.
Following the presentations, 16 individuals expressed 
an interest in joining the Army Reserve now and 39 
were interested in the possibility of joining in the 
future.

We were very fortunate to have in attendance the 

new Commander from 2 Med Bde, Brig Tony Finn MA 
MRCGP DRCOG DFFP.

Belfast Lieutenancy Visit
Professor Martin Bradley, Honorary Colonel of 204, 
arranged a visit for the Lord Lieutenant Mrs Jay-
O’Boyle and 19 of her deputies, to see for themselves 
just some of what we do including a demonstration 
of the casualty journey through Role 1 – 4. The guest 
list on the evening was impressive, with Prof Dame 
Judith Hill, former CNO to the Department of Health 
and Lt Col (Retd) Brian Sykes, deputy CE RFCA NI.
All attendees seemed to find the evening extremely 
interesting, judging by the amount of questions that 
were asked!

Honours and Awards  
Extremely well done to SSgt Wolfe, who received a 

Commander SPS 
Commendation. Very 
worthy of a mention 
here is Lt Rebecca 
Smyth, who was 
presented with the 
Sword of Honour at 
Sandhurst in June. 

FRCA Support  
During the past 
twelve months ARC 
Hydebank has 

continued to receive the excellent support services 
from RFCA NI. The lighting in several areas has been 
replaced or improved, in addition the estate has been 
further enhanced with funding for self help 
decoration. The RFCA NI Underspend financial 
support funded new curtains to be put up in the Drill 
Hall, all of the dining furniture to be refurbished, the 
purchase of specialist medical training equipment a 
new external recruitment sign and a complete Dinner 
Service for the benefit of all personnel within the Unit. 
The Underspend was also used to replace two broken 
fridges in the Rest Room and Sgts’ Mess.

Having support from RFCA NI for our Peer to Peer 
evenings and AMS Awareness evenings is invaluable, 
as is the assistance and funding for our Leadership 
days.

Looking Forward  
Exciting times are ahead as we move into year 3 of 
our training cycle, getting closer to possible 
deployment as a Unit. We are concentrating on 
‘collective’ or team training where we go to our 
hospital trainer at our Brigade Headquarters in York to 
practise working in a field hospital as a team. Much to 
look forward to.
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Exercise took the form of  
tunnel warfare training in 
World War II tunnels, with 
the subterranean training 
package designed by the 
Royal Gibraltar Regiment.  
They also carried out a FIBUA 
(Fighting in Built Up Areas) 
phase, clearing buildings that 
make up a mock village to 
the south of Gibraltar.  They 
engaged enemy forces but 
their primary role was to care 
for casualties (troop, enemy 
and civilian) and to evacuate 
them.  The soldiers treated 
a variety of mock medical 

complaints from blast 
injuries to primary 
health care, hay fever 
to amputees.

The Regiment 
was pleased to 
welcome a number 
of distinguished 
visitors to the exercise; 
Major General Bill 

O’Leary, Deputy Commander Field Army;  Brigadier 
General Herve Bizeul, Deputy Commander of the 1st 
(UK) Division,  and Colonel Niall MacDougal, Assistant 
Commander of 102 Logistic Brigade, all of whom were 
briefed on the content and aims of the phases and 
all were keen to chat to the troops to gauge progress 
made.

Organised visits, co- hosted by the Regiment and 
RFCA NI, were also made 
by several employers of 
deployed reservists; providing 
a valuable insight into 
what staff do when away 
on exercise and how skills 
learned are transferrable to 
the civilian workplace.

Following the four-day 
exercise troops carried 

253 (NI) 
MEDICAL 
REGIMENT
RAMC
253 (NI) Medical 
Regiment is the only 
Reserve Medical Regiment in Northern Ireland. The 
Unit specialises in providing the very highest standards 
of emergency medicine and health care for soldiers 
on Operations wherever the British Army operates in 
the World. The Regimental Headquarters is situated 
in Pantridge Army Reserve Centre (PARC), Sunnyside 
Street, Belfast, along with 107 and 110 Squadrons. 108 
Sqn is located at Limavady ARC (with a sub-unit troop 
located at Enniskillen) and 64 Sqn at Chorley, Lancashire 
with detachments at the Isle of Man and Carlisle.  

Annual Conntinuous Training
253 (NI) Medical Regiment completed its Annual 
Continuous Training for 2019 with an Overseas Training 
Exercise in Gibraltar.  At the end of April nearly 100 
personnel from Belfast, Limavady, Enniskillen and 
Chorley departed the UK for the sunnier climes of 
Gibraltar: where a comprehensive package of medical 
and infantry style exercising was undertaken along 
with Adventurous Training and social activities. 

Acclimatisation was achieved during a self-taught 
and led battlefield study of Gibraltar, increasing the 
participants’ knowledge of the unique history of The 
Rock.  Topics studied ranged from the early Moorish 
settlers, The Treaty of Utrecht and The Battle of Trafalgar 
through to World War II and Gibraltarian referenda.  Ten 
minute presentations were given to all unit personnel at 
strategic locations relating to the subject matter.

Graduated sports were 
introduced alongside 
kit preparation and 
build-up training 
for the exercise 
ahead, focussing on 
basic skills, being 
a soldier first but 
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pursuits including 
paddle-boarding, 
powerboating, 
Regimental sports and 
the infamous Rock Run, 
won by Pte Armstrong 

of 108 Sqn in just over 26 
Minutes.

Social events play an 
important part of unit life 
and Ex BARBARY STAR was 
rounded off with barbeques 
and Mess functions and tours 
of the local attractions such 
as the cable car to the apes 
and the hugely impressive St 

Michael’s Cave.

The homeward journey for the Northern Ireland 
contingent was again provided by the RAF, this time a 
C17 back to Flying Station Aldergrove.

Feedback from all personnel involved was that the 
training package was a great success with objectives 
surpassed, often in austere and difficult surroundings.  
The balance of field 
conditions, Adventure 
Training, culture, 
sport and social 
was just right and 
gave the Reservist 
and mentoring staff 
a complete and 
enjoyable ACT.  The 
Regiment now sets 
its sights on real-life 
support for the next 
Nigem marches.

American 
Competition
Cpl Brian Rowan of 253 
was congratulated by 
Maj Gen O’Leary on 
his selection into the 
team to represent the 
British Army Reserve 

Operational Shooting Team (BAROST) on Exercise 
FORTUNA 19 - The United States 28th Armed Forces Skill 
at Arms Meeting. Cpl Rowan reports on his experiences:

“After completing training on the ranges of Pirbright, the 
selected 12-man team travelled to Little Rock, Arkansas.  
On arrival at Camp Robinson the team had a few days 
practising on the ranges used in the actual competition 
to �ne tune our weapons.  During the practice shoots 
the scores were recorded and we were divided into three 
teams of four.  I was picked in the top team alongside 
the current AR Queen’s Medal winner and another team 
member who had won the event three times in the 
past.  During the competition itself we were competing 
against teams mostly from various states in USA, 
Canada and the Netherlands.  The days started early 
(0600) and at times we left the ranges at 1830.  Our team 
bonded well and as the competition progressed each 
one of the BAROST teams picked up gold, silver and 
bronze awards on the various shoots.  There were also 
individual golds success by a couple of team members 
in certain ri�e matches.  My team ended up winning two 
golds, one silver, and one bronze which were presented 
at the end of the competition during the awards night.”

Royal Gun Salute
Lt Col Brice, Maj Dunlop and Maj Brice had the honour 
of representing 253 (NI) Medical Regt at the Royal 
Gun Salute on Monday 03 June 19, celebrating the 

anniversary of Her 
Majesty The Queen’s 
Coronation Day.  The 
Reviewing Officer (and 
pictured with us) at 
Clotworthy House, 
Antrim Castle Gardens 
was Her Majesty’s 
Lord Lieutenant for 
County Antrim, Mrs 
Joan Christie CVO 
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as Lord Lieutenant and the Regiment thanks her for her 
invaluable contributions and wishes her well for the 
future.

Adventure Training in Cyprus
Five members of the Regiment deployed to Cyprus 
for a week of offshore 
sailing adventure 
training.  The boat 
was provided from 
Joint Services and the 
Commanding Officer 
was the Skipper.  Whilst 
no qualifications were 
awarded, everyone 
gained experience for 
their logbooks, and 

hope to return in 2020!

Day of Recognition
Sgt Sarah Close from 253 (NI) Med Regt was proud to 
accept her invitation to the Reserves Day Recognition 
Reception held in London and hosted by the Secretary 
of State for Defence.  The event was open to nominated 
Reservists from across the UK and also their employers.  
It offered a chance for employers to witness at first-hand 
the formal recognition of their staff, and reinforced the 
importance of Reserves, crucially, highlighting the ‘Big 
Picture’  value behind employers’ support for the Armed 
Forces in allowing their employees time off for training 
and other events.

Women’s Football
After a very successful trials week in October 2019 we 

were delighted to have LCpl Heather Mearns selected 
to represent the “Army Women’s Football Team 2019/20”. 
Selection for the Army squad is an honour and major 
achievement for both individuals and for 253 Medical 
Regiment and we wish LCpl Mearns success in her 
forthcoming fixtures.

Ex CATANIA SERPENT, Sicily
253 (NI) Medical Regiment conducted an October 
battlefield study in Catania focussing on the military 
and medical missions of the Allied Invasion of Sicily, 
July-Aug 1943. By studying the Allied Invasion, students 
assessed how medical care was provided in a range of 
environments (airborne, amphibious and urban). These 
studies were contextualised by comparing them to the 
subsequent battles (including D-Day and Op MARKET 
GARDEN), subsequent op theatres (Suez, Fallujah) and 
current/potential operating theatres. 

The 34-strong team was drawn from all squadrons 
(Belfast, Limavady and Chorley) undertaking a thorough 
pre-theatre research programme before embarking on 
a detailed examination of Op HUSKY. The syndicates 
started at the Sicily 1943 Museum to look at the 
planning phases of the operation and then went onto 
the ground to examine the invasion itself. From the 
beach landings at Cape Murro di Porco to the glider 
landings at Ponte Grande in Syracuse, the military and 
medical challenges were studied, presentations given 
by each member and the successes and challenges 
of 1943 discussed. The realities of battle were brought 
home as the group entered Centuripe, a hill-top town 
overlooking the smoking Mount Etna. It was here that 
the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, the Royal Irish Fusiliers 
and the London Irish Rifles amongst others, overcame 
tremendous environmental difficulties and resolute 
Axis forces to push the enemy lines to the North East 
of Sicily. The tour was completed with a thought-
provoking visit to the British Cemetery in Catania where 
respects were paid to those who had lost their lives and 
in whose footsteps we had trodden.

Coronovirus
As we review a successful year and plan for future 
growth and development, the Covid-19 Pandemic is 
taking its toll, and changing our outlook.  Many of our 
Regimental ‘family’ and friends are playing vital roles 
in combatting the pandemic and we commend them 
for their commitment and professionalism, as well 
as wishing them continued health in these difficult 
circumstances.
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591 (AA) FIELD SQUADRON, 
71 ENGINEER REGIMENT
Overview
Across 2019, 591 has maintained its’ usual high 
tempo, with individuals being deployed once again 
to Op TRENTON. and also working alongside our 
American counterparts in Poland, as part of the NATO 
efforts in the region. Recruits have continued to 
bolster our strength, drawing ever closer to our fully 
manned target for 2020. Over the past year, the 
Squadron has conducted adventurous training in 
Spain, a battlefield study to Normandy, and has 
completed several community orientated 
construction tasks and engagement events., most 
notably the Queen’s Accession Parade in February 
and culminating in the annual Open Day event. This, 
in addition to the completion of the Junior Ranks 
Club refurbishments has been enabled not simply 
through the internal efforts of the Squadron, but also 
because of the ongoing support of RFCA (NI). 

HM The Queen’s Accession Parade
The Royal Engineers may not necessarily be 
renowned for its parading capability, however, in the 
proud tradition of Ubique 591, Field Squadron of 71 
Engineer Regiment demonstrated the adaptability of 
the Corps on 2nd February 2019 in splendid style. 

The purpose of the event was threefold. First, to 
commemorate the sixty-seventh anniversary of the 
Accession of Queen Elizabeth II to the throne; 
secondly to reaffirm the Squadron’s ‘Freedom of 
Bangor’ accolade following the merging of the 
Bangor into the Ards and North Down Council and, 
thirdly to put on a display in order to thank our many 
supporters, from family and friends, to employers and 
the local Council, as well as RFCA NI  and BFBS who 
have helped us on so many occasions.

Exercise Sapper Valor
To mark the 75th Anniversary of OPERATION 
OVERLORD 591, as part of 71 Engineer Regiment, 
conducted a battlefield study in Normandy. This was 
started with a visit to Southwick House, where 
General Eisenhower planned the operation and the 

Bovington Tank Museum, to see some examples of 
the modified tanks, known as Hobart’s Funnies, used 
by the Royal Engineers to open the path for the allies 
to take Normandy. Some key moments from the tour 
were provided by the visit to the Merville Battery, one 
of 591’s targets prior to the landings and Pegasus 
Bridge into Caen. 

Resolute Castle 19
Exercise Resolute Castle is an ongoing NATO 
assurance operation, part of a USAEUR initiative to 
provide opportunities for NATO partners to operate 
together and provide a more visible presence in the 
face of increasing pressures in Eastern Europe. 
As part of this, 71 Engineer Regiment was tasked with 
the construction of a K-SPAN building, used for 
storage and administration and a Plumb and Synch 
Ramp, used for bore-sighting for Heavy Armoured 
units. Within this, 591 Field Squadron was assigned a 
part of the construction of both tasks between 14-29 
July 2019. This meant 
working to tight 
construction deadlines in 
heated conditions. It was 
also a unique chance to 
operate alongside our 
American counterparts, 
observe some dramatic 
NATO training exercises and 
demonstrate the capability 
of the Ulster Sapper to the 
regiment and the US Corps 
of Engineers. 

Ex STORMY WATER
From 16-18 August 2019, 591 Fd Sqn, conducted 
watermanship training at the RSME Chatham, as part 
of the 38X Bde continuous training objectives
The Sappers covered lessons ranging from the parts 
of the boat, the types of outboard motors, how they 
are maintained, fuelled and operated, the maximum 
load the mk6 Assault Boat and Avon Redcrest craft 

can take, to the 
various knots used to 
secure the boats to 
moorings and how to 
retrieve personnel 
overboard. We got 
experience with items 
such as the recovery 

can take, to the 
various knots used to 
secure the boats to 
moorings and how to 
retrieve personnel 
overboard. We got 
experience with items 
such as the recovery 
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practical use on the water, with the sappers getting 
hands-on with the equipment and getting familiar 
with the basics of inland boat operation.

The weekend was concluded with a visit to the RE 
Museum at RSME Chatham, the home of the Royal 
Engineers. 

Exercise Sweat Finn Adventure Training Spain
591 Sqn completed a successful multi-activity 
Overseas Adventure Training Exercise to Spain, with 
13 participants and 3 instructors.  Again all 
participants were challenged, with high 
temperatures and heights being a common feature. 

The activities included two days’ Mountain Biking, 
following an introduction to the sport with a long, 
physically and 
technically 
challenging cycle. 
Two days were also 
given over to 
hillwalking, with the 
second day featuring 
multiple scrambles 
and a summit of 
nearly 1,300m. An 
intense day of rock 
climbing was also 
included, giving 
experienced climbers 
the chance to 
challenge themselves 
on climbs up to 6A 
and pushing novices 
to learn how to lead 
climb. The party also 
had the time to walk 
the stunning 
Caminito Del Ray 
route and teams were 
tasked with shopping and preparing meals.

Adventurous training is hugely important to the 
Armed Forces and aims to ‘promote enhanced 
operational capability through controlled exposure 
to risk’. For the majority of those involved it is one of 
the highlights of their time in the reserves. Without 
the financial help from RFCA (NI) these type of 
activities would not happen and the grants are 
greatly appreciated.

Community Engagement Events
The squadron continued to get out and about and 
help its local community by completing some 
challenging tasks. 

At McKinley School, a team of Sappers undertook a 

significant engineering project, creating a much 
needed 100-metres path to enable pupils to get to 
and from its playing fields.

Also the Squadron refurbished the World War 2 Pillar 
Box at the oval. The Pillar box was in a poor state and 
was brought back to life by the sappers working on it 
for all to see.
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COMPANY, 6 MI BATTALION
Overview
2019/20 has been another fast paced exciting year for 62 
Military Intelligence Company based in Thiepval Barracks 
Lisburn.

We continue to focus our Main Effort on growing the 
Company to full strength whilst developing our Special 
to Role capability through innovative and challenging 
training. 

This year has seen our members mobilised on 
operations and exercises to Bosnia, Estonia, Nigeria, Iraq 
and in support of BREXIT and European Exercises in the 
UK. 

Barely a week goes by that the Company does not 
have some sort of training activity taking place, and the 
troops are fully engaged and thoroughly enjoying their 
experience.

Training 
The underpinning constant requirements have 
continued with soldiers completing their Phase 1 
training through both modular and consolidated 
methods, at home in Ballykinlar, and in Pirbright, England 

where we had a Top Recruit 
pass off the Square in January 
2020. Seven soldiers have 
passed off the square in 
19/20, and another nine are 
getting ready to follow in their 
footsteps over the next year. 
      
Exercise SHAMROCK 
CHALLENGE 
Following on from their 
Phase 1 training our soldiers 
headed to Chicksands – the 

Headquarters of the Intelligence Corps, to learn their 
trade. This year has seen 6 members of the Company 
complete their Operator Military Intelligence trade 
training and 20/21 should see at least another 7 joining 
them.

Once these courses are under their belts our troops 
need to develop their special to role capability, 
specifically for us – Materiel and Personnel Exploitation. 
We are fortunate to have the support of our twinned 
Regular unit - 2 MI Bn who deliver the required training 
ensuring we are fit for role. Our troops can elect to 
complete a modular training system, or for those who 
can afford the time from their busy civilian lives – they 
can complete the 5 week Regular course alongside their 
2 MI Bn colleagues. This year has seen 3 of our reservists 
complete the Regular version, with 6 availing of the 

modular approach.

Our training is not done yet, and this year we have 
forged ahead in the development of our niche capability, 
managing to get 2 members of the Company on the 
NATO Digital Media Exploitation Course and 2 onto the 
NATO Cellular Exploitation course – both taking place 
in Belgium. In the fullness of time we will develop a 
self sufficiency allowing us to deliver our own in-house 
training packages to ensure our Reservists are up to date 
and effective in their role. 

This year the troops had 2 options for their Annual 
Deployment Exercise – to participate in Exercise 
PANTHER STRIKE in Utah, USA, or Exercise EAGLE’s 
TRIUMVERATE in Longmoor Training Camp.

Exercise Panther’s Strike 2019 
Ex PANTHER STRIKE saw members from 6 MI Bn deploy 
for 2 weeks in June to Camp Williams, Salt Lake City, 
Utah to attend a US National Guard led FVEY intelligence 
exercise. The aim was to allow personnel to fully embed 
within a US MI structure from Divisional HQ down to 
individual team level to maximise interoperability and 
knowledge exchange. This would allow personnel 
to develop the mechanics of conducting counter 
intelligence, land debriefing, Digital and Media 
Exploitation (DOMEX) and Material and Personnel 
Exploitation (MPE) activities within a Decisive Action 
Training Environment (DATE) scenario on a scale that 
is difficult to achieve in the UK, but also to better 
understand how these 
mechanisms are similar and 
different in US doctrine. 

The first portion of the 
Exercise was role specific 
MI training, designed to 
familiarise UK troops with US 
systems and to develop SOPs 
within teams combining UK 
and US doctrine. This lasted 

for a week before a 
PAUSEX for 2 days to 
allow personnel to 
rest before the final 
exercise. During the 
PAUSEX members of 
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6 MI undertook walking in the Moab National Park or 
a cultural visit to Salt Lake City. Upon return, the final 
training exercise commenced, designed to collectively 
test all core roles in a realistic operating environment 
based out of a Forward Operating Base (FOB). The 
experience of these two weeks differed significantly 
depending on the role given.

It was the first time members of 62 MI Coy were 
deployed on Exercise Panther Strike in a combined 
role of Materiel and Personnel Exploitation (MPE) and 
Digital and Media Exploitation (DOMEX). The key intent 
was to deliver Forward Exploitation Teams (FETs) into a 
tactical environment. The main aspects concentrated 
on the exploitation of sites and recovery of information 
for further forensic analysis leading to actionable 
intelligence. It also included working alongside other 
intelligence assets such as Human Intelligence (HUMINT) 
and Signal Intelligence (SIGINT). 

Following the initial welcoming briefs and detailing 
of assignments we were joined by five JNCOs from 
the Canadian and American Army (three Canadian 
and two American). The first phase of the training 
package delivered by WO2 Neill Butler was classroom 
based and began with MPE, this was mainly a refresher 
for the members of 62, however our counterparts 
were completely oblivious to MPE. This gave us the 
opportunity to put our skills to use and we spent the 
next few days teaching and training our new colleagues 
how to investigate a scene, use our equipment and 
create reports for dissemination. We also covered 
debriefing fundamentals which created an opportunity 
for us to get to know each member of the team a bit 
better and learn some of the different methods used by 
the Canadians and Americans. Finishing the week, we 
concentrated on DOMEX and had the opportunity to 
use the Cellebrite kit (mobile and digital data extraction) 
for the first time. 

Phase two began with our deployment into the field, we 
were assigned into two FETs integrating each team with 
a mixture of British, Canadian and American troops. We 
were able to create a Test and Evaluation Facility (TEF) 
and command centre, and distributed equipment to 
each team. Following the Road to War syllabus we were 
tasked with a variety of serials linking in MPE/DOMEX 
with HUMINT. We completed a number of joint tasks 
with the HUMINT team on a large-scale scenario which 
allowed both FETs to experience what it would be like 
working on the ground with a number of different 

agencies. As this was the first time the Canadians and 
Americans had been involved with MPE/DOMEX it 
created a lot of attention from senior ranks allowing us 
to demonstrate our capability as a Coy. They seemed 
very impressed, with a lot of complementary remarks 
being made. 

At the beginning of this exercise the MPE/DOMEX teams’ 
role was not particularly understood or recognised as 
an operational capability, however by the end we had 
established ourselves as a credible and significant asset. 
It was a great opportunity and experience working with 
our allies and being able to teach them our role.                                    

Exercise Eagle’s Triumverate
During the 6 MI Bn Annual Deployment Exercise 
EAGLE’S TRIUMVIRATE, 62 MI Company, the ‘Fighting 
Irish Coy’ provided the specialist Materiel and Personnel 
Exploitation (MPE) capability during the final exercise; 
providing the Battalion with SMEs on the collection of 
both finds and the exploitation of digital media. This 
exercise was the first time that all three companies 
had worked together in mixed sections in the field, 
providing us with both new challenges and training 
opportunities. After a few days of MPE refresher training, 
the Company members were busy on serials, recovering 
IED and weapon finds, exploiting phones and memory 
sticks, and having our eyes turn square during the 
report writing; all in a days work. Care and time was 
invested into the setting up of the exploitation labs 
where recovered items were processed before getting 
thrown straight into the exercise. 2 JNCOS from 2 MI 
had kindly ‘volunteered’ to help; Cpl ‘Punishment’ Lessey 
and LCpl Jack ‘the Lad’ Davison, taking time off from 
their busy personal schedules to volunteer as DS. They 
were a fantastic addition to the exercise ensuring morale 
aplenty throughout, whilst keeping us on our toes.
This mixing of trades within the sections allowed us to 
see just exactly what each company does and provided 
the opportunity for inter-company training to ensure 
that other battalion members could help out if needed. 
The exercising troops were fortunate enough to have 
the chance to be taken for a ride on a CH-47 Chinook, 
which was a significant morale boost in the middle of 
the exercise, as well as a great training experience.  

All in all, Ex EAGLE’s TRIUMVIRATE was a resounding 
success, after a thoroughly enjoyable range package, the 
exercise helped to solidify the trade skills of all involved, 
while giving the members of the Battalion a chance 
to demonstrate their skills in a busy and professional 
environment.

In amongst all this training our troops have also taken 
the opportunity to develop their skills in order that they 
can give back to the Company. We now have qualified 
MATT instructors in CBRN, BCDT and Navigation. We 
have a qualified All Arms Skill at Arms Instructor and All 
Arms Physical Training Instructor and more and more of 
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our junior soldiers are completing the Defence Train the 
Trainer Course in order that they can stand up in front 
of their counterparts and juniors and deliver training – 
developing not only those they teach, but their own 
leadership and command abilities. 

This year has seen phenomenal efforts on the training 
front by all involved and we will reap the benefits as the 
Company develops and goes from strength to strength 
in confidence and capability.

Adventurous Training and Sport
Whilst there isn’t a huge amount of spare time in 
amongst the hectic training calendar, our troops seem 
to have found the time to get away and play some 
representative sport and participate in some excellent AT 
opportunities. 

Ex 900
During the summer of 2018 the CO of 6 MI Bn handed 
over a book titled “Escaping Hitler” to a naïve One-Pip 
wonder and suggested it would be a good idea to 
organise a Battlefield Study and Adventure Training 
Expedition looking at the Escape Lines in the Pyrenees. A 
holiday with a pregnant wife provided time for reading 
and soon the 2Lt was dreaming of parachuting into 
Northern Europe, running for trains, hiding in Café’s 
waiting for agent meets (throw in a HUMINT exercise) 
and being chased by the French police (acting as the 
Gestapo) through the towns of France as they would 
re-enact the Escape Lines through France and Spain…
Twelve months later, 
with the reality of time, 
the JSATFA process 
and risk assessments 
the plan changed to a 
more realistic concept 
- a study period at 
Chicksands followed by 
a five-day expedition in 
the Pyrenees following 
the Chemin de la 
Liberte. The aim was 
simple – push people 
hard out of their 
comfort zones and 
then reward.

Following an 
exceptional 48 hr 

study period with high quality guest speakers who 
set the scene perfectly, the troops caught a flight to 
Toulouse where the group was met by the support 
team and transported to St Giron on the Salat river. A 
base was established at the Hotel Eychenne where kit 
was distributed and packs prepared. The hotel’s owner 
cheerfully told of how during the war, upstairs rooms 
were used for escaping British and latterly American 
service men. 

During the expedition, the four groups (Tom, Dick, Harry 
and George) individually set off following two routes, 
with the aim of meeting up four days later in the foothills 
of Mt Valier. Groups Tom and Dick headed south via a 
small village of Alos. Groups Harry and George would 
take the route through the hamlet of Moulis.  

A thoroughly successful expedition, the troops were 
challenged physically and mentally throughout. The 
aims of the expedition were soundly met, and as the 
expedition drew to an end the Padre dedicated a few 
words to the memories of those men and women who 
passed this way in their search for freedom. In one of the 
most striking moments of the trek, as the Padre spoke 
the Binyon’s famous poem ‘At the going down of the 
sun and in the morning, we will remember them’ the 
sun, in an act of breath-taking serendipity descended 
behind the Piz Renoué to our west. The group, joined by 
onlookers, remained quiet and pondered those brave 
men and women walking beyond this place to Spain 
and their freedom. 

For this type of expedition to be the success it was, it 
required the full support of 6 MI Bn permanent staff, 
Regular, Reserve, FTRS and civilian. In addition to the 1 x 
Summer Mountain Leader and three Summer Mountain 
Leader Trainers who had to be trained, 16 personnel 
were able to gain Team Medic qualifications and 15 
gained a Summer Mountain Foundation qualification. 
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SIGNAL SQUADRON, 32 
SIGNAL REGIMENT 
Introduction
Royal Signals Army Reservists have experienced a 
busy and interesting 2019 with opportunities to take 
part in a varied range of communications, military and 
adventure training activities. In addition, there have 
been two Battlefield Studies and and, in Carrickfergus, 
the Ceremonial Parade to mark the 75th anniversary of 
the collapse of the Hitler Line. All of this has provided a 
challenging and inspiring mix which is both retention-
positive and attractive to potential recruits. We have 
welcomed eight new recruits to the unit in the last 
year and we remain at a healthy 69 trained personnel 
from and established strength of 84 to be 82% 
manned.

RFCA NI has played an important part in maintaining 
our home at Clonaver Park to a good level of repair. 
This year has seen newly refurbished ablutions and 
messes which have made a positive difference to 
our image. The support from RFCA NI is greatly 
appreciated.

The Squadron continues with the successful 
pairing of its Regular Army counterparts, 225 Signal 
Squadron. Refresher training in Force Protection and 
Electronic Countermeasures (ECM) has continued 
throughout the year. In March, the Squadron 
provided two reservists to support HICON on Ex 
SHAMROCK ASKARI in Kenya. Their role was to help 
support communications to 38 Brigade and 2 Rifles 
Battlegroup. This opportunity gave our Royal Signals 
Reservists the platform to showcase their ability 
alongside regular counterparts in challenging and 
arduous conditions.    

Communications Training
It was decided that there would be three 
communications training weekends over the year to 
ensure a structured and progressive development of 
our junior soldiers. In April, Ex NORTHERN WALK had a 
“back to basics” theme, working out of Clonaver Park 
and Palace Barracks. The aim was to ensure that we all 
understood and delivered to the standards required 
of a safe and effective BOWMAN Detachment. It 
also gave the six newly appointed Detachment 
Commanders and their crew their first opportunity to 
work together as a team. 
The second communications training took place at the 
end of July. Ex NORTHERN CANTER saw the Squadron 
deploy to Magilligan Training Centre. The primary 
focus was for each detachment to put into practice 
antenna and propagation theory and to deliver good 
quality VHF and HF communications. This gave our 
Class One CS Operators the chance to mentor the 

junior soldiers and further 
complete trade workbooks. 
Also, it was the perfect 
opportunity to prepare for 
Ex JAVELIN ASSURE, the 
Annual Continuation Training 
(ACT) with the Regiment. 
This took place in Strensall, 
York. The Squadron joined 
the remainder of 32 Signal 
Regiment to take part in ACT 
which included a week-long 
Communications exercise assured by the 1st Signal 
Brigade, 6 (UK) Division staff. The exercise featured 
a variety of realistic and challenging scenarios. The 
Regiment was able to coordinate assets effectively and 
bring together the Signal Squadrons which make up 
32 Signal Regiment (Belfast, Edinburgh, Dundee and 
Glasgow) to work as a collective force.    
The final communications exercise of the year, Ex 
NORTHERN CANTER, took place in late October at 
Ballykinlar Training Centre with the aim of confirming 
the progression in skills and knowledge made over the 
training year. A night exercise tested the Squadron’s 
ability to communicate using the full range of 
BOWMAN systems available. 

Military Training
In addition to the mandatory MATTs training 
throughout the year, in October, the Squadron 
organised Ex SHAMROCK WARRIOR. This exercise was 
pitched at platoon level and took place in Ballykinlar, 
giving our junior soldiers the chance to practice 
leadership and all soldiering skills. This exercise was 
perfect timing and invaluable for the junior soldiers, 
especially for those embarking on Royal Signals 
promotion courses in the near future. Patrolling in 
sections, the stands included First Aid, which was the 
aftermath of a Road Traffic Accident. The day ended 
when the Night Navigation was completed! This 
exercise was superbly organised by 2Lt Swann.

In late October, 2Lt Jonny Graham was selected as the 
OIC Competitor in Ex SPRINGBOK 19, the UK Reserve 
Forces Association sponsored 3-day Military Skills 
Competition in South Africa. The competition was 
hosted by the South African National Defence Force 
and was an international event with six other nations 
competing. The British Army Reservists finished 
credible runners up to the hosts. 

RFCA NI has played an important part in maintaining 
our home at Clonaver Park to a good level of repair. 
This year has seen newly refurbished ablutions and 
messes which have made a positive difference to 
our image. The support from RFCA NI is greatly 

The Squadron continues with the successful 
pairing of its Regular Army counterparts, 225 Signal 
Squadron. Refresher training in Force Protection and 

Class One CS Operators the chance to mentor the 
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the Boyne Visitors Centre, County Meath as part of Ex 
BOYNE LEARNING.

Ceremonial Events
The Squadron celebrated St Patricks Day along 
with A Coy, 2 R Irish at Clonaver Park Army Reserves 
Centre. The parade was inspected and presented 
with the Shamrock by the Lord Lieutenant of Belfast, 
Fionnuala Jay O’Boyle, escorted by the star of the 
show, Irish Wolfhound “Brian Boru X” (named after 
the High King of Ireland). Clonaver Park appealed to 
the wider, hosting various stands throughout the day 
including the Fire Service, Face painting and recruiting 
information. After the Parade, everyone enjoyed 
delicious Irish Stew whilst being entertained by Irish 
Dancers!

The Squadron participated in the 75th Hitler Line 
Parade alongside B (North Irish Horse) Squadron and 
its Regiment, The Scottish and North Irish Regiment. 
To mark this special occasion in Carrickfergus, Service 
Dress was worn, with medals, and rifles were carried. 
Officers carried with swords! A fantastic parade which 
provided another first for our Squadron - Rifle Drill! The 
regular practice of Rifle Drill in the weeks leading up to 
the parade paid dividends in the end!

Cadet Insight Day   
At the end of June, the Squadron hosted a Cadet 
Insight Day in Clonaver Park. Despite inclement 
weather, a superb range of activities was arranged 
for the cadets including exciting scenarios on the 
NERF Gun Range, archery (using balloons as targets), 
sending messages on our BOWMAN radio systems 
and an introduction to the Battlefield Command and 
Control (BC2T) training facility.

Recognition
Our very own 2Lt Craig Swann was deservedly 
selected as the recipient of the Best Officer Cadet 
Award for the “Reservist Officer judged to be the 
best in his training year”. Congratulations from all the 
Squadron!

Summary
Once again the Squadron can reflect on a year packed 
full of variety and challenges to keep all ranks fully 
engaged throughout. We look forward to 2020, which 
is the Royal Signals Centenary year, in which we will 
continue to nurture the “One Army” concept with our 
Regular Army counterparts. We anticipate 1 (UK) Signal
Brigade will define further and in detail, the Squadron 
role relevant in these changing times. 

Adventure Training
In January, 3 members 
of the Squadron, along 
with others from 32 Signal 
Regiment travelled to Les 
Contamines, France to take 
part in Ex NORTHERN SKI 
CHALLENGE. They were 
joined by ten members of 
A Company, 2 Royal Irish 
who are co-located at 
Clonaver Park. A week of 
superb snow conditions 
and intensive ski training 
provided the backdrop for 
a focus on mountain safety 
and avalanche awareness. 
The exercise achieved its aim 
of qualifying beginners and 
intermediate skiers to Ski 

Foundation 1 and 2 level.

The Regimental expedition, Ex NORTHERN BAVARIAN 
ADVENTURE, at the end of June saw four Squadron 
members taking part in hillwalking, mountain biking 
and rock climbing in Bavaria.

The annual Squadron Adventure Training, Ex FINN 
MOURNE ADVENTURE which was conducted in 
mid-August aimed to develop leadership skills and 
team building of our Royal Signals Reservists prior to 
deploying on ACT 19. Participants had to successfully 
complete the Military Swim Test before being split into 
groups of six in activities such as Offshore Sailing from 
Carrickfergus; Coasteering (jumping off rocks into the 
sea!) at Ballintoy and Mountain Biking and Hill Walking 
in and around the beautiful Glens of Antrim. On the 
final evening, the Squadron enjoyed a BBQ and social 
in Aldergrove. 

Battle�eld Studies
The Regimental Battlefield Study to Ypres,
Belgium on Ex Northern Salient Poppy in early
February was attended by 23 members of the 
Squadron. The aim was to provide an educational 
insight into the leadership challenges prevalent in the 
First World War with a specific focus on the Command, 
Control and Communications challenges during the 
battles around the Ypres Salient. This gave all ranks the 
opportunity to evaluate and compare events against 
current British Army doctrine. Presentation packs were 
provided before the trip to familiarise personnel with 
the area’s history, including The Battle of Passchendale, 
and the importance of the Menin Gate memorial and 
The War Graves Commission.

In late March the Squadron also ran its own Battlefield 
Study to the site of The Battle of The  Boyne. Following 
completion of conceptual training at Thiepval Barracks 
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206 (ULSTER) BATTERY, 105 
REGIMENT ROYAL ARTILLERY
Introduction
206 (Ulster) Battery is the only Reserve Royal Artillery 
unit in Northern Ireland, based in two locations; 
Battery Headquarters and A Troop in Newtownards 
and B Troop in Coleraine.  The Battery combines its 
operational role as a field gun Battery equipped with 
105mm light gun, with its ceremonial duties of the 
firing of Royal Salutes.  This has been another busy year 
for the Battery including adventurous training locally 
and in Germany, live firing in England and Denmark, 
Royal Salutes and recruitment / public engagement 
events.  

Adventurous training
The main adventurous training exercise this year was 
Ex FINN HARZ ENDEAVOUR which took place in the 
Harz Mountains in Germany from 24th August to 1st 
September.  This package included mountain biking 
and hill walking in a challenging environment, each 
was designed to enhance each soldier’s courage and 
physical attributes as well as developing leadership 
and planning skills.  Preliminary training exercises 
were carried out on local mountain bike trails, forest 
parks and hills.  The exercise included members of the 
Battery from Coleraine and Newtownards who were 
joined by other members of the 105 Regiment RA from 
Scotland.  A lengthy road and sea journey culminated 
in arrival at the training centre at Torfhaus Lodge in 
the Harz National Park.  After a full day’s mountain 
biking on various trails, for the second day the group 
divided with one group hill walking while the novice 
and intermediate mountain bikers gaining more 
valuable instruction.  The following day the groups 
switched roles, with the mountain bikers completing 
more difficult trails and the hill walkers reaching the 
summit of the Brocken Mountain (or Blocksberg) 
which, at an elevation of 1,142m is the highest peak 
in Northern Germany.  Day four saw more success for 
both groups and, on day five, we travelled to Ypres, 
Belgium where members of the team laid a wreath 
on behalf of 105 Regiment RA at the Menin Gate Last 
Post Ceremony.  This was a moving experience for all 
and one gunner commented that he was “…extremely 
moved by the solemnity and digni�ed remembrance 
to the fallen soldiers of World War One whose bodies 
were never recovered.”  Day six provided an opportunity 
for more First World War related visits, to the Flanders 
Field Museum and Tyne Cot Cemetery, which is the 
largest Commonwealth War Graves Commission 
cemetery in the world, followed by a battlefield tour 
of the area.  The return journey via Dunkirk included a 
stop at the Dunkirk beaches to pay respects to those 
from the Second World War who did not return home.  
Adventurous training is a key element of army training 
but relies heavily on additional support.  The Battery 

is fortunate to have its own 
experienced mountain bike 
and hill walking instructorsI, 
but owes much to the 
financial support of The 
Ulysses Trust, RFCA NI, ATG 
(NI) and HQ 38 (Irish) Brigade 
and NI Garrison.  

Parachute Course
In October a Junior NCO 
from the Bty attended a parachute course at the 
Joint Service Parachute Wing, Netheravon.  This was a 
challenging but rewarding course and it is hoped that 
more people will be able to avail of it in the future.

Royal Salutes
206 (U) Battery continues to undertake its ceremonial
duties with the firing of Royal Gun Salutes throughout 
the year to mark key Royal anniveries and celebrations.  
Last year, following extensive refurbishment, 
Hillsborough Castle once again became the Official 
Saluting Station for Northern Ireland. However, the 
Royal Salute for Her Majesty the Queen’s Birthday was 
held at Carrickfergus Castle with that dramatic 
backdrop  adding to the spectacle. Also, following the 
success of the previous year’s Royal Salute at 
Clotworthy House, Antrim, the Royal Salute on 3rd 
June, on the occasion of the anniversary of the 
Coronation of Her Majesty the Queen returned to that 

venue. The firing of 
Royal Salutes at 
alternative locations 
affords a wider 
audience the 
opportunity to 
experience the event 
and the Antrim 
location proved no 
exception with a 
number of local 

primary schools attending.

The Regimental Annual 
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(ADE) took place from 17 
September to 7 October 
2019 in Sonderland, 
Denmark.  This is the third 
time 105 Regiment RA has 
deployed to Denmark in 
recent years so Ex VIKING 
STAR was familiar to some, 

but a new experience for others.  As a training exercise 
the intent was to practice low-level interoperability, 
conduct Joint Fires Battle Craft Syllabus (BCS) tactical 
tasks and deliver Collective Training.  The Regiment 
deployed with a composite Battery of 4 light guns, 
Battery Command Post, Battery Echelon, Fire Support 
Team and other support personnel.  In order to ensure 
full manning in each element, support was provided 
by qualified personnel from other regular army units, 
namely 3RHA which is the Regiment’s “paired unit”, 
4RA, 19RA, RA Gunnery Training Team (RAGTT) and 11 
EOD Regt RLC.  In preparation for this exercise several 
training weekends were carried out at various training 
areas in the UK.  The exercise started with a two-day 
movement phase which saw members of 206 Battery 
join with other members of 105 Regiment from areas 
of Scotland, including the Shetland Islands, for the 
journey by road and sea to Denmark.  Once on the 
Danish BORRIS Live Firing Area, the first day was spent 
carrying out Command Post exercises and safety briefs.  
The next four days involved live firing, developing 
existing and learning new skills.  A welcome one-day 
break included a cultural visit to the city of Aarhus.  
On return to the training area a second four-day live 
firing exercise allowed personnel to further improve 
and hone their skills.  Having a significant amount 
of ammunition meant that good rates of fire could 
be achieved which offered excellent training.  Final 
testing elements for trade qualifications were also 
accomplished during the exercise phases.  This 
exercise was a great opportunity to work alongside 

regular army counterparts and develop good working 
relationships.  Thanks and appreciation go to the 
Danish military who provided an outstanding level of 
support throughout.

Recruiting Events and Public Engagement
The recruiting team, supported by other members of
the Battery, has taken part in a wide range of events
this year including Sea Bangor, Armed Forces Day,
and an Open Day for the formation of a new troop in
Newtownabbey as well as providing a recruiting 
presence at Royal Salutes and a range of additional
Combined Engaged Task Force events.

Remembrance Sunday
Battery personnel joined members of the Royal British 
Legion, other armed forces, emergency services, cadet 
and youth organisations for the Remembrance Sunday 
wreath laying ceremonies 
and parades at both 
Coleraine and Newtownards.  
The Battery continues its 
proud tradition of providing 
the Cenotaph guard in both 
towns and also firing the 
minute gun at Newtownards 
War Memorial. 

Conclusion
The Battery has had strong 
attendance at Battery and 
Regimental events throughout the year and continues 
to meet its commitments both at Regimental and 
Brigade levels.  Efforts are progressing well in the 
recruiting sphere with new members joining our ranks 
throughout.  Our focus for ADE next year will be two-
fold; firstly, to improve our Trade Qualifications and 
secondly, to focus on driver training and continuous 
personal development.  We are all looking forward to 
another challenging and rewarding year in 2020.
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ATU (NI) 
Army Training Unit 
Northern Ireland, 
is part of Initial 
Training Group (ITG). 
headquartered in 
Pirbright in Surrey, 
and is one of four ATUs in the UK.  Responsible for 
Phase 1 Alpha and Phase 2 Bravo course training for 
all Army Reserve Recruits in NI, the unit has dealt with 
increasing numbers in what has proved another busy 
year for ATU (NI). 

Somme Company
Somme Company (previously known as Initial 
Company and staffed exclusively by Reservists from a 
number of Units in NI) has continued to provide all 
Instructors throughout the year to assure delivery of all 
our courses.  Exercise SHAMROCK CHALLENGE (3-week 
consolidated Alpha and Bravo Course) has run annually 
for a number of years at Ballykinler and Magilligan each 
Summer.  The previous success of Exercise SHAMROCK 
CHALLENGE, the 3-week consolidated Alpha and Bravo 
Course, pioneered here and run annually in recent 
years Ballykinler and Magilligan has now been 
recognised by ITG as ‘best practice’ and has 
consequently been mirrored across all Reserve Training 
establishments within the UK under the course name 

‘FASTRACK’. The
resulting courses over the Summer of 2019 saw more 
than 500 Army Reserve Recruits successfully 
completing their training throughout these 
establishments , with 60+ completing their training in 
NI. 

Our own unit forecast of events has kept Somme
Company on an intense battle rhythm which has
delivered five Phase 1 Alpha and two Phase 1 Bravo 
courses, with more than 150 trained soldiers passing 
off the Parade Square so far this training year.

Instructor Training
The high quality of instruction delivered at ATU (NI) 
has, once again, been formally recognised, this time 
with the award to Cpl Glenn Crangle, R IRISH, of 
the prestigious Army Recruiting and Initial Training 

Command (ARITC) Reserve 
Trainer of the Year award. 
Five members of the Unit 
accompanied Cpl Crangle 
to the award ceremony at 
the ARITC symposium at 
The Royal Military Academy 
Sandhurst in November. The 
award marked an impressive 
‘three in a row’ recognition; in 2017 the Unit achieved 
the top award with Cpl Knox SNIY;  in 2018 LCpl Farmer 
R IRISH was runner up and Cpl Crangle clinched the 
honour in 2019.  Well done, all!

Sta� Development
The year brought staff changes at all levels, but we 
have continued to attract high-quality Instructors to 
our team and we are happy to report that almost every 
Reserve Unit in NI is represented amongst the staff. 

Many of our staff enhanced their skills, becoming 
even better assets to the Unit and the Army Reserve, 
successfully undertaking a significant number of 
career courses including Skill at Arms,  Drill Instructor, 
Battlefield Casualty Drills, First Aid Instructor, Chemical, 
Biological Radiological Nuclear (CBRN) Instructor and 
Range Management as well as Mental Resilience 
Training, and Junior Officer Tactics and Command. 
Training has also encompassed civilian professional 
qualifications up to and including Level 7 (Degree 
equivalent).  All these courses are intended to ensure 
the personal development of both trainees and our 
own staff.

Overlord Re�ection
A Battlefield Study to France took place in October, 
providing attendees with the opportunity to study 
specific aspects of the 1944 D Day Normandy 
campaign and, later, to present their findings on how 
the operation unfolded, drawing on lessons learnt then 
and applying them to modern combat operations.  

Sgt McKeown, REME, planned and implemented 
Ex OVERLORD REFLECTION providing support from 
19 members of the Unit as well as input from the 
acclaimed author Richard Docherty, to create a first-
rate experience.  

Appropriately our Battlefield Study concluded with 
a Service of Remembrance on Hill 262, the Mount 
Ormel Ridge, conducted by the Padre,  Capt Mervyn 
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location where a large loss of life was experienced on 
both sides of the war.

Training Assurance
Emphasis on training assurance remains at the core of 
the Army Training environment, with Unit capacity 
evidenced in our having achieved an ‘Outstanding’ 
rating in 2018 and in our sharing, by a number of 
means, ‘best practice training’ with  a number of other 
training establishments. A ‘lessons learnt’ paper was 
devised and issued and throughout the Year and 
advisory visits to other ATUs where completed by the 
Second In Command, Major Sid Stevenson, RLC, and 
his team. In October Major Stevenson provided a 
briefing stand at the ITG Training Excellence 
Symposium attended by all Regular and Reserve 

training personnel throughout ITG , providing others 
with the opportunity to learn from our experiences.

Other Events
The National Army Reserve Pistol Shooting
Competition took place on Pirbright Ranges in July
with the Unit putting in a solid performance as it 
introduced new team members to competition pistol 
shooting,  laying the foundation for years to come.

A number of high level visits took place during the 
year, including a visit to Ex SHAMROCK CHALLENGE by 
Major General Bill O’Leary QVRM, Deputy Commander 
Field Army, who met with recruits and instilled in them, 
and in our own team, his enthusiasm for the Army 
Reserve.

Two members of the Unit, Maj C Stevenson RLC and
WO2 McKeown SNIY, where honoured with the 
presentation of Lord Lieutenant’s Certificates for 

Outstanding Meritorious 
Service Above and 
Beyond the Call of Duty in 
recognition of their service to 
the Army Reserve.

In September the Unit held a 
Beating Retreat

supported by RFCA-DRM (NI), 38 (Irish) Brigade
and The Regimental Band of The Royal Irish Regiment
including the Bugles Pipes and Drums of the 2nd
Battalion, The Royal Irish Regiment. A 200-strong 
audience of friends, families, employers and 
community representatives, joined by 150
Army Cadets and their instructors watched the event, 
with the Salute taken by our honoured guest, Her 
Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant for County Down, Mr David 
Lindsey.

Moving On
The end of their respective tours saw us dining out a 
number of key staff who contributed massively to our 
successes during their time with the ATU (NI).  Having 
served 32 years in the Army Reserve, Manning Warrant 
Officer WO1 Monaghan returns to 2 R IRISH;  CQMS 
CSgt Fowlie returned to B Company 2 R IRISH and Cpl 
McKee R IRISH, one of our Somme Company Section 
Commanders, returned to C Company 2 R IRISH.

Looking Forward 2020
Our extensive interactions have built positive 
connections across all Reserve Units in NI, with 2nd 
(NI) Battalion The Army Cadet Force and with 38 
(Irish) Brigade and we thank all concerned for their 
continuing support and commitment to the vital 
importance of training, learning and development.  
Our thanks are also due to our colleagues at Recruit 
Selection Centre Palace Barracks, at Defence 
Infrastructure Organisation BTC, the British Forces 
Broadcasting Service, The Defence Press Office.  We 
also thank RFCA NI for its continued support, financial 
and otherwise.

ATU (NI) will continue to perform to the highest 
standard, providing an exceptional training experience 
for every Reserve Recruit. 
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157 
DIVISIONAL 
SUPPORT 
COMPANY, 
102 
BATTALION 
REME
2019 has been another busy year for 157 Divisional 
Support Company.  Throughout this challenging 
and rewarding training year the Company has firmly 
established ‘REME Reserve NI’, attracting a wide range 
of vocationally talented mechanical and electrical 
engineers from across the province, representing 102 
Bn REME with distinction.

This year has seen157 Divisional Support Company 
make exemplary contributions to engineering 
excellence, community, employer engagement, and 
military capability, despite a backdrop of persistent, 
challenging change.157 Div Sp Coy has established 
a significant brand identity and a local reputation for 
excellence as the key component of REME Reserve in NI. 

Gaining the reputation as a cohesive sub-unit within 
102 Battalion REME, 
is testament to the 
hard work, dedication, 
collective effort and 
determination of 157 
Div Sp Coy officers and 
soldiers. 

The Coy has delivered 
a host of successes, 
including the 
establishment of a 
successful recruitment 
‘pipeline’, rich with vocationally competent and qualified 
engineers, who are now established as REME officers 
and soldiers, thus building an enduring future for 
the REME Reserve in NI.  Of particular note has been 
the highly effective mentoring of Young Officers 
transitioning to Engineering Officers.

The development of the Leading Engineering 
Excellence (Project E3) course which provides 
participants with a ‘Degree Level’ accredited 
‘Engineering Excellence’ qualification, is the first of 
its kind in the REME Reserve, facilitating Corps-wide 
opportunities to qualify a REME Reservist with a ‘Degree 
Level’ qualification, enhancing pre-requisite PAAB entry. 

Hugely successful has been the development of 
FRAGO007, whereby 157 Coy can seamlessly map the 
vocational engineering competencies of reservists 

from their civilian employment and qualifications, as 
a concurrent activity to their recruit training, enabling 
a trade classification award, in tandem with successful 
completion of Phase 1 training. 

Cultural Transformation has also been facilitated 
through the development of a ‘Reverse Engineering’ 

seamless pathway 
from Civilian Vocational 
SME to Reserve 
Tradesman to Regular 
Tradesman, through 
the innovative 
application of the 
FRAGO007 process. 

During the past year 
we have been proud 
to deploy effectively 
as the significant 

engineering component on a series of Battalion and 
Brigade exercises throughout UK and overseas. 

Resurrecting the regional military engineering 
competition (the Bradwell Bowl), now held annually in 
NI, with its refreshed focus on contemporary diagnostic, 
and data acquisition and analytics, has helped us 
enhance the engineering skills development of REME 
reserves.

The promotion of engineering is also evidenced in the 
establishment of unique links with the local community 
in NI, helping local schools and community groups not 
only to learn directly about the REME, but also about 
how engineering skills development can enhance the 
employability, thus career prospects, of young people.

Not only have we been recognised within 38 (Irish) 
Brigade as one of the leaders in Army Reserve 
recruitment in NI, we have also been delighted to take 
a lead on The Mechanics 
Badge, delivered to 600 
scouts during 2018-19, whilst 
promoting STEM at every 
opportunity. Members of 
the unit are regularly invited 
as guest speakers at STEM 
events in local schools, and 
employer forums.

We are also ‘leading the 
way’ on the Ministry of 
Defence online service,  Defence Connect,  as the most 
‘Liked’ and viewed, DC Coy throughput that online 
community. 

Significantly, written citations and thanks from 
Members of Parliament and Company Directors have, 
throughout our busy year, recognised and commended 
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the value added by REME Reserve to the wider technical 
employer and key stakeholder fraternity throughout NI. 

Northwest 200 – Army Motorcycle Racing Team
157 Div Sp Coy has established REME Reserve NI as 
the ‘engineering partner of choice’ for The North West 
200, whilst also developing a vocationally mapped 
certification process which resulted in REME Reservists 
in NI being certificated in ‘Motor Cycle Racing and 
Technical Scrutineering’ .

The ‘Coy’, has established the reputation as ‘Motorcycle 
Racing NI’ engagement enablers, built on the consistent 
bespoke, Motorcycle Racing engineering expertise and 
service which the ‘Coy’ has delivered to The International 
North West 200.

During the ‘90th Anniversary year in 2019, of the NW200, 
157 Div Sp Coy facilitated the integration of the ‘Army 
Motorcycle Racing Team’, into the heart of NI’s Ireland’s 
biggest outdoor biking event in the sporting calendar - 
a truly unique ‘Community and Employer Engagement’ 
initiative, attracting crowds in excess of 100,000 during 
race week, as well as the biggest names in motorbike 
racing. Further building upon last year’s commitment, 
157 Div Sp Coy also assisted the organisers, Coleraine 
and District Motor Club, with scrutineering and Circuit 
configuration and design.  For the fifth successive year 
157 Div Sp Coy helped to transform 8.9 miles of open 
road into an International Standard Circuit, an exercise 
which required the application and integration of 
seamless leadership competencies in co-operation with 
various local authorities and departments.

Both the Army Motorcycle Racing Team and 157 
Div Sp Coy gained valuable knowledge about the 
requirements of controlling an event of this scale, 
benefitting from innovative training and development.  
On race day activities including assisting with the 
Scrutineering process which involved checking the 
standard and fit of all the competitors’ helmets, leathers, 
boots and gloves as well as ensuring that the bikes met 
all of the engineering and specification regulations – 
‘bread and butter’ to REME! As an integral part of this 
fantastic event 157 Fd Coy has once more helped to 
promote the Army Reserves in Northern Ireland and, 
in particular, the REME.  Our assistance throughout 
the entire event was hugely appreciated by the Local 
Council representatives, local community, employers 
and organisers.

157 Div Sp Coy is rightly proud of its contribution to 
Army Reserve in NI, its commitment as a sub-unit of 
102 Battalion REME and its integration with the local 
community across NI. 

Its unique and impressive blend of group cohesion 
and innovation through engineering, has continued 
with the further development of opportunities in 

conjunction with Technical Training Services NI, a 
leading engineering training organisation in NI.  This 
initiative has presented a unique opportunity to get 
‘Face–to–Face’ with a steady inflow of circa 80–100 
Engineering apprentices each year, enabling the Coy 
to demonstrate REME Reserve engineering excellence 
to an engineering-rich peer group, achieving the twin 
objectives of increasing recruiting numbers and directly 
engaging with a specific sector of the local community; 
no small task for the military.

Bradwell Bowl Competition
Continuing from last year’s success the Coy, further 
developed, hosted and and competed in the Bradwell 
Bowl competition, as the lead Coy from 102Bn 
REME. The Bradwell Bowl competition presented an 
important opportunity for the Coy to host a wide range 
of stakeholders from across communities, including 
employers, 102Bn sister Coys 
and Regular REME units 
serving in NI showcasing our 
forward thinking, engineering 
innovation and leadership 
development capabilities, 
and testing them in a 
competitive environment. 
The competition was again 
hosted at Transport Technical 
Training Services (TTTS), 
Nuts Corner, Dundrod, and  
teams competed to a very 
high standard demonstrating engineering excellence 
in abundance, with 157 DS Coy again taking home the 
Trophy. 

Scouts Engineering Badge NI
We are extremely proud to have delivered a diverse 
range of ‘Community and Employer’ engagement 
initiatives, in conjunction with 38X. Of significant 
note has been the phenomenal development of the 

Northern Ireland led Scouts ‘Mechanics  Badge’. Since 
2018 when 157 Div Sp Coy set a precedence with the 
first ever group. We have delivered around 600 badges, 
with a waiting list of c.2000 Scouts hoping to take part 
in this popular STEM initiative, firmly establishing our 
reputation as ‘STEM Ambassadors’. 
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The event is broken down over two days, 
accommodating around 100 Scouts per day at Kinnegar 
Logistics Base, where Scout teams are challenged to 
successfully complete stands under the mnemonic 
‘MECHANIC’ with each stand representing a different 
part of a vehicle.  The event proved an enormous 
success with every scout obtaining their badge and 
a certificate from 157 Div Sp Coy.  38X Commander 
Brigadier Davis and the Mayor of Ards and North Down 
Council presented the prestigious Scouts Mechanics 
Badges. 

Annual Continuation Training Exercises
This year 102Bn REME presented a wide ranging and 
excitingly diverse set of opportunities for 157 DS Coy 
soldiers to apply their unique skill sets as part of an 
innovative retention- orientated enabling strategy.

EXERCISE LION STAR 9, held in in Cyprus during Nov 
– Dec 2019, presented the unique opportunities for a 
blend of ‘Special to Arm’ skills capability development, 
enriched by a comprehensive range package for 
our Annual Camp. 157 DS Coy soldiers successfully 
delivered real time, repair capability, for the units 
operating in Cyprus, whilst simultaneously developing 
their trade classification and many achieving their 
‘Marksmanship Badges’. 

EXERCISE DARK HORSE in Canada in January 
2020 saw us tackle 
prestigious and equally 
challenging ‘Winter 
Repair Programme’ 
with its  opportunities 
for a blend of ‘Special 
to Arm’ skills capability 
development, enriched 
by a comprehensive 
range of diverse 
equipment to 

challenge the technical capability of the 157 DS Coy 
REME tradesman. 157 DS Coy soldiers successfully 
delivered real time, repair capability, for the ‘Batus Battle 
Group’ whilst simultaneously developing their trade 
classification.
 
EXERCISE IRON PULL in February 2020 focused on 
the Battalion’s capacity to deliver ‘Recovery Mechanic 
Concentration’, with opportunities for ‘Rechy Mehs’ to 
develop their ‘Special to Arm’ skills capability through 
a comprehensive range of diverse ‘Technical Recovery’ 
tasks designed to challenge and enhance the technical 
capability of the 157 DS Coy Recovery Mechanic 
tradesman who all successfully delivered real time, 
Special to Arm’ skills capability, whilst simultaneously 
developing their trade classification.

EXERCISE DIAMOND SPROCKET, also in February 
2020, delivered ‘License Acquisition Concentration’. It 
included ‘Special to Arm’ skills capability development, 
and a comprehensive range of diverse ‘Technical 
Equipment Familiarisation’ elements to challenge the 
technical capability of the 157 DS Coy tradesmen who 
successfully developed both ‘Special to Arm’ skills and 
trade classification.
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B (NORTH IRISH HORSE) 
SQUADRON, THE SCOTTISH & 
NORTH IRISH YEOMANRY
This has been another exciting year for B (NIH) Sqn 
SNIY.  Notably our conversion to the JACKAL platform 
and the commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of 
the Battle of the Hitler Line. 

Jackal Conversion
In late 2019 the Sqn took delivery of our first JACKAL 
vehicles, replacing the R WMIK platform.  JACKAL 
gives the Regiment a greater capability to carry out 
our Light Cavalry role, carrying more equipment over 
a greater distance and with better protection for the 
crew.  The vehicle carries the same armament as the 
R WMIK, but its size and footprint offer a much more 
stable firing platform. Conversion to JACKAL has 
been and will continue to be a focus for the Sqn and 
Regiment over the coming year as we look to hone 
the Light Cavalry skills built up over our years on R 
WMIK. 

75th Anniversary of the Battle of the Hitler Line
On the 25th May 2019, 75 years after the battle of 
the Hitler Line, servicemen and women from all 
Sqns in the SNIY, 40 (NIH) Signal Sqn, Cadets and 
past members of the North Irish Horse paraded 
through the town of Carrickfergus. The parade, led 
by the band of the Royal Irish Regiment, made its 
way through the town, concluding with a service of 
remembrance for those who lost their lives during 

the battle. The Hitler Line is just one of many battle 
honours held by the North Irish Horse, however it 
is the closest to our hearts. It was after this battle, 
where the tanks of the NIH supported the 1st 
Canadian Division, that the Canadian government 
awarded the NIH the honour of wearing the maple 
leaf symbol.

Ex Wessex Eagle 2019
In July 2019, 14 soldiers of the NIH joined other 
members of the SNIY and the Scots Dragoon Guards 
(our paired Regiment) on Ex Wessex Eagle.  This 2 
week exercise gave the soldiers a great opportunity 
to develop and practice their Light Cavalry skills on 
Salisbury Plain.  Initially acting as the Enemy the SNIY 
proved themselves to be a formidable foe, holding 
Copehill Down against C Sqn Scots DG for 4 days. 
After this they became an excellent asset working 
alongside the Scots DG as a recce screen for the 
Regiment before conducting a high intensity raid on 
the enemy to finish the exercise on a high. 

Courses Camp 2019-2020
During the training year our soldiers had the 
opportunity to attend two courses concentrations in 
both September 2019 and February 2020. These two-
week periods allowed soldiers to further develop 
their skills and qualifications for promotion whilst 
qualifying for their Certificate of Efficiency. A range of 
courses, focused on conversion to JACKAL provided 
fantastic opportunities for both military and personal 
development, further strengthening the Regiment’s 
operational readiness.  

Overseas Opportunities 
The SNIY presents many opportunities to its Service 
Personnel, a life changing experience in Kenya is 
just one of them. A soldier from B Sqn, posted to 
BATUK (British Army Training Unit) Kenya, took up 
the position of regimental Provost in Aug 19. Along 
with the normal duties of a Provost the soldier was 
also tasked with controlling the local G4S security, 
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overseeing the Force 
Protection platoon 
and supporting the 
RMP. Down time 
allowed for several 
safaris across Kenya 
and a Christmas day 
to remember at over 
10,000 ft in Aberdare 
mountain range. 

As a civilian lifeguard, 
one private soldier 
got the chance 
to experience her 
everyday job in 
another country. 
Swapping grey 
clouds for blue skies, 
she spent 3 months 
working as a lifeguard 
at an outdoor pool 
in Gibraltar. The 
pool located at Four 
Corners was the home 
of the Army, RAF and 
Navy families. Another 
fantastic opportunity 
for B Sqn.  

Exercise Snow Fox 
What better way to 
beat the January 
blues than skiing in the French Alps? Each year the 
SNIY compete alongside the wider Yeomanry in a 
skiing competition with soldiers’ experience ranging 
from the total beginner to the highly experienced 
and lycra clad daredevil. Twelve soldiers from B Sqn 
took part in the event at Tignes, one of the best ski 
resorts in Europe. During the weeklong exercise first 
class instruction was provided at all levels meaning 
every soldier returned a better skier.  Importantly this 

is an excellent opportunity for personal development 
and both Sqn and Regimental cohesion.

Look Forward
The next training year will be interesting.  At time of 
writing we are already in the grip of the COVID-19 
crisis. Whilst this has severely hampered our ability 
to train in the traditional sense, it has offered the 
opportunity for our command team and our junior 
leaders especially to think outside of the box and 
design engaging and valuable training at a distance. 

Regimentally we look forward to Ex Wessex Storm 
to give us our first real taste of operating on JACKAL 
for a sustained period.  The opportunities presented 
by OP CABRIT and the continued focus on JACKAL 
conversion are but a few of the reasons to be excited 
about the future in B Sqn and the SNIY. 
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502 (ULSTER) SQUADRON 
ROYAL AUXILIARY AIR FORCE 
(RAUXAF)
502 (Ulster) Squadron is a General Service Support 
Squadron currently employing  personnel across  seven 
officer branches and  eleven trade groups.  Many utilise 
their primary civilian qualifications and experience when 
working in diverse roles within the Royal Air Force, from 
medical professionals, police officers and electrical 
engineers, to suppliers, chefs and drivers or working 
in air operations, or media or trained for the logistics 
specializations or specialist intelligence roles.   

It has been far from a slow start to 2019, with 
Headquarters staff having successfully processed several 
notable training, welfare and education related audits.  
The HQ continues to deliver support to recruitment, 
Phase 1 & 3 training and to our Part Time Volunteer 
Reserves (PTVRs) who may be deploying on detached 
duty or exercises.  (Phase 2 training is conducted at the 
specialist units in GB).

Training assurance has been a key area for the Squadron.  
All Training and Assurance Documentation was 
reviewed and refreshed in preparation for the planned 
SPTQA audit inspection which was undertaken by 
Assurance Wg, HQ 22 (Trg) Gp and the impromptu 
OFSTED inspection.  Encouragingly, feedback from 
the inspection teams was extremely positive and best 

practice has now been shared with our RAuxAF sister 
Squadrons to assist them in their preparations for future 
inspections.

During our Training Weekend, Honorary Air Commodore 
Jane Middleton made her farewell visit to 502 (Ulster) 
Squadron.  HAC Middleton has held this appointment 

since the Squadron was reformed at Aldergrove in 2013.  
She now hands over the HAC mantle to Mr Alistair Finlay, 
who holds the position of Director of Operations, Faculty 
of Medicine, Health & Life Sciences at Queen’s University 
Belfast.
 
Role and Deployments
The Squadron currently has a strength of 112 (95 PTVRs 
+ 17 HQ Staff) personnel.  During 2019 personnel 
have voluntarily mobilised to serve in Cyprus, Estonia, 
Oman, Palestine, Falkland Islands and various UK bases 
in support of Ops SHADER and AZOTIZE; Ex MAGIC 
CARPET, The Service Complaints Investigation Team and 
in Support of PJOBs.

The Royal Auxiliary Air Force’s mission is to provide 
trained personnel to work in support of RAF operations 
in the UK and worldwide and 502 Squadron continues 
to play its full part in meeting this task.  As Op SHADER 
draws down after the collapse of the ISIS ’ Caliphate’, 
the Squadron takes pride in the fact that reservists from 
Northern Ireland played a part in that effort from bases 
in the Middle East, Cyprus, Crete and the UK.  Two of 
our reservists, working in the fields of Supply and Air 
Intelligence, received commendations. On their return 
letters paying fulsome tribute to their effectiveness were 
received from commanders on the ground.  

One of 502 Squadron’s Personnel Support reservists 
serving alongside an RAF ISTAR squadron received 
the Air Component Commanders Award for Air Safety 
in recognition of for an innovation she introduced 
establishing a register to capture Air Safety qualifications.  
The template has since been rolled out to the rest of 
the Force in the Joint Operating Area.  Like many others, 
her experience was a positive one, not least because 
of the way reserves are fully integrated into continuing 
deployments. She says,   “I can honestly say that from day 
one I felt like part of the team, I was never made to feel 
like the ‘token reserve’ and I have made friends for life.  

It has been an invaluable experience for me and one I 
thoroughly enjoyed.  I would recommend it to everyone.”   

Members of the Squadron’s RAF Police Flight continue 
to carry out Air Transport Security taskings at Aldergrove 
and around the world.  Tasks range from guarding 
aircraft down route on military bases and at civilian 
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airports, to searching and processing baggage of troops 
outbound from Northern Ireland to foreign exercises.  
The latter is a task now undertaken solely by 502 
Squadron RAF Police personnel, negating the need to 
bring in regular personnel from UK bases and its success 
bears a testament to the professionalism and diligence 
shown by the team on 502. Significantly, the RAF Police 
Flt completed an ATSY tasking at Aldergrove, the result 
of which was a seizure of prohibited items by 502 Sqn 
personnel and the involvement the Military Police 
Special Investigation Branch. 

Op ASKARI STORM T7 involved the processing by 502 
RAFP Flight of approximately 150 men from 2 Battalion 
the Rifles onto 2 separate flights to Brize Norton before 
onward deployment onto Kenya. This was one of four 
taskings in a single week taking place at Aldergrove, but 
organised by RAF Brize Norton Ops.

Further afield, one of the Squadron’s part-time suppliers 
has been working in The Falklands facilitating the repair 
of the MT fleet.  Among the pluses has been the fact he 
has been enjoying summer weather, while everyone at 
home shivered! 

Medical personnel take the opportunity to participate 
in joint and single-service exercises to keep their skills 
sharp and develop knowledge related to areas such as 
aero-med evacuation.  The Sqn supported the Tri-Service 
Medical Challenge as well as Dental placements at RAF 
Cranwell and, closer to home, at Thiepval Barracks and 
GP support to BATUS Canada.

Over the Summer Fg Off Spence, Media Operations 
Officer was deployed overseas in support of Op 
AZOTIZE. Op AZOTIZE was headed by 121 Expeditionary 
Air Wing as part of the NATO Baltic Air Policing Mission in 
Estonia and the RAF had four Typhoon FG-4 aircraft from 
XI Squadron ‘doing the job in the air’.  As part of AZOTIZE 
we captured footage from scrambles and released this 
through Permanent Joint Headquarters to Air Command 
and Media outlets. Our messaging was clearly to 
demonstrate NATO as a force for good in that region and 
a deterrence for Russian aggression. 

Fg Off Spence  says,  “Within my first week we had a 
major incident after our aircraft scrambled twice in one 
day, with a bold image of Russian SU-27 Flanker next to 
our aircraft with the air brake up!  That picture was really 
a story in itself.  My role was to gather imagery from 
the pilots who captured it in the air and then release 
those images with statements capturing the Who, What, 
When, Where Why from the Pilots keeping everything 
on message with our core responsibilities. This story in 
particular made international headlines from all of the 
major UK networks to the New York Times, San Francisco 
Chronicle, Fox News in the USA, across Europe and, most 
importantly, Sputnik news in Russia. The Operation also 
earned a mention from the SOCEUR Commander as a 

result of the story”.

Ceremonial 
The month of May 
held great significance 
for No 502 (Ulster) 
Squadron.  It was a 
great honour and 
privilege for the 

Squadron to parade and receive The Standard on 18 May 
2019.  It was 94 years since the Squadron was formed 
here at Royal Air Force Aldergrove on 15 May 1925 as 
the first Special Reserve Squadron and 65 years since the 
Squadron paraded to receive its first standard on 24 May 
1954.  Family, friends and employers joined us to mark 
this historic occasion and we were honoured to have Her 
Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant for County Antrim, Mrs Joan 
Christie CVO OBE, review the Parade and present The 

Standard.  Air Officer Commanding No. 1 Group Royal Air 
Force, Air Vice-Marshal Harvey Smyth OBE DFC MA RAF, 
was the Reviewing Officer and authorized the flypast 
by a Hawk T1 from 100 Squadron, RAF Leeming.  A total 
of 82 Royal Auxiliary Air Force personnel supported the 
event as part of a week’s Annual Continuous Training. 
The camaraderie and team-cohesion were self-evident 
and, for many of the Part Time Volunteer Reserve cohort, 
the experience powerfully reaffirmed their commitment 
to the Sqn and the RAuxAF.  Beyond the celebrations, 
the Squadron has continued to grow and has remained 
focused in preparing and releasing personnel to support 
the delivery of air power, both in the United Kingdom 
and on operations across the globe.  All Squadron 
personnel deliver their service with enthusiasm and 
passion in unity with the Squadron motto ‘Nihil Timeo’ – I 
Fear Nothing!

Engagement and Sport
In February 502 Squadron hosted an External Scrutiny 
Team with an informal lunch funded by RFCA NI.
502 Squadron played a significant part in Armed Forces 
Day 19 in Lisburn where a packed programme and 
glorious sunshine attracted upwards of 16,000 visitors.All 
three services were represented, with HAC Alistair Finlay 
providing the RAF lead for the day, supported by the 
XO, taking his place on the dias, outside the Irish Linen 
Museum, for the Parade through Lisburn town centre.  
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There was a notable light blue light presence on the 
parade, with approx. 100 Air Cadets and 16 RAF Reserves 
in immaculate turnout.  A seven-strong Recruiting 
Team with a diverse range of capabilities was on duty in 
Lisburn while, on the same day, a recruiting team along 
with the OC attended the Newcastle Festival of Flight 
which attracted more than 100,000 spectators.

Battle of Britain weekend events included a dinner, 
parade and church service supported by the Sqn Padre 
Gracey.  This event marked the first official parading of 
the 502 (Ulster) Squadron Standard.   

Squadron personnel continue to represent the Service 
on the sports field.  During the summer, Flt Lt Cordner 
was part of the RAF 1st 11 Hockey Team which toured 
Japan. The sport is popular in the country and they 
fielded strong teams from both the military and civilian 
world.  

The Squadron also provided a Royal Air Force presence 
at Remembrance Services across Northern Ireland 
utilising 52 personnel, and taking on the honour of 
armed ceremonial duty at the Province’s principle 
act of remembrance at Belfast City Hall.  Many local 
newspapers carried images of Squadron personnel at 
these events and there is no doubt the high standards 
demonstracted by Squadron members have ensured 
positive public awareness of the continuing presence of 
the Royal Air Force in Northern Ireland.

Adventurous Personal Development Training
The Squadron continues to exploit adventurous training 
to develop leadership, team-building and unit cohesion.  
In March 2019, three of 502 Squadron took part in Ex 
WINTERMARCH, an extreme cold weather training 
exercise held in the Norwegian mountains.  Sqn Leader 
Johns, Flt Lt Wilson and Sgt Donaldson flew to Oslo to 
join with other members of the RAF reserves, spanning 
many different trades and Squadrons, for an enduringly 
successful annual training exercise in how to operate in 
an extreme cold weather environment. 

One highlight for a member of the Medical flight, was 
provided by the presence of a doctor in the hosting 
Norwegian Army who specialised in ECW survival. He 
provided the medical personnel present with invaluable 
theory lessons and practical training which is not usually 
available within normal civilian medical roles in the UK.  
Most important perhaps was the broader understanding 
of our historic links with Norway and understanding 
of Norwegian culture. The trip focused heavily on the 
infamous Heavy Water Sabotage which occurred within 
the same area, and personnel skied the same region 
covered by the saboteurs in 1943.  This operation in 
particular demonstrated and summarised to personnel 
the potential operational benefits of preparedness 
by performing adequate ECW training and also the 
importance of effective leadership. 

During September 2019, 2 officers and 8 junior ranks 
participated in KERNOW EAGLE at the Robson Resilience 
Centre set on the coast of Cornwall.  Here, activities 
undertaken included Coasteering, Surfing, Mountain 
Biking and Stand Up Paddle boarding and personnel 
gained a much greater appreciation of operating in 
difficult environments as they developed improved 
water confidence and increased awareness of their own 
strengths and areas for development.  Group members 
were all eager to develop their skills and felt that the 
trip had increased their self-confidence far beyond their 
expectations.  The Coast Challenge certainly stretched 
most people – not least with a gradual series of vertical 
drops with the final descent from a height of over 30 
feet above sea level.  Everyone involved agreed that the 
5 days of activity was a terrific learning and personal 
development experience epitomising one of the real 
advantages of being a Reservist in today’s Royal Air Force.

In August 2019 the Sqn undertook a Staff Ride to 
Liverpool with the objective of learning more about 
air and ground defence aspects of both the Battle of 
the Atlantic and the Luftwaffe’s Blitz offensive against 
UK cities. The former involved 502 (Ulster) Sqn and the 
latter led to widescale destruction in both Liverpool and 
Belfast.  Working from RAF Woodvale, 18 Sqn members 
obtained great insights in relation to the improving 
science behind WW2 Anti-aircraft gunnery, German 
radio beam navigation, counter-intelligence and the 
use of diversionary measures such as setting fire to large 
areas of ground in countryside close to city targets.  It 
was a well organised and beneficial trip for those Sqn 
members lucky enough to participate and is the latest 
element in 502 (Ulster) Sqn Staff effort to build an 
awareness of unit history and achievements amongst 
the new cadre of Reservists.

Honours and Awards
The Amazing Women Awards was held in Glasgow 
as part of the International Women’s Day events 
programme and The Royal Air Force sponsored two of 
the awards;  Amazing Sporting Achievement for both 
Professional and Non-professional. The RAF, Squadron 
Leaders Rankin and O’Neill were joined by the Royal 
Navy and the British Army where they were very well 
received by the community, who went out of their way 
to engage and tell us how smart they thought we all 
looked in our uniforms! They were genuinely interested 
in what we did within the RAF, as well as a few of the 
organisers thanking us for our service – it was a very 
enjoyable evening and a great 
event to showcase the RAF 
and 502 (Ulster) Sqn in the 
best light.

This year the Royal College 
of Nursing, Nurse of the 
Year award was held at the 

as part of the International Women’s Day events 
programme and The Royal Air Force sponsored two of 
the awards;  Amazing Sporting Achievement for both 
Professional and Non-professional. The RAF, Squadron 
Leaders Rankin and O’Neill were joined by the Royal 
Navy and the British Army where they were very well 
received by the community, who went out of their way 
to engage and tell us how smart they thought we all 
looked in our uniforms! They were genuinely interested 
in what we did within the RAF, as well as a few of the 
organisers thanking us for our service – it was a very 
enjoyable evening and a great 

There was a notable light blue light presence on the 
parade, with approx. 100 Air Cadets and 16 RAF Reserves 
in immaculate turnout.  A seven-strong Recruiting 
Team with a diverse range of capabilities was on duty in 
Lisburn while, on the same day, a recruiting team along 
with the OC attended the Newcastle Festival of Flight 
which attracted more than 100,000 spectators.
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Culloden Hotel with over 300 guests attending the 
prestigious event.  It was a proud moment for 502 Sqn 
when Sgt Donaldson won Nurse of the Year Award – 
Military Category.  The judging panel commented on his 
exceptional support for veteran service personnel as well 
as those currently serving, and his ability to draw upon 
both his military and clinical expertise to deliver a high 
standard of care and support. 

SAC Cathers was awarded a formal ‘Highly Commended’ 
certificate from the Head of the Logistics Branch at 
the Supplier of the Year Awards, presented by AOC 
1 Gp at the Sqn Awards Dinner.  He was placed first 
amongst the RAF Reserve Logistics Supplier community 
and recognized for his exceptional commitment and 
enthusiasm whilst delivering 247 days during 2018, 
across a diverse spectrum of supply activity.  Cathers 
epitomizes what the Service seeks in Volunteer Reserves.

An Officer who has been a key factor right from the 
start in ensuring the success of the re-establishment of 
an RAF Reserve unit in Northern Ireland was awarded 
the RAuxAF Pooley Sword. Squadron Leader Jacqueline 
Rankin received the award from Lord Beaverbrook, 
Commandant General of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force 
at a parade at Flying Station Aldergrove.  The Pooley 
Sword is awarded as and when deserved to an officer 
of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force judged to have displayed 
outstanding leadership.  For Squadron Leader Rankin the 
Award was a real high point of her 28 year career in the 
Royal Air Force.

Public and Community Relations
502 (Ulster) Sqn was award the Clyde Trophy for Public 
Relations, an award made annually to the RAuxAF unit 
which has achieved the highest standards in PR.  Against 
significant competition from the across all 28 RAuxAF 
Sqn, 502 Squadron’s contribution for a myriad of RAF 
100-related events and local/National engagement 
shone through, as did the Squadron’s use of its ‘in-house’ 
capabilities to promote the Service across the island of 
Ireland and beyond.  Flt Lt Gow and WO Hotson were 
singled-out for their personal contribution, with the Sqn 
further recognized for the substantial effect produced by 
the wider Sqn in respect to Defence engagement and 
the RAF’s Whole Force.  

Looking Forward
502 (Ulster) Squadron personnel has continued to 
volunteer for a diverse range of exercise and operational 
tasking, and in all cases its performance has attracted 
nothing but praise from the Regular units its personnel 
have served with or alongside.  The Squadron will 
have 14 personnel mobilised across this financial year.  
The Squadron will continue to grow in stature and 
capability and has made itself known across Northern 
Ireland through a myriad of community engagement 
events building on the success of RAF 100.  The Sqn 
Standard Parade delivered as promised to strengthen 

the ethos, identity and cohesion amongst the Squadron 
members who strive to emulate the achievements of 
their forebears on what was the first Special Reserve 
Squadron to be established by the Royal Air Force in 
1925.      
          
Intentions and highlights for the coming year include 
the parading of the Sqn Standard at the ‘Freedom 
of Causeway Coast and Glens Borough’,  while the 
anniversary of the Battle of the Atlantic will bring 
opportunities alongside the Royal Navy.  Developing 
on a tradition of innovation, we will seek future 
opportunities similar to that of being the first Squadron 
to apply accelerated promotion to six individuals based 
on their civilian employment and skill set.    
 
Plans are in place to conduct a number of APDT 
Exercises in Northern Ireland, Gibraltar and Bavaria in 
2020.  This will be the first 
opportunity for Squadron 
personnel to participate in 
‘Green’ training since basic 
training.  Additionally, this will 
be the first training exercise 
between the Army Reserve 
and RAF Reserve in Northern 
Ireland.  We are very much 
looking forward to building 
relationships with the Army 
Reserve and we hope to build 
on this training experience in 
the coming years.

Building on the previous experiences of previous EAGLE 
schemes (CYMRU & KERNOW), the Squadron is now 
planning to participate in BAVARIA EAGLE in September 
2020 which focuses on historical locations with 
particular relevance with the Rise of the Third Reich.

The Squadron is also planning to participate in GIBEX 
20, a unique opportunity for Squadron personnel to 
participate in a Regular training exercise on the Rock of 
Gibraltar and undertake water-based adventure training 
opportunities.
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In the last year we overcame our struggle to attract 
young people to the Corps and, through dedication 
and innovation we are now overbearing on Officer 
Cadet numbers. Intake has trebled year-on-year and 
there is now a real buoyancy to the atmosphere and 
activity around Tyrone House thanks to magnificent 
efforts during a period of change. Training and 
education are safe, challenging and fun, with 
significantly improved delivery standards and this, 
combined with successfully empowering our senior 
Officer Cadets for enhanced leadership roles has 
resulted in outstanding retention of our new intake. 

We are now focused on embedding change and 
success by broadening our Leadership in Practice 
(LiP) programme to pupils and students, reinforcing 
our Corps’ offer to help avoid ‘feast and famine’ 
recruitment for future years. 

The support of RFCA NI has facilitated major 

upgrades of our classrooms, 
Drill Hall and ablutions.  

Recruiting and Retention
This year success has been 
fuelled by an innovative 
social media campaign 
devised by expert cadets 
which by-passed traditional 
recruiting roadblocks. This was supported by five 
open nights at Tyrone House.  Proactive recruitment 
campaigns have been complemented with a superb 
retention rate of 98%.

University Outreach 
Queen’s UOTC OCdts and staff once again 
successfully delivered the full RMAS-developed 
Leadership in Practice (LiP) training package to 
undergraduates from both Queen’s University and 
the Ulster University. This was delivered as both 
three-day and two-day non-residential courses in 
January and May and a two-day residential package 
at Magilligan Training Centre in April, resulting in 
extremely positive feedback. 

In September, at the invitation of Bangor Grammar 
School, we delivered a one-day Senior Pupil 
Leadership Course to a group of year-14 pupils 
drawn from all the post-primary schools in the 
Bangor area, a ‘pilot scheme’ initiative which we may 
build upon for the future.

Chile Defence Engagement
In July 2019 four of our Officer Cadets travelled to 
Chile to join Officer Cadets from both America’s West 
Point and Chile’s Escuela Militar for an intense and 
rigorous winter mountaineering training programme 
in the Andes Mountains.

Exercise Dynamic Outreach began at the Chilean 
Military Academy in Santiago, then took the team to 
Portillo for alpine and cross country skiing 
instruction, as well as insightful and informative 
lessons on mountain survival which included 
constructing their own snow shelters in which they 
braved the unforgiving elements of the Andes and 
the minus twenty-five degree temperatures. staying 
out overnight in self-constructed snow shelters 
which were dug by hand in groups. This proved an 
extremely rewarding experience and proved very 
valuable to all involved who were able to learn new 
skills as well as hone their ability to communicate 
and work in a team. The Portillo training period 
concluded with a challenging five-hour cross-
country expedition up the Andes into Argentina 
pushing candidates to the limits of endurance as the 
altitude continued to increase. Carrying our combat 
packs and equipment, they climbed and trekked 
higher and higher up the steep and snowy terrain. 
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view of the mountain ranges of both Chile and 
Argentina. The second half of the testing expedition 
was focused away from snow-clad mountains, at Rio 
Blanco, in an entirely new training environment, 
adding to the sense of adventure and excitement, 
with river crossings, rock climbing and repelling 
learning new skills, mastering climbing techniques 
and building inner confidence. 

Training 
The main effort of Easter Camp in April 2019 was 
Exercise NORTHERN STRIKE, a 36 hr Offensive Ops 
exercise which was the culmination of B Company’s 
Module A training. 

The demanding exercise got off to a tough start as 
Officer Cadets were challenged with establishing a 
hasty harbour from which they could conduct future 
operations. After a brief and cold first night in the 
field, they had to withstand a dawn attack by enemy 
forces before withdrawing to a secondary location to 
regroup … and the tension continued to mount 
throughout.

At this point the platoon split to conduct Separate 
Module A and Module B training was conducted. 
Montgomery Platoon completed a TEWT under the 
direction of Maj Shilliday, Maj Raetschus and Maj 
Turner. This was the final part of the Module B 
syllabus for the second year cadets who will now 
commence Sandhurst Platoon training at Annual 
Camp in Cyprus. Concurrently, B Company received 
training in the Six Section Battle Drills before 
conducting a series of section attacks. Each section 
then went through an attack lane with Sandhurst 
Platoon cadets assisting in the Section Commander 
roles. This period of instruction was completed with a 
Platoon Attack lesson. 

Once the original platoon 
had reformed and following 
a commander’s brief a new 
harbour was occupied after 
which the platoon 
commander received orders 
for a deliberate attack. 
Following the completion of 
the orders process and 
rehearsals, the harbour was 
collapsed, and the platoon 
moved out across the 

training area towards the known enemy locations. At 
0730 hrs 1 Platoon, B Company, 1 Queens Rifles 
conducted a deliberate platoon attack on three 
enemy positions, clearing the AO of all enemy forces. 
The exercise finished with a two mile extraction TAB 
and casualty evacuation which tested the mental 
and physical robustness of the cadet. 

The cadets were met at the finish point by the 
Commanding Officer and visiting guest, Professor 
Adair from Ulster University, who presented B 
Company cadets with their Caubeens. 

The Corps shooting team honed their skills in 
preparation for the forthcoming Bisley competition 
while remaining staff and cadets tackled a 12 mile 
coastal hike before everyone joined in the BBQ and 
beach party which traditionally mark the conclusion 
of Easter Camp. 

Annual Camp
On Saturday 1st June 2019, 82 Officer Cadets and 
staff from Queen’s UOTC deployed on EX CYPRIOT 
FINN to Cyprus on their Annual Camp. For most this 
was to be their first trip to the Mediterranean island, 
with its ancient history, great weather and extensive 

training opportunities it had the makings of a 
memorable Annual Camp. 

The Officer Cadets were based close to RAF Akrotiri 
at Bloodhound Camp. For one week in June 2019 
imaginative training transformed that corner of 
Cyprus into the fictional north African island nation 
of Donovia, a country divided along ethnic lines and 
experiencing increased violence and intimidation 
following contested Presidential elections. 1 Queen’s 
Rifles, the UK’s High Readiness Reserve, mobilised for 
deployment and our Officer cadets found themselves 
physically and intellectually stretched as they 
stepped up to a series of scenario-related tasks and 
tests,

Annual Camp also saw the Officer Cadets successfully 
undertake a number of Military aid to the civil 
community (MACC) tasks, refurbishing an operational 
multi-national crew room, consisting of three rooms, 
and its subordinate toilet block, for the Station QM of 
RAF Akrotiri, and also extensively refurbishing  the 
changing rooms at Happy Valley, in time for Armed 
Forces Day, to be used by families on the base.

Resilience and Leadership Training. 
During the MACC tasks OCdts were given the 
opportunity to take part in mountain biking, sailing 
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and watersports, and to undertake an insightful 
Battlefield Study in Nicosia. The OCdts and Staff were 
also treated to a Culture Day, sightseeing amidst 
impressive and ancient Greek and Roman 
Archaeological sites, before enjoying a traditional 
Mezza lunch and a wine tasting tour of Erimi village 
which boasts 5500 years of wine making. 

Annual Camp concluded with a fantastic Corps 
Dinner held at the impressive Aphrodite’s Golf Club.

Cambrian Patrol
In October eight 
Officer Cadets 
competed in 
Cambrian Patrol 2019 
in South Wales. 
Cambrian Patrol is 
considered as one of 
the world’s toughest 

patrolling tests and consists 
of a 48hr patrol with 
participants carrying 
roughly 45kg of equipment 
over an arduous 60 km 
route and being tested on 
navigation, first aid, military 
knowledge and leadership.  
At the awards ceremony we 
were awarded a Bronze 
medal for our efforts. This 

was a great experience for all involved and one that 
will not be forgotten soon.

EX NORTHERN LIGHTS
Over the weekend 22-24 March, Queen’s UOTC went 
to Edinburgh to compete against the other Celtic 
UOTCs in military skills, traditional dancing, and 

sports. Queen’s proved particularly strong in TAB 
teamwork, while our dancers put on a fantastic show 
and our hockey players took a first place in the sports 
section. We also won two of the four Tug Of War 
sessions, with everyone showing as much 
enthusiasm as skill! The occasion concluded with the 
Beating Retreat of the Pipes and Drums of the 
Combined Scottish UOTCs; a fantastic weekend of 
leadership and sportsmanship and a great 
opportunity to meet some of our counterparts in GB.

Nijmegen Marches
A team of 11 Officer Cadets from Queen’s UOTC took 
part in the International Four Days Marches in 
Nijmegen, Netherlands, the largest multiple day 
marching event in the world involving around 40,000 
civilians and 5,000 military personnel each year. This 
year was the 103rd edition of marches and took place 
from Tuesday 16th – Friday 20th July. The Our team 
took part in the military category, walking around 
40km each day - a total of 160km (100 miles) on 
completion of the four days. All military teams march 
in uniform with males aged 18 - 49 carrying at least 
10kg dead weight (+ Water, etc.), with the weight 
being (optional for females).

Ex WAWEL FINN 
Six Officer Cadets travelled to Poland for four days of 
orienteering in competition for the 2019 Wawel Cup. 

Although all four 
races were incredibly 
physically demanding, 
the third day deserves 
a special mention for 
the arduous terrain, 
with over 430m of 
climbing on a 4.7km 
course. Thankfully, all 
Officer Cadets made it 
round the courses 
safely and swiftly and 
were able to carry out 

challenging navigation with both competence and 
confidence. This worthwhile challenge will no doubt 
have helped increase their physical robustness and 
improve still further their already outstanding 
navigational skills.

Bisley (Army Reserve Operational Shoot 
Competition) 2019 
This demanding competition provides OCdts with 
the opportunity to take part in shoots that would not 
normally be covered during the training year such as 
moving target shoots and pistol shooting as well as 
shoots in scenarios in which blank firing is normally 
used.

OCdt Adam Smith took all bragging rights this year 
as he was awarded an Army Reserve Top 50 badge, 
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but all involved found benefits in an even which 
added excitement, difficulty and competition to 
marksmanship, as well as providing opportunities to 
see other reserve units from throughout the UK and 
North Anmerica in action.

The Duke of Edinburgh Awards
Pte George (Royal Logistic Corps) and Cpl Kirker 
(Queen Alexandra Nursing Corp) received their Duke 
of Edinburgh Gold award at Buckingham Palace, with 
Capt Tony Henry (QM) in attendance. Both Pte 
George and Cpl Kirker are former Queens OCdts who 
completed their Gold award with Queens UOTC 
before transferring into the Army Reserves on 
graduation.

EX NORDIC BLUEBELL 
IQUOTC Nordic ski team, made up of six Officer 
Cadets and A Coy PSI, travelled to Sjusjoen, Norway, 
just outside the famous Lillehammer, seat of the 1994 
Winter Olympics to attend REME Corps annual Nordic 
ski training camp. 

The QUOTC novice team achieved a veritable 
transformation in seven short days, building skills and 
endurance in the biting cold as they tackled a sport 
which is absolutely not for the feint-hearted.  A 
typical day was 0700 reveille, hearty breakfast, 2-hour 
session, lunch and mobility run, another 2-hour 
session, recovery (sauna) followed by dinner.

The exercise concluded with a Race Fay was Friday, 
involving 24 teams in a 5Km relay, meandering 
through forest and foothills. Team members showed 
indomitable endeavour and spirit, with one member 
actually finishing the race with one ski, having 
broken a binding en route!

Exercise Nordic Bluebell was an unequivocal success, 
strengthening the body and enobling the mind with 
a spirit of grit and determination. This exercise has 
whetted the appetites of the heretofore novice team, 
and we are truly enamored with the sport. Many 
thanks to CSgt Baxter without whom the exercise 
would not have been possible for his diligent 
organization and thorough preparation.

Additional Developmental Training 
There has been a steady drum beat of Corps 
sponsored activities over the summer months. 
Notably Ex SOMME FINN saw 15 Officer Cadets and 

staff deployed to the Somme for a very successful 
Battlefield Study focusing on former members of the 
Corps who fell during the First World War. 

Support to ACFs and CCFs
Queen’s UOTC provided a total of 15 Officer Cadets to 
support the two Northern Ireland based Army Cadet 
Battalion Annual Camps. Volunteering for the Annual 
Camps is a popular activity, especially with former 
school Cadets, and feedback from both camps 
reflected the positive impact that our Officer Cadets 
have on the Cadets, and vice versa. We are planning 
to continue with this positive relationship in the 
future. 

Commissions 
Queen’s UOTC has continued to deliver very credible 
Officer Cadets for commissioning at RMAS. This year, 
Queen’s UOTC has commissioned four officers into 
the Army Reserve, and eight into the Regular Army. 
There are a further six OCdts currently on the Regular 
commissioning course plus there are a further 22 
Officer Cadets at various stages in the commissioning 
pipeline. We continue to maintain the momentum 
for entry into both the Regular and Reserve RMAS 
Courses. 

Sword of Honour
During February and March of 2019, Mr Guiller and 
Mr Morrison attended commissioning course short 
191 at the Royal Military Academy During this time, 
OCdts are taught and tested on multiple modules 
(Alpha to Delta) including tactical command 1 and 2 
in addition to Command, Leadership and 
Management. In addition to lecture-based lessons 
ranging from the Law of Armed Conflict to CBRN 
training, the course also includes a multiple field 
exercises with OCdts given the opportunity to lead 
their platoon or section on deliberate attacks, raids 
and much more.

The highlight of the course is invariably the 
Commissioning Parade at which newly 
commissioned officers famously marched up the 
steps of Old College confirming their commissions. 
On this occasion the VIP guest was the Rt Hon Mark 
Lancaster TD MP, the Minister of State for the Armed 
Forces and Deputy Commander of 77th Brigade. Mr 
Guiller was awarded the honour of the prestigious 
MacRobert Sword, awarded to the Officer Cadet 
considered by the directing staff to have been the 
best Officer Cadet on the course. 

2019 Awards. 
We are delighted to record that WO2 (RAWO) B A 
Johnston has been awarded the Pers Admin 
Certificate of Commendation.
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NIUAS
Northern Ireland 
Universities Air 
Squadron is one 
of 15 University Air 
Squadrons offering 
members the 
opportunity to learn 
how to fly and to take part in personal development 
and leadership training.  The Squadron is based at 
Flying Station Aldergrove where No 13 Air Experience 
Flight (AEF) is part of the Sqn.  The unit operates 
the Grob 115E Tutor aircraft delivered through the 
Light Aircraft Flying Training contract by Babcock 
Aerospace.  

The aim of the Sqn is to provide a practical link 
between the RAF and the universities, thereby 
promoting an interest in the RAF and an 
understanding of the Service’s role. In support 
of this mission we provide flying training to high 
calibre undergraduates who might join the RAF or 
the RAuxAF, as well as providing  RAF experience, 
Adventurous Training, personal development and 
leadership training in preparation not only for 
service in the RAF, but also for any other graduate 
career path. We also administer and supervise RAF-
sponsored graduates, supporting and driving their 
Service motivation and their development as junior 
officers. More broadly, we raise the profile of the RAF 
and, through our UAS members, project a positive 
image of the Service to other undergraduates, 
university staff and the wider civilian community.

The Unit mission reflects 6 Flying Training School’s 
Mission, which is to attract talent to regular 
and reserve RAF service and educate selected 
undergraduates on the role of air power in delivering 
the nation’s defence.

Formally, Queen’s University Air Squadron, NIUAS 
reformed in Nov 2015.  With modest numbers initially, 
over the course of the last 4 years, NIUAS has been 
busy building a footprint such that Full Operating 
Capability (FOC) will be declared beginning of 
March 2020.  The Sqn will be established for up 
to 60 students (we have 40 presently), with three 
RAF Qualified Flying Instructors, a Ground Training 
Instructor, an Adjutant and two Administrative 
Assistants.  The Sqn engineering function for our 
three permanently based Grob Tutor aircraft. 

NIUAS offers students an increasingly diverse and 
rewarding array of activities and expeditions and 
we are confident that, as the squadron continues to 
develop, and with the hard work and dedication that 
the staff and students provide, NIUAS will move from 
strength to strength.

In addition, 13 Air Experience Flight, as part of NIUAS, 
provides powered flying training for RAF & CCF 
(RAF) cadets, fulfilling our objective of promoting 
and encouraging among young men and women, 
a practical interest in aviation and the RAF. This is 
achieved through the use of Volunteer Reserve (VR) 
pilots. At present 13 AEF has 17 pilots, from various 
commercial and military backgrounds in aviation 
and at various stages of the recruitment process 
and should be operational by the time we reach Full 
Operating Capability. 13 AEF aims to give every Air 
Cadet in Northern Ireland at least one Air Experience 
flight per year. 

Recruitment
Recruitment is a major focus of the Sqn and one 
which warrants significant planning and preparation. 

We primarily draws interest 
from the new intake of 
students we meet at the 
Freshers Fairs at Queen’s 
University and Ulster 
University campuses Fairs, 
particularly those at Queen’s 
and Ulster University 
Jordanstown campuses, 
attract a large body of 
students with hopes of 
joining the UAS.  Candidate go through interview, 
medical, and fitness test stages.  While interest 
levels have stayed relatively consistent year-on-
year, more interest was shown this year from the 
Ulster University Belfast campus than previously 
experienced.  Once attested, students attend a 
five-day Induction Camp at FS Aldergrove, the latest 
taking place in November 2019 when a fresh intake 
of students was introduced to the joys of military life 
and completed their MOD 1 training in addition to 
enjoying some adventure training.  

Flying Camps
In the absence of permanently-based Tutor aircraft 
until FOC, 2 week-long flying camps were conducted 
at FS Aldergrove in June and October. During these 
flying camps in June and September/October two 
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Tutor aircraft and 
Babcock engineering 
support staff were 
temporarily assigned 
to us for the week 
so that students 
from the UAS could 
progress with the 
flying syllabus and 
cadets from the 
ACO conduct Air 
Experience flights. Over the course of both flying 
camps a total of 54 hours 25 minutes of flying was 
achieved and 29 UAS students and 29 air cadets took 
to the skies.

Nijmegen Marches 
For the first time NIUAS sent an entire team of 
12 Officer Cadets to participate in the Nijmegen 
Marches in the Netherlands.  Having qualified and 

prepared with at a local event held at FS Aldergrove 
in April, the team completed the marches with 
all personnel despite the blisters and foot pain!  
Those who have themselves completed Nijmegen 
in the past will understand that this is a fantastic 
achievement. 

Ex SNOW PLOUGH
Ex SNOW PLOUGH in January saw 14 Officer Cadets 

take a ski expedition to Tignes, France. During the 
expedition they gained skiing qualifications, fostered 
leadership skills and challenged their abilities in 
a testing environment. The expedition proved 
extremely successful with officer cadets who had 
never skied before getting SF1 qualified. 

Ex SOLLER ROCKS
In July 12 NIUAS Officer Cadets took part in a 
rock-climbing expedition to Mallorca for another 
successful expedition, much like Ex SNOW PLOUGH, 
developed the Officer Cadets’ abilities to deal with 
high pressure environments and further progressed 
the bond and camaraderie of the Sqn.  

STRIKE Exercises
Over Summer 2019 Officer Cadets from NIUAS 
completed STRIKE exercises. These exercises are 
10 days long split into 2 phases. The first phase, 
conducted at RAFC Cranwell,  is instructional and 
teaches the Officer Cadets field skills and weapons 
training in order to prepare them for the practical 
leadership element.  Once that is successfully 
completed, the Officer Cadets deploy to STANTA 
range complex to complete a practical field 
leadership phase.  During this phase the Officer 
Cadets are appointed to lead a patrol to perform 

a task which replicates the assessed leadership 
exercises held on Initial Officer Training; particularly 
useful for those wishing to progress towards a career 
in the RAF.

Virtual Reality (VR) Simulator
In July funding from Queen’s University and the 
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RAF Charitable Trust enabled a small team of Officer 
Cadets to build a VR simulator of the Tutor aircraft. 
This piece of equipment dramatically  replicates what 
it is like to fly the Tutor and is being used to reinforce 
the lessons and techniques taught during training 
sorties. In addition, it enables us to reduce the 
skill fade which can arise from long gaps between 
getting airborne in an actual aircraft. The project is 
still being worked on in respect of improvements 
to fidelity, weather system simulation and more 
accurate terrain to provide a greater use for visual 
navigation. The simulator has attracted the attention 
of our HQ, 6 Flying Training School and may be 
replicated by other UASs.

Summary
2019 has proven to be a busy year for NIUAS as we 
continue to grow.  While we have faced numerous 
challenges setting up the required infrastructure on 
our way to attain FOC, RFCA NI has provided valuable 
support on our journey.  Looking ahead to the next 
year, the major event will be the arrival of our three 
Tutor aircraft at the end of January – undoubtedly 
a powerful inducement to join a UAS!  It will be the 
core element of the UAS experience as students 
will have ready access to flying, additionally this 
will also benefit the ACO as 13 Air Experience Flight 
will also start operations concurrently.  However, in 
parallel with the flying opportunities, AT and Force 
Development have become extremely popular and 
are well funded.  With a ski expedition to Austria, a 
Staff ride to Normandy, an expedition to Greenland 
(as a result of funding from the RAF Charitable 
Trust), and a station visit to RAF Akrotiri (Cyprus), our 
students are in for a busy year.
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 Northern Ireland District Sea Cadets

 1st (Northern Ireland) Battalion Army Cadet Force

 2nd (Northern Ireland) Battalion Army Cadet Force

 Northern Ireland Wing Air Cadets

 COMBINED CADET FORCES

 Bangor Grammar School Combined Cadet Force

 Campbell College Combined Cadet Force

 Foyle College Combined Cadet Force

 Lisnagarvey High School Combined Cadet Force

 Royal Belfast Academical Institution Combined Cadet Force 

 Royal School Armagh Combined Cadet Force
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It has been another very successful year in Northern 
Ireland with continued growth in cadet and adult 
volunteer numbers.  We have had particular success 
with 7 of our 11 units being rated at Burgee status this 
year, meaning they are providing a fantastic offering 
to their cadets.  Many of these units are running very 
successful junior sections for 10-12 year olds and the 
MSSC, our parent charity has plans to introduce 9-year 
olds into the organisation further embracing our 
young people.  Several Sea Cadet Units are availing 
of RFCANI provided accommodation and we are very 
grateful for this and look forward to further developing 
our relationship.

In today’s world young people are challenged in many 
different ways, naturally being a nautical organisation, 
we utilise the water to not only develop but provide 
a gateway for our young people to disengage from 
everyday stresses.  This year alone, the average Sea 
Cadet in Northern Ireland has been on the water for 
around 32 hours.  This is a significant achievement 
only made possible by a large number of dedicated 
uniformed and non-uniformed volunteers.  Many of 
whom not only commit to volunteering within their 
own units but also come together on a regular basis as 
a district team to train the wider organisation.

In late 2019 a new local volunteer training team was 
established, and this is having a direct impact on both 
quantity and quality of training being delivered.  2020 
will see circa £55k in training provided in Northern 
Ireland further enhancing the cadet experience.  
Particular focus will be attached to waterborne 
qualifications, but Cadets and Adults will have many 
opportunities and options to choose from.

Competitions 
It has been somewhat of a challenge this year with 
new equipment and developing competitions locally 
and nationally.  Whilst the number of medals won 
has reduced the number of Cadets participating has 
increased year on year with some 254 Cadets attending 

the Sea Cadet National 
Competitions this year 
resulting in circa 60 winners’ 
medals.

Sadly, this year will see the 
demise of the Bosun Dinghy 
our workhorse for dinghy 
sail training since the 1960s 

as we develop our training into the new modern and 
recently delivered plastic boats such as the RS Quest 
or RS Zest.  Parents can be safe in the knowledge that 
their children are using modern, safe and relevant 
equipment delivering the best experience possible.

The Royal Navy
The Sea Cadets has a very close relationship with 
the Royal Navy in Northern Ireland and beyond.  We 
enjoy locally a very successful relationship with SNONI 
and HMS HIBERNIA where the team provides us 
with a great deal of support.  Without this, our ability 
to do much of our activities and training would be 
significantly limited.

Several Cadets and indeed Adult Volunteers have 
opted for a career in the Royal Navy this year and we 
would wish them every success in their chosen paths.  
Whilst not a pre-service organisation we are proud or 
our parent service.

Celebrating Success
It’s impossible to note all of 
the year’s successes but here 
is a taster of some to give you 
an idea.  

TS Decoy (Bangor) set the 
bar very high this year 
winning both the Top Unit 

in Northern Ireland 
award and also the 
Top Sporting Unit in 
Northern Ireland.  AC 
Darcie from TS EAGLE 
(Belfast) was selected 
to represent the 
United Kingdom on a 
foreign exchange visit 
to Hong Kong in 2019.  
ACs Ewan and Rachel 

from TS Ulster (Lisburn) were formally recognised for 
their achievements in gaining the highest scored 
results in this year’s Advanced Marine Engineering 
programs.  Northern Ireland represented Northern Area 
this year at the annual Trafalgar Day Parade in London 
where some 25 local cadets and 4 AVs took part in 
what has come to be recognised as a very prestigious 
parade.  Finally, and most recently it was a great result 
for Northern Ireland’s Junior Girls 5-A-Side Football 
Team with the girls bringing back gold medals winning 
the Sea Cadets National Competition.  

2020 looks again to be an exciting year ahead with 
many a challenge and new opportunities for Sea 
Cadets in Northern Ireland.
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BATTALION ARMY CADET 
FORCE
Unit Summary
It has been an extremely busy and successful year 
for 1 (NI) BN ACF.  The Battalion remains vibrant and 
well recruited with 40 officers, 126 adult instructors, 
and 775 cadets, plus a number of potential adult 
instructors currently under training.   A further batch 
of adult instructors will complete their training on the 
Advanced Induction Course run by 38 (Irish) Brigade 
Cadet Training Team (38X CTT) in February 2020.  Our 
main effort for the past 4 months has been recruiting 
to replace those cadets who left during the summer 
to move on to higher/further education, into the 
workplace, or reached the upper age limit of 18 years.  

Adult Recruitment
Serving in the ACF is a particularly rewarding 
experience as you help and observe young cadets 
develop into confident and highly capable adults 
during their circa  5 - 6 years’ service.  The Battalion 
welcomes applications from serving members of 
the Reserve Forces, those retiring from the Regular 
Forces, and indeed anyone with no previous military 
experience, who would like to consider joining us.  
Cadet Force Adult Volunteers (CFAVs) can serve until 
65 years in the ACF. We have vacancies for civilian 
assistants for those who do not wish to go down 
the military route, and applications from individuals 
with youth development experience are particularly 
welcome, as we are first and foremost a youth 
organisation.  Extensive training is provided, via a 
Familiarisation and Assessment weekend, and Basic, 
Intermediate and Advanced Induction courses, plus 
a wide range of military courses held nationally at the 
Cadet Training Centre, Frimley Park, and other locations.  
The Battalion has an excellent modern and well 
equipped cadet training centre (CTC) at Magilligan, 
with its own accommodation and messing (separate 
facilities for adults and cadets).  Contact can be made 
via our website and visits to our CTC, and/or individual 
Detachment training nights can be arranged.  

Camps   
A very successful Easter Camp was held at Magilligan 
during Easter week, attended by 125 cadets and 19 
CFAVs.  Luckily the weather at Magilligan proved to be 
good!  At the camp the Cadet Regimental Sergeant 
Major (RSM) was presented with a General Officer 
Commanding’s (GOC’s) Certificate of Good Service – an 
excellent personal achievement and a rare award.  
A very enjoyable Annual Camp took place at Otterburn, 
in July.  The Camp was visited by our Honorary Colonel 
(the Lord Lieutenant for the County Borough of 
Londonderry), Deputy Commander Cadets Regional 
Command, Commander 38 (Irish) Brigade, Colonel 
Cadets 38 (Irish) Brigade, Chairman of the ACF 

Association (ACFA), Chairman RFCA (NI), and Deputy 
Chief Executive RFCA (NI).  A wide variety of military 
training was carried out across the ACF syllabus, 
including shooting and field craft, using the excellent 
training facilities, with each company spending several 
nights in the field, and 38X CTT ran a Senior Cadet 
Instructors’ Course.  The cadets had an enjoyable day 
out to Edinburgh, where they had a tour of the Castle, 
a full days’ (wet and dry) adventure training at the 
Kielder Dam Reservoir, and a days’ leisure/sporting 
activities in Newcastle upon 
Tyne.  The Camp ended with 
a ‘Commandant’s Challenge’ 
competition.  A Coy were 
selected as the Champion 
Company for 2019, following 
a Selection Board, which 
considered each company’s 
achievements over the past 
12 months.                    

The Battalion organised an 
Adventure Training Camp on 
Lough Erne in August, which proved popular and was 
well attended.  It is planned to repeat this in 2020.

Each company held 4 training weekends at the Cadet 
Training Centre (CTC), Magilligan, during the year as 
part of their delivery of the ACF training syllabus.  In 
addition, cadets were encouraged to take part in the 
Duke of Edinburgh (D of E) Scheme, and plans have 
now been put in place by the Battalion D of E Officer to 
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enrol a further 14 cadets per company for 2020.

Mayoral Reception 
In February, the Mayor of Mid and East Antrim 
Council held a civic reception for the two Cullybackey 
Detachment teams, who came first and second 
respectively in the ACF section of the 38 (Irish) Bde 
Local Hero Competition, building on the success 
of the Dungannon 
Detachment who 
won the competition 
outright in the 
previous two years.

Lord Lieutenants’ 
Cadets and 
Certi�cates 
Five cadets were 
appointed as Lord 
Lieutenants’ Cadets 
in Counties Antrim, Londonderry, Fermanagh, and 
Tyrone, and in the County Borough of Londonderry 
City.  Five adults received Lord Lieutenant’s 
Certificates of Commendation, and six adults 
received Commander’s Coins from Commander 38 
(Irish) Bde. 

Sports and Military Competitions
The Battalion has had considerable success in 
both sporting and military competitions, including 
shooting and military skills, both within Northern 
Ireland and nationally.  At inter-battalion level, the 
Battalion won the Junior Boys Football, Senior Boys 
Football, Junior Girls Football, Junior Boys Rugby, 
Senior Boys Rugby, Girls Intermediate Rugby and 
Orienteering competitions.  In the National Football 
Competition our joint 1st/2nd Battalion’s Senior 
Boys reached the Quarter Finals, Junior Boys reached 
the Semi-Finals, and the Junior Girls reached the 
Group stages.  In the National Rugby Competition, 
our joint NI teams of Senior Boys, Intermediate Boys 
and Intermediate Girls all won third places.  We 
had 10 cadets from the Battalion participate in the 
National Orienteering Competition, one of whom 
came in third place.  Much credit for our sporting 
participation and success goes to the commitment 
of our Battalion Sports Officer, and his team of CFAVs, 
plus the Company Sports Officers and other CFAVs 
who transport the cadets to the various competitions 
and training sessions.  

Unfortunately the 
NI ACF Girls’ hockey 
team were unable to 
win the National ACF 
Hockey Competition 
for the 8th year in a 
row (we have won 
in 11  of the past 

13 years!), as sadly hockey has been removed as a 
national ACF sport, due to a lack of teams wishing to 
participate.  In this we are clearly victims of our own 
continued success! 

The Battalion held the selection of their teams for 
the NI Military Skills Competition (Calcutta Cup) on 
5 - 7 April 2019.  The cadets were tested on their 
core Army Proficiency Certificate (APC) syllabus 
knowledge, as well as leadership skills and teamwork.  
Six teams competed, with the top four teams being 
selected to represent the Battalion at the NI Military 
Skills Competition.  The highest placed team and 
winners of the Battalion Tripoli Cup were from A 
Company.

The NI Military Skills Competition was held on 26 - 28 
April 2019, supported by CFAVs from the Battalion.  

After a hard fought competition, A Company were 
the highest placed team and retained the Calcutta 
Cup for the second year in a row, with D Company 
team as runners-up.  Battalion teams also won 
individual stands including the March and Shoot, 
and First Aid. This was a great result for the Battalion, 
much to the delight of all involved, and a just reward 
for all the hard work, training and demonstrable high 
skills! 

In shooting, one of our cadets took part in the 
UK Cadets Rifle Team’s tour to Jersey, and one 
cadet attended the Army Cadet Leader Instructor 
Marksman (ACLIM) course in Canada.  In the 2019 
UK Cadets 100 Small Bore competition, we had 23 
cadets from all 4 companies in the top 100 – an 
outstanding national result for a single battalion.  6 of 
our cadets represented the ACF in the Whistler Cup 
(Inter Services Final).  One team qualified for Bisley 
in July 2019 and two for Cadet Inter-Service Skill at 
Arms Meeting (CISSAM) in October.  Shooting, both 
full bore and small bore, remains highly popular 
within the Battalion, and our results reflect the 
excellent commitment and professionalism of our 
Battalion Shooting Officer, and his team of coaches, 
who give up so many weekends during the year 
in all seasons, frequently in very adverse weather 
conditions at Magilligan.
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Competition, organised by the Battalion First Aid 
Training Officer and enters the Regional Competition, 
plus holds its own Drill Competition, which is 
vigorously contested.   Again we rely highly on the 
skills and commitment of our CFAVs, in this case our 
Battalion and Company First Aid Training Officers 
and our Regimental Sergeant Major Instructor (RSMI), 
who give up so much of their spare time for the 
benefit of our cadets.      

Brigade Study Periods
Since our last report, a well-attended 38 (Irish) Bde 
Study Day for both officers and CFAVs was held in 
Lisburn, and was thoroughly enjoyed by all, with 
presentations from Deputy Commander Cadets 
Regional Command, Commander  38 (Irish) Bde, 
Colonel Cadets, Chief Executive ACFA, and Chief 
Executive RFCA (NI).  A small number of Combined 
Cadet Force (CCF) and Sea Cadets’ CFAVs also 
attended.  It is planned to repeat this event for majors 
and above in 2020.

External Events and Awards
The Battalion provided part of a Guard of Honour for 
the granting of the Freedom of the City of Lisburn 
& Castlereagh to the ex-Lord Lieutenant for County 
Antrim, Mrs Joan Christie CVO OBE, on 16 February 
2019.  In June 2019, the Battalion had a large 
contingent, plus our Band take part in Armed Forces’ 
Day in Lisburn.  This was a large event, which the 
cadets were proud to take part in. The Battalion won 
the ACFA National Award for Excellence in First Aid, 
sponsored by BAE Systems, for the second year in a 
row.  This time the award was won by B Company’s 
Cadet Company Sergeant Major.   

Charity
Following a number of very successful years 
raising money for a Battalion nominated Charity, 
the Battalion took a year out, and instead allowed 
individual companies to raise money for their 
nominated charities, which included the Army 
Benevolent Fund (ABF), Autism NI, and the Northern 
Ireland Childrens’ Hospice, with events ranging from 
sponsored walks to bag packs and bucket collections.  
Over Christmas cadets from D Company helped 
provide food parcels to the homeless in Belfast.  

Adventure Training Exercise
In February, 11 cadets and two officers took part in a 
joint skiing expedition with the 2nd Bn to Pampovora 
in Bulgaria.  All attending judged the expedition 
to be a great success.  It was a good opportunity 
to take cadets to experience a foreign country and 
undertake a challenging sport.

STEM
STEM activities across the Battalion have gained great 

momentum this year, with all companies rolling out 
STEM activities on detachment training nights and 
company weekends at our CTC.  In addition, a STEM 
stand was introduced into our Battalion Tripoli Cup 
(Military Skills) Competition.  The feedback from 
cadets and CFAVs alike has been very positive, and 
the interest in all things STEM continues to rise.

The most significant STEM event of the year saw 
cadets from the 1st and 2nd Battalions travel to 
Rollestone Camp on Salisbury Plain in October for 
a 5-day STEM Camp.  The cadets had an incredible 
experience visiting almost every technical Corps 
in the Army, including a special visit to the Land 
Combat Power Demonstration.  All cadets who 
completed the camp were awarded the Industrial 
Cadets Silver Award, along with a STEM Camp 
certificate of completion, and a cloth badge to wear 
on their uniform. 

Canada Exchange   
One cadet was selected in the national competition 
to attend the Canada exchange this year, with all 
other candidates offered the opportunity to attend 
the UK exercise with the incoming Canadians.  
This international exchange is highly competitive 
and high standards of fitness and self-reliance are 
required of candidates.  The Battalion selection for 
2020 takes place in early January, with successful 
cadets going forward to regional and then national 
selection. 

Potential O�cers  
A joint Pre-Cadet Force Commissioning Board (CFCB) 
weekend was held with the 2nd Battalion at our 
CTC at Magilligan in May and the Battalion had 5 
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were commissioned later in the year.  The next joint 
Pre-CFCB is planned to be held at the 2nd Battalion’s 
CTC at Ballykinler in March 2020.  

Secretary of State’s Garden Party  
In May, all our Lord Lieutenants’ Cadets were invited 
to Castle Coole, Fermanagh to take part in the Annual 
Secretary of States’ Garden Party with Prince Charles 
and the Duchess of Cornwall in attendance.  As some 
of our Lord Lieutenants’ Cadets were in the middle 
of exams, several additional cadets were selected to 
represent the Battalion.  The cadets were involved 
in marking the locations of specific guests to meet 
the Royal visitors, and recognised the significance of 
the opportunity afforded to them by this duty.  All of 
them thoroughly enjoyed the experience and many 
got to speak to Prince Charles and the Duchess of 
Cornwall, along with other VIP guests.  The Battalion 
received considerable praise for the turnout, bearing 
and confidence of our cadets on parade.  

Exercise Kenyan Cub
A Cadet Corporal from Whitehouse Detachment and 
a Cadet Lance Corporal from Lisneal Detachment 
were picked from the Northern Ireland ACF national 
football squad because of their hard work, leadership 
and team work, to take part in Exercise Kenyan Cub.  
Over the summer they both worked extremely hard 
raising funds to help pay for the trip.  Cadets and 
CFAVs across the UK travelled to Kenya and set up 
a football academy for local children, helped with 
a local building project to build a school, and also 
enjoyed 2 days on safari.  The cadets involved had an 
excellent experience. 

Remembrance Sunday 
On Remembrance Sunday, large numbers of cadets 
and CFAVs took part in services and parades all over 
the Battalion area, including a large contingent at 
Belfast City Hall. 

PR and Recruiting
The Battalion Public Relations (PR) Team ran a Cadet 
PR Course in March 2019, with 16 cadets attending, 
and trained them to assist with PR within their 
companies, which has increased the amount of 
information that we publish on our Battalion website 
and social media.  Also run was a Cadet Recruiting 
Course in September 2019, which trained cadets 
to go into schools and clubs, and to deliver the 
Battalion Recruiting Presentation.  This has been 
a great success with cadets telling young people 
what the ACF can offer them, and outlining their 
experiences as cadets.  It has proven to be much 
more effective than older adults standing up in front 
of the pupils in schools, and it also encourages the 
teachers to see the benefits that the ACF can provide 
for their pupils. 
  
Support to the Battalion
During the year, the Battalion has received 
considerable support from Cadets Branch 38 (Irish) 
Brigade, RFCA NI, ACFA NI, 38XCTT, and a number of 
military units, for which we are extremely grateful.  I 
am also very conscious, and frequently humbled, 
by the considerable commitment, professionalism, 
dedication and enthusiasm of our officers and CFAVs, 
who continue to volunteer on a weekly basis, mostly 
unpaid, and give up so much of their spare time 
to help our cadets develop into responsible and 
caring adults.  Of particular note, is the considerable 
amount of additional time that they spend on 
administration, planning, updating records, and 
preparing lectures/training, or for meetings, when 
they are not actually supervising cadets.  The 
same applies to our permanent support staff, who 
provide an outstanding level of assistance, ably led 
by our Cadet Executive Officer.  Many officers and 
CFAVs are double and even treble hatted, willingly 
taking on additional activities such as shooting, first 
aid, sport, adventure training, first aid, vocational 
qualifications, and D of E (to name just a few), plus 
we are very lucky to have such a committed and 
professional Director of Music, Bandmaster, and 
excellent Band, Pipes and Drums, which has not 
only supported us well, but has performed widely 
outside of the Battalion during the year.  For many of 
our adult volunteers and permanent staff, the ACF is 
a passion, which consumes a considerable amount 
of their personal time, frequently at the expense 
of their families and other interests, and they are 
totally dedicated to our cadets.  The ACF is extremely 
lucky to be able to call on such highly committed 
individuals who, with the support of ACFA, RFCA, 38X 
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in helping develop our youth.        

New Years’ Honours List
Just before going to print, we learnt that our previous 
Commandant, Col David Kane has been awarded an 
OBE in the New Years’ Honours List, which is a just 
reward for his remarkable 32 years’ service to the ACF, 
and the thousands of cadets he has helped guide 
and develop into caring and responsible adults over 
this incredibly long period.  We congratulate him on 
this well-deserved award and wish him well in his 
new post as Chairman ACFA (NI).          

Estate
In general, considering the pressure on the defence 
budget, the investment in our estate in the past 
has been considerable, and RFCA maintain it 
exceptionally well, given their limited resources.  We 
are very grateful to RFCA for the attention they pay to 
our estate, and for our excellent CTC at Magilligan.  

Support from RFCA NI   
As usual the support from RFCA NI, the Chief 
Executive and all his staff, particularly the Deputy 
Chief Executive, has been outstanding.  Aside from 
the considerable financial support in the form of 
grants for various activities, RFCA have ensured that 
all emergency repairs have been rectified in good 
time to ensure that cadet training has not been 
impacted.  They have also provided the funds and 
resources for our vans and minibuses, the heating for 
our detachment locations, the travel claims for adult 
volunteers, as well as hundreds of other issues that 
get paid for.  The Deputy Chief Executive RFCA has 
also organised an annual overseas trip, which a large 
number of cadets have been able to participate in 
and benefit from (Rome and Poland in recent years, 
and Berlin this year). 

RFCA are also responsible for the selection process 
for the Lord Lieutenants’ Cadets.   These positions 
are keenly sought after by our senior cadets, and 
RFCA assist the cadets and their parents with 
all the necessary arrangements for taking on 
the considerable extra ceremonial and support 
responsibilities involved.

Safeguarding is the Battalion’s top priority, one of 
our greatest risks, and something that takes up a 
considerable amount of our time to ensure that we 
provide a safe environment for our cadets and adults.  
RFCA arranged for one of NI’s top Safeguarding 
presenters to provide a free Level 2 Safeguarding 
course for CFAVs.  This greatly assisted with our 
assurance and governance, provided additional 
development for our CFAVs, and helped us to further 
mitigate the risks involved, making the Battalion a 
safer place for our cadets.

         
We are very conscious of the excellent working 
relationship we have with the Chief Executive of 
RFCA NI and his staff, and the outstanding support 
that we receive, which we know some of our 
colleagues in GB are envious of.  Without this close 
support, it would be considerably more difficult for 
us to maintain such a high level of cadet experience 
that we provide.  It is to RFCA’s considerable credit 
that whenever we raise a problem or concern, we 
always receive a sympathetic ear, and a willingness to 
try and help us solve the problem.  The fact that they 
are so supportive of our adults and cadets is greatly 
appreciated.    

Look forward to 2020 
Looking to the future, our Forecast of Events is as 
usual exceptionally busy, requiring a considerable 
commitment from our adult volunteers.  Planning is 
underway for the Brigade Study Weekend for officers 
of the rank of major and above, our Easter Camp in 
April at Magilligan, our Annual Camp 2020, which 
will be held at Longmore in July, and our Duke of 
Edinburgh Scheme programme, which is ably run 
by our Battalion D of E Officer, in addition to his 
considerable responsibilities as QM. 

Our main effort remains ‘Recruiting’, and we are 
currently considering new locations for detachments 
in conjunction with RFCA.  Early in the New Year 
we will be taking part in Regional Command’s ‘Staff 
Cadet’ trial, which will enable us to retain selected 
cadets beyond the current upper age limit of 18, 
and to better bridge the gap between service as a 
cadet and CFAV.  Our first batch of staff cadets have 
been selected, and will commence once we have our 
governance and training procedures in place.   
 
The Battalion is well placed and ready to continue 
providing the highest level of Cadet Experience in 
2020 to our cadets.
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2ND (NORTHERN IRELAND) 
BATTALION ARMY CADET 
FORCE
Introduction
2019 has been another tremendously successful 
year for 2nd (Northern Ireland) Battalion ACF with 
recruitment, retention and an enabling of the 
Cadet Experience at the forefront of our vision.  
The appointment of a new Recruitment Officer 
has seen a marked increase in overall cadet (939) 
and CFAV (193) numbers, now at an all time high, 
which has allowed us to increase our footprint in 
Counties Armagh, Down, Belfast and Lisburn.  The 
Battalion is highly competitive and has continued 
to be engaged fully in the full spectrum of activities. 
The identification and training of potential officers 
remains a high priority and has resulted in a number 
of recent additions to the Officers’ Mess.  

International Events
Ex Normandy Venture  was a Battlefield Tour 
organised by Sergeant Major Instructor (SMI) Gareth 
Townley from Ballygowan Detachment and allowed 
47 CFAVs and Cadets to travel to Normandy in France 
to commemorate the 75th Anniversary of the D 
Day landings.  The visit coincided with St Patrick’s 
Day with everyone receiving the traditional sprig of 
shamrock to wear on their uniform.
GB Under 19 Ri�e Team in South Africa was 
represented by 2 cadets from the Battalion, Cadets 
Kelsie Stewart and Nathanael Richmond, who was 
also the Team Captain.
Ex Pegasus Venture was another Battlefield Tour with 
22 CFAVs and Cadets travelling to the Netherlands 
to take part in the annual Oosterbeek Arnhem 
Airborne March.  This event is the world’s largest one 
day marching event with over 32,000 people taking 
part to commemorate the battle of Arnhem and 
Operation Market Garden which took place just over 
75 years ago.
UK Army Cadet Exchange to Canada Staff Sergeant 
Kyle Ross from Comber spent 6 weeks of the summer 
in New Brunswick, Canada as part of Ex Oakleaf.  In 
addition to qualifying as a Cadet Fitness and Sports 
Instructor Kyle also gained qualifications in Canadian 
First Aid, Instructional techniques and took part in an 
Educational Visit to Nova Scotia.
Ex Cadet Snow Finn was a Battalion led Ski Trip in 

Pamporovo, Bulgaria 
and saw 4 CFAVs and 
22 Cadets take part 
in Alpine Ski Training 
with many gaining a 
Ski Foundation Level 
1 certificate.  The 
exercise was aimed 
at novice skiers and it 
took place in a variety 
of ski conditions, 

some of which were challenging with very low 
temperatures dominating at times.   

National Events
Senior Cadets Conference was attended by Cadet 
Regimental Sergeant Major (RSM) Adam Patterson.  
During annual camp Adam expressed an interested 
in becoming a Diversity and Inclusion Champion 
within the Cadet Force with the ACF Step Change 
Project Officer, Lt Col Gilly Moncur.  Adam was 
subsequently invited along to attend the Senior 
Cadets Conference at Frimley Park not only as 
the Battalion representative but also to speak to 
the delegates alongside Lt Col Sulle Alhaji (Army 
Engagement Group) and Sgt Major Gavin Patton 
(Army Sgt Major), well done Adam.
Ex STEM Challenge has been an on-going exercise 
which we have been involved with now since it 
was first introduced 4 years ago and this year saw 6 
cadets attend from the Battalion headed by Captain 
Neal White.  This exercise was delivered by Regional 
Command and provided cadets with a series of 
presentations and hands-on challenges delivered by 
the Army’s leading STEM experts using some of the 
most high-tech military equipment in the world.
St Patrick’s Parade was celebrated by many of 
the cadet units affiliated to the Irish Regiments.  
Gransha and Donaghadee Detachments attended 
the annual parade with 1st Battalion Irish Guards in 
London which proved an extremely enjoyable and 
memorable trip for all those concerned. 

Cadet Cambrian 
Patrol is the most 
arduous Patrol 
Competition in 
the Cadet Force 
calendar and this 
year, with generous 
funding from RFCA, 
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the Battalion represented 38X Brigade and brought 
home a Silver Medal with Cadet RSM Charlie Griffith 
lifting the Best ACF Section Commander.
This is the most arduous Patrol Competition in the 
Cadet Force calendar and this year, with generous 
funding from RFCA NI, the Battalion represented the 
Brigade and brought home a Silver Medal. 

Community Engagement
Engaging in community activities not only provides 
cadets with the opportunity to understand the 
significance of making a difference it also helps 
create a sense of belonging and connection to the 
community.  The Battalion remain active throughout 
our area of responsibility and have seen many 
events being undertaken including Cadet Company 
Sergeant Major (CSM) Ryan McMaster abseiling off 
the Europa to raise funds for the Army Benevolent 

Fund. Comber Detachment 
performed a successful 
rubbish collection which 
saw 24 bags of waste being 
collected from the parkway 
area of the town.  Banbridge 
Detachment raised £630 
for the Mourne Mountain 
Rescue Team, Movilla, 
Newtownards and Kilkeel 
Detachments supported 
Poppy Appeal collections 
in the local area over the 

Remembrance period and Glenwood Detachment 
hosted an Act of Remembrance attended by a variety 
of dignitaries including Mr Nigel Dodds MP.  Cadet 
RSM Patterson, Sergeant Curran and Lance Sergeant 
Conn supported SSAFA in Lisburn to raise vital 
funds for this worthwhile cause and an extremely 
successful Armed Forces Day was also heavily 
supported by the Battalion. In total the Battalion fund 
raising efforts for the year has meant several charities 
have benefited to the tune of some £22,000.

Cadet Signals
The Battalion recently took charge of new signals 
equipment which was issued by Blandford.  This 
equipment allows cadets to progress through the 
Communications Information Systems (CIS)
 syllabus and use the Mercury Radio Systems at 
section and platoon level tactics, command post 
exercises and as a safety network during other 
cadet activities.  The system can now be used in 
conjunction with the Personal Role Radios (PRRs) 
and allows Section commanders to communicate 
at a variety of levels enhancing the overall cadet 
experience.

Recognition
Brigadier Jon Swift, Commander 38X, presented 2 
x General Officer Commanding (GOC) Certificates 

and 5 x Commanders Coins to 2nd Bn CFAVs at a 
presentation ceremony held at Bn HQ Carryduff, 4th 
September 19.
An Awards Evening was hosted at Hydebank Army 
Reserve Centre (ARC) in Feb 19 to acknowledge the 
achievement of 11 Duke of Edinburgh Silver Awards, 
3 BTEC Level 2 Awards and 28 Institute of Leadership 
and Management (ILM) Level 2 Awards and proved 
hugely successful.
Cadet Sergeants Nathan McCausland (Ballygowan) 
and Sophie Ayres (Donaghadee) were appointed 
Lord Lt Cadets for the County Borough of Belfast and 
County Down respectively.  This is a fitting tribute to 
two very hard working and dedicated cadets.
City & Guilds Level 6 Award in Leadership and 
Management was presented to Capt Rachael 
Galloway at a Graduation Ceremony at RMA 
Sandhurst.  Rachael was also awarded an Award for 
the Most outstanding City and Guilds Level 6 Award, 
well done and congratulations Rachael.

Sports
The Battalion has continued to field teams at both 
Regional and National sporting activities with many 
of our cadets being presented their National Colours.   
We also entered strong individual candidates for 
National Events including Cadet Amy Agnew from 
F Company who achieved two Gold Medals in the 
swimming with Cadet Charlie Simpson, also from F 
Company receiving a Bronze in the same discipline 
with Cadet Kyle Ross from G Company achieving a 
Bronze Medal for Cross Country.

Shooting
The Battalion had yet another tremendous year 
under the leadership of Capt Charlie Cooper and his 
dedicated team. At Bisley the Battalion went on to 
success in the Inter Service Cadet Rifle Meeting with 
numerous medals being collected including Cadet 
Nathanial Richmond lifting a Silver National Rifle 
Association (NRA) Medal, Cadet Jack Orr lifted the 
Patriotic Shield and an NRA Gold Medal, the Battalion 
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won the Canada Trophy and 4 Council for Cadet 
Rifle Shooting (CCRS) Gold Medals, 7 out of 8 cadets 
placed in the Cadet 100 and 4 were selected to 
represent the ACF in the match between the Army, 
Air and Sea Cadets so well done everyone.

Duke of Edinburgh
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award remains strong within 
the Battalion under the leadership of Major Roberta 
Turkington and her team.  This year saw 4 Silver and 
1 Gold Group train over 3 weekends with Silver and 
Gold Qualifying ventures taking place in the Mourne 
Mountains and Lake District respectively.  There 
were also a number of Gold presentations made at 
Buckingham Palace, notably Cadets Jodie Tucker, 
Rebecca Nagar and Mary Lockett in the Lake District.

Noteable Events
The Battalion held one of its most successful and 
largest summer camps ever at Altcar Training Camp 
near Liverpool.  The camp was attended by 323 
cadets with training and support staff bringing the 
total figure to just over 400.  The programme was 
creative and provided ample opportunities for the 
cadets to avail of all aspects of the cadet experience. 
Activities included an Adventure Training package at 
Crosby Lakeside, a field exercise and shooting for all 
cadets with sports and other recreational activities 
planned to keep the cadet occupied in the evenings.  

A couple of the highlights 
has to be a Puma from RAF 
Benson taking over 100 
cadets for a flight experience 
and the Senior Cadet Dinner 
which will be the last formal 
function for many cadets 
before they age out.
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WING AIR 
TRAINING 
CORPS
There have been many highlights for Northern 
Ireland Wing (NIW) during 2019, including the 
introduction of many new events and new posts. 
However, the most notable and welcomed by all was 
the delivery of 3 Grob Tutor fixed wing aircraft on 13 
Jan to the Northern Ireland University Air Squadron 
(NIUAS) and 13 Air Experience Flight (AEF). 

This will be the first AEF flying for the Air Training 
Corps (ATC) in the province of Ulster for more than 22 
years; it will definitely put the “Air back into the Air 
Cadets” within Northern Ireland Wing (NIW) and 
enable the 500 Air Cadets to complete their Flying 
Syllabus at home without the need to travel to 10 
AEF in England or 4 and 12 AEF in Scotland.

Air Experience Flying is pursuant to the first aim of 
the Air Training Corps “to promote and encourage 
among young men and women a practical interest in 
aviation and the Royal Air Force” to give a cadet an 

introductory flying experience in a powered light 
aircraft within a military environment. The aim of air 
experience flying is to provide the opportunity for 
RAFAC cadets to handle the controls of a powered 
aircraft, not below 1000ft, under the close 
supervision of the Aircraft Commander.

On 25 Feb there was the formal declaration of Full 
Operating Capacity (FOC) for NIUAS and 13 AEF. 
Spirits were high as aviation returned to the Province 
for lucky students and cadets and the fly pasts by a 
Typhoon and an F-35 added to the great sense of 
occasion. 

Wing Commander (Wg Cdr) Chris Hodges (who took 
over the helm from Wg Cdr Mike Miskimmin in Jan 
19) envisages a huge uptake to recruitment by young 
people in Northern Ireland Wing as a result of flying 

within the province. “Indeed, NIW Air Cadets will be 
the envy of many within the Corps”.

Lord Lieutenants Awards 2019 
Cadet Warrant Officer McFetridge of 2350 Coleraine 
Sqn, Her Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant’s Cadet for the 
County of Antrim in 2018, assisted HRH the Duchess 
of Cambridge, Patron of the RAFAC, on her visit to the 
Northern Ireland. In 2019, Cadet Sergeant Ryan 

McDowell, 817 Lisburn Squadron, was appointed as 
Lord Lieutenant’s Cadet for the County Borough of 
Belfast and Cadet Sergeant Hill, 806 Larne Squadron 
was appointed the Lord Lieutenant’s Cadet for 
County Antrim.

Corps Awards
In 1949, Air Marshal Sir Alan Lees KCB CBE DSO AFC 
presented a trophy to the ATC for competition 
between sqns. It is awarded annually to the sqn 
which is judged to be the best sqn in the Corps in 
overall achievement and efficiency during the year of 
assessment, having regard to its size, location and 
facilities. 833 Antrim Squadron was selected by the 
Regional Commandant (RC) as the Scotland & 
Northern Ireland representative and it made the top 
6 units in the Corps, narrowly missing out on the 

people in Northern Ireland Wing as a result of flying 
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winning position.

Sir Michael Knight 
Pilot Scholarship
In June 2019 Cadet 
Warrant Officer (CWO) 
Woods was awarded 
his Private Pilot’s 
License, having 
completed the 6 
week Sir Michael 
Knight Pilot 
Scholarship with an aim  to expand upon previous 
Single Engine Piston (SEP) flying training up to (EASA) 
Private Pilot’s Licence (PPL) standard. To qualify, a 
candidate must have completed a Pilot Scholarship 
resulting in a solo flight.

Corps U16 Aircraft Recognition Winner 2019
Three young men from 817 Lisburn Squadron aimed 
high at the Corps Aircraft Recognition Competition 
RAF Cranwell by becoming the Corps under 16 
Champions from over 900 Squadrons. 

To enter the Corps Competition, this team had to win 
in not only Northern Ireland Competitions but also 
the Regional Competitions.

Nijmegen Four Day Marches
For the 20th consecutive year the Wing team 
qualified and attended the 4-day 160 km event in 

The Netherlands. This is the culmination of over 500 
miles in training. 47,000 people attend the event with 
5,000 military entrants. The team were proud to be 
judged the best ATC team of 2019 competing with 
30 other teams. A great achievement and a first for 
the Wing.

International Air Cadet
Three of our cadets were selected for the 
International Air Cadet Exchanges: CWO Rebecca 
McFetridge of 2350 
Coleraine Sqn went to 
Canada; Flight Sergeant (FS) 
William McMullan of 1137 
East Belfast Sqn went to 
France; and CWO Andrew 
Ruddell of 2004 
Ballynahinch Sqn went to 
Australia.

Scotland & Northern Ireland Regional Awards
The 8th September saw NIW taking the Regional 
Field Day (RFD) by storm at MOD Caledonia, 
competing against the other 4 wings within the 
Region. Of note, 817 Lisburn Sqn came 1st in the 
Foot Drill team and 1st in the Under 16 aircraft 
recognition; 2004 Ballynahinch Sqn came 1st in the 
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Regional Media Team 
competition and 1st 
in the Regional 
Military Vehicle Model 
Competition (CWO A 
Ruddell); and 1137 
East Belfast Squadron 
came 1st in the 
Regional 
Photographic 
Competition (Sgt C 
Ashby). The Regional 
Officer of the Year was 
Flight Lieutenant 
Nicola Wilson of 817 
Lisburn Squadron.

Camps in 2019
A total of over 193 camp places were attended by 
cadets from NI Wing. These included RAF Boulmer, 
Ocean Youth Trust Voyage, Aldergrove Training Camp, 
Aerospace Camp, Drill and Ceremonial, Music Camp, 
Air Cadet Leadership Camp, Rothiemurchus 
Adventure Training Camp, Nijmegen 4 Day Marches 
and an educational visit to Berlin hosted by RFCA NI.

Ulster Aviation Society
A great partnership has been formed with the Ulster 
Aviation Society (UAS); all 15 Squadrons and the NIW 
Headquarters are all members, along with many 
individual Cadet Force Adult Volunteers (CFAVs). The 
UAS invite the local squadrons to assist at many of 
their events, which helps Air Cadet recruitment. 
These include Balmoral Show, Festival of Flight and 
Shanes Castle Fair.

Recruitment
CFAV recruitment is still problematic within the Wing. 
During 2019 a total of four Officers were 
commissioned and one successful Senior Non-
Commissioned Officer (SNCO). The CFAV staff 
numbers are currently 103 spread across 15 
Squadrons. Staff and Cadet recruitment is one of the 
aims for 2020.

On a very successful note, in Jul 19 a new Detached 
Flight, parented by 817 Lisburn Sqn, was set up in the 
Army Reserve Centre (ARC) in Portadown, which had 
25 potential cadets on the first parade night and at 
present has a total of 41 cadets.

Sports
In the Inter-Wing Cross Country competition, the 
Junior Boys, Junior Girls and Youth Men all achieved 
first place, the Senior Girls and Senior Men both 
achieved 5th place and the Wing were the overall 
champions….a superb result!

5 cadets (or “fish” as we call them) from 817 Sqn 
represented NIW in the Inter Wing Swimming 
Competition in September. All cadets scooped 
medals and Cadet Robson picked up the Junior Girls 
team trophy. Corporal Cox picked up the best Senior 
Male trophy smashing 8 seconds off the Corps record 
time for Breast Stroke and 2.5 seconds off the 
Individual Medley time. Corporal Cox will go forward 
to represent the Region. 

Adventure Training
1137 and 2178 Sqns had a busy weekend during the 
summer, enjoying trail cycling and orienteering in 
Tollymore Forest. The Wing is delighted to have two 
new mountain bike leaders; and 163 cadets 
participated in the Duke of Edinburgh Award 
Scheme, with 42 awards gained across all 3 levels. 
833 Antrim Sqn and 1 member from 1137 East Belfast 
Sqn DofE team completed their Gold qualifying 
expedition, which was the first Canoeing expedition 
Northern Ireland Wing ATC has tackled. The team 
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started at the Share Discovery Centre & finished at 
Edgewater Marina, Lough Erne, covering just shy of 
100km over the four days. 

First Aid
As part of the First Aid syllabus, a cadet must 
complete Heart Start within 3 months of joining the 
Air Cadets.
In April massive congratulations were given to our 
first aid teams, who competed in the St John 
Ambulance Inter-Cadet Cup; 2004 Ballynahinch Sqn 
finished in 1st place, with 1137 East Belfast Sqn 2nd 
and 817 Lisburn Sqn in 3rd place. Three cadets from 
817 Lisburn and 2004 Ballynahinch Sqns completed 
their GOLD first aid syllabus.

Leadership
In November, NIW cadets earned their silver 

leadership badge, having 
completed the course over 
a weekend in Aldergrove. 72 
Omagh Sqn Cadets actively 
engaged in leadership tasks, 
including building a free-
standing spaghetti bridge to 
hold a full ration pack! They 
learnt vital skills including 
planning, debating and 
teamwork.

Wing Commander’s 
Charity
Each year it is decided at the 
Officers’ Conference what 
the annual wing charity is to 

be. The charity selected for 2019 was Friends of the 
Cancer Centre. All Squadrons contributed in one way 
or another and a cheque for £3,760 was presented in 
December to a representative of the Charity by Wg 
Cdr Chris Hodges.

Relaunch of a NI Wing Band
Mother and daughter team Flight Lieutenant Anne 
Curry and Acting Pilot Officer Rebekah McFetridge 
formed a new band from all ranks within the Wing in 
February; the band has played at several small events 
including the Wing Staff Formal. Although numbers 
are low it is steadily growing with time.

The Mum and daughter duo have also formed a NIW 
Choir, which took part in the first ever RAFAC Carol 
service in Belfast.
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BANGOR GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
COMBINED CADET FORCE
Introduction
Bangor Grammar School CCF continues to be a large 
and successful CCF Contingent.  Run in collaboration 
with Glenlola 
Collegiate School we 
have approximately 
300 cadets and 9 
Cadet Force Adult 
Volunteers (CFAVs) in 
both Army and Royal 
Navy sections.

Orienteering
Once again Bangor 
Grammar School 
entered a large number of cadets in the 38 (Irish) 
Brigade (38X) Cadet Orienteering Competition held 
at Campbell College coming away with numerous 
medals at both junior and senior level: first, second 
and third in the Junior Girls; first and second in Senior 
Girls; second in Junior Boys and third in Senior Boys.

National Navigation Award Scheme (NNAS)
In March all of the Army Proficiency Certificate 
(Advanced) (APCA) cadets completed their NNAS 
Bronze Award as part of their syllabus training.  This 
culminated in an assessment day in Crawfordsburn 
Country Park run by 38X Cadet Training Team.

Camps
At Easter 30 of our recruits and 8 CFAVs travelled to 
Halton Training Camp in Lancashire to take part in 
an adventurous training package.  The cadets spent 
three days doing a round robin of activities run by 
Tower Wood Outdoor Education Centre.  The activities 
included a hill day in 
the Lake District, a 
day of water based 
activities such as 
canoeing, kayaking 
and sailing on Lake 
Windermere and a 
day on-site taking 
part in confidence 
building activities 
such as high and low 
ropes course. In June 
the Army Section 
attended CCF Central 
Camp in Penally.  
The cadets spent a 
week taking part in a 
number of activities 
such as shooting, rock 
climbing, kayaking, 
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orienteering and a 36-hour Field Exercise.  The camp 
enabled all of the APC cadets to pass their syllabus 
training and to be promoted to Lance Corporal.

Courses
A good number of Royal Navy (RN) cadets attended 
courses during the summer in various locations.  
Cadets attended Britannia Royal Naval College (BRNC), 
HMS Bristol Summer Camp, Adventurous training and 
sailing between a number of ports in Great Britain.  All 
of these camps provided a fantastic opportunity to 
try out new skills and to meet cadets from other CCF 
units. One of our Army Cadets had the opportunity to 
attend an adventurous training course in Bavaria with 
the Cadet Centre for Adventurous Training (CCAT)..
Two of our SNCOs attended the Cadet Leadership 
Course at St Martin’s Plain which provided a fantastic 
leadership package.  As part of the course they 
travelled to Belgium for a 
battlefield tour and attended 
the Last Post Ceremony at 
the Menin Gate in Ypres with 
one of our cadets having the 
honour of laying a wreath.

First Aid
A large number of our cadets 
completed Heart Start, Youth 
First Aid and First Aid at Work 
qualifications throughout the 
year as part of their syllabus training.  In September 
we entered into the 38X First Aid Competition with 
the team being placed in second place.  One of our 
Junior Non-Commissioned Officers (JNCOs) attended 
the St John Ambulance Everyday Hero Awards in 
London and won his category along with his brother.  
He also received a Resuscitation Certificate from the 
Royal Humane Society.

Military Skills Competition
In October Bangor Grammar CCF took part in the 
38X CCF Military Skills Competition at Ballykinler.  The 
team were placed third overall with a first place in the 
first aid stand, second in the shoot and third in the 
march.  The Regimental Sergeant Major (RSM) won 
the best section commander competition.

Remembrance
In November Bangor Grammar School CCF took 
part in acts of remembrance in Bangor Grammar 
School, Glenlola Collegiate School and at the Bangor 
Remembrance Parade organised by the Royal British 
Legion.

Looking forward
We are looking forward to another busy year with 
camps planned in 2020 for Halton, Beckingham and 
Southport.

climbing, kayaking, 
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Introduction
Campbell College CCF continues to deliver training to 
over 250 cadets involved in Army, RAF and Royal Navy 
Sections. Our partnership with Bloomfield Collegiate 
under the Cadet Expansion Programme (CEP) came to 
an end in September and we wish them well for the 
future. Our involvement with the CEP, however, did 
not come to an end as September saw us join with 
Strathearn who are in the process of establishing a CCF 
as well.

Shooting
We continue to utilise the indoor range at the school 
and the range at Palace Barracks and have participated in 
all the Brigade shooting competitions this year. Campbell 
College shooting team competed in the Inter Cadet 
Shooting Competition at Bisley in July 2019 in which 
12 cadets competed in a number of shooting practices 

over a four day period against some of the best shooting 
schools in the United Kingdom. The A Team won the 
Cadet 1k shoot with the B Team being placed third in the 
competition and we achieved a respectable 5th in the 
Ashburton IV competition. Two shooters were placed in 
the top 100 in six of the Aggregate competitions.
At home we entered two teams into the Northern 

Ireland Inter Services Cadet Rifle Meeting at BTC in 
September with  the A team winning the Champion 
Unit award as well as winning Match 2 and 4 and 
achieving second place in Match 1 and 5. The B team 
won Match 1, were runners up in Match 2 and were 
second in the Champion Unit award.  Five out of eight 
shooters were placed in the top ten competitors 
with CCB cadets taking first and second place in the 
individual competition. We look forward to the 7.62 
competition in April 2020.

Orienteering
February brought a change of pace and a move away 
from military training with the Cadet Orienteering 
Competition which took place in the School grounds.  
CCB won the Senior and Junior Boys Competition.

Camps
52 cadets attended the annual CCB CCF Easter Camp 
which was held at Magilligan Cadet Training Camp 
(CTC) in April 2019. This included 24 cadets from 
Bloomfield Collegiate and 21 members of the Pioneer 
Company. The training programme included a Cadet 
Force Instructional Techniques (CFIT) package for Year 
11 upwards and a recruit’s package for Year 10s. There 
was an additional range practice for both groups 
which included a GP 5.56mm shoot and a 7.62mm 
shoot for the older cadets. The CFIT course is extremely 
challenging and all those who successfully completed 

it are now qualified to 
instruct. Going forward 
this is an important 
step in ensuring that 
we have enough well 
trained JNCOs who can 
deliver well-structured 
training to their peers 
as well as younger 
cadets.

As part of the 125th Anniversary celebrations, Summer 
Camp was a Tri-Service Camp held at Ballykinler CTC.  
60 members of Campbell College CCF, including 13 
from Bloomfield Collegiate, attended the camp  and 
we were supported by a number of Army Reserve 
personnel from 152 Transport Regiment based at 
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Palace Barracks, members of 1st Battalion Royal Irish 
Regiment Regimental Support Team and a number of 
Old Campbellians who are Officer Cadets with Queens 
and Exeter Universities.  The training package included a 
personal development/leadership package (command 
tasks / assault course), a range package (which involved 
the majority of weapons systems used by the CCF), 
training in an urban and rural environment and a patrols 
competition. The RAF section also conducted a visit to 
RAF Aldergrove where they were hosted by members of 
5 Regiment Army Air Corps and the RAF. 

One of our cadets was also selected to attend Exercise 
Baltic Guard in July which was part of an international 
exchange programme for cadets from Lithuania, 
Latvia, Estonia, Poland, Ukraine and the UK.  This was an 
extremely enjoyable experience and one that we hope is 
made available going forward.

Royal Naval Section
The RN section continues to grow year on year and 
cadets have continued to avail of courses provided by 
the Navy throughout 2019. The year began with our 
annual Junior Leadership course run in Palace Barracks 
in partnership with Bangor Grammar and Foyle College, 
Londonderry. The course introduces our younger 
cadets to personal responsibility and leadership skills in 
a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.   Cadets also visited 
HMS Duncan when it visited Belfast in November where 
they were able to tour the ship, meet members of the 
Royal Navy and gain a better understanding of the 
roles and responsibilities of those onboard. Campbell 
cadets also attended the National CCF Royal Navy 
Summer Camp returning to HMS Bristol and availing of 
training on Fast Motor Launches, sailing, kayaking and 
the Damage Repair Instructional Unit (DRIU). Having 
the opportunity to participate in activities with cadets 
from CCF RN units from throughout the UK made the 
experience thoroughly enjoyable. To top it all off in 
August, Campbell cadets also attended the National 
Camp at Britannia Royal Naval College (BRNC).

RAF Section
As well as taking part in ‘green training ‘with members 
of the Army Section, RAF Cadets continued to fly with 
No 4 AEF in Glasgow with an average of six cadets 
flying per month. The Section also joined with other 
RAF CCF Sections as part of a joint training weekend 
at Flying Station Aldergrove where they were able to 
use the Part Task Trainer (PTT) flying simulator, develop 
leadership skills, First Aid training as well as visits to a 
number of PSNI units. 
The weekend resulted 
in a number of cadets 
receiving Blue Aviation 
Wings, First Aid as well 
as Blue Leadership 
badges.

Courses
CCB cadets continue to avail of the wide selection 
of courses on offer across the Services – RN cadets 
completed lifeguarding, leadership and Motor Cruise 
Navigation courses. Two Year 10 Cadets attended the 
STEM camp held in October and two of our SNCOs 
completed the Cadet Leadership Course (CLC) in 
October. 

Pipes and Drums
The Pipes and Drums continues to grow with 12 playing 
members and a further twenty new recruits learning 
their instruments. The Pipes and Drums have been 
extremely busy representing the College at functions 
across Northern Ireland playing at nursing homes 
and local schools as well as performing at the Belfast 
Tattoo in September. Two members of the Contingent 
played with the Cadet National Pipes and Drums at 
Horse Guards Parade in June as well as performing at 
Balmoral in August 2019. We have continued to foster 
the relationship with the Army 
Cadet Force P & Ds and are 
extremely thankful for that. 
 
In July 15 members of the 
Pipes and Drums took part 
in EX CAMPBELL REFLECT 
which was a Battlefield Tour 
of France and Belgium.  They 
visited a number of iconic 
sites including Thiepval Wood, 
the Ulster Tower, the Somme 

Memorial to the Missing, Tyne Cot and Vimy Ridge.  It 
culminated with a performance at the Menin Gate as 
part of the Last Post Ceremony on Friday 26 July. This 
was a very special tour where we were able to pay our 
respects to 38 Old Campbellians who fell in World War 
One. Footage of the Pipes and Drums performing in 
Ypres has been viewed on social media over 30k times.

Looking Forward
We hope to develop our relationship with Strathearn 
CCF in 2020/2021 and would like to thank all the units 
who have continued to provide assistance to us in 
recent years – 1st and 2nd Battalions Royal Irish 
Regiment, 152 RLC and QUOTC. We would also like to 
thank RFCA for their continued support for both 
improving facilities and providing funding to allow us to 
deliver the training across the sections. The assistance 
provided to the Pipes and Drums has been instrumental 
in the significant uptake of new learners in 2019.

CCF in 2020/2021 and would like to thank all the units 
who have continued to provide assistance to us in 
recent years – 1st and 2nd Battalions Royal Irish 
Regiment, 152 RLC and QUOTC. We would also like to 
thank RFCA for their continued support for both 
improving facilities and providing funding to allow us to 
deliver the training across the sections. The assistance 
provided to the Pipes and Drums has been instrumental 
in the significant uptake of new learners in 2019.
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Now in our third full year of our new school we are 
fast getting to grips with the facilities that we have at 
our disposal.  With the aid of all the new technology 
this has helped all our cadets as well as visiting 
instructors deliver first rate lessons. Also, the Manning 
Hall has been fully utilised with archery, sports, drill 
competition and team building just to mention a 
few. We have more recently had the school grounds 
mapped and this will now let us set up our own 
orienteering course 
for beginners. 
Although we have 3 
sections within our 
contingent Navy, 
Army and RAF all 
cadets are offered the 
same opportunities. 

At Easter the 
contingent planned 
an adventure training 
package. This year we 
spent 3 days in Belfast, Hill Walking, Mountain biking 
and Climbing not to mention the  visit to the Bowling 
alley as well as a visit to HMS Caroline  The life of a 
cadet is varied and wide ranging; as you can see 
there are many opportunities to fulfil as a cadet and 
you can lead a life that is full of adventure.

Summer Camp 
Summer Camp this year was held at Wathgill Camp 
where we had a great package with the highlight 
being the Urban Village. House clearing drills were 
definitely the highlight of the whole day. The 
extraordinarily good weather made for a tiring but 
enjoyable week. July also saw the cadet team travel 
to Bisley for the annual Target Rifle Competition. 
The team performed admirably and returned with 
both the Rangers trophy and the Inniskillen Cup. 

September brought more silverware, this time at the 
annual Cadet GP Rifle competition held at Ballykinler. 
The team finished 2nd in the Urban Contact match 
with John Fulton securing an individual gold medal. 
A windy Ballykinler was the setting for the Military 
Skills competition. A young team led by Clarke 
Lindsay pushed hard but narrowly finished out of the 
awards after the final few events on the Sunday. The 
RAF had another good year and I am delighted to 
report most of the cadets have travelled to Glasgow 
and completed their first Air Experience Flight lasting 
approximately 40 minutes with the cadets taking 
control of the aircraft for half the time in the air. July 
saw our first RAF Summer camp where we all came 
together with other RAF cadets from the mainland 
and attended a week long camp at RAF Linton-on-
Ouse. We had a busy package where we undertook 
numerous activities including Typhoon simulator 

training, a full day 
range package and 
a trip to the RAF 
Museum at Elvington. 
The Navy cadets 
in the contingent 
attended many afloat 
days at Craigavon as 
well as taking part in 
leadership weekends 
in Palace Barracks. The 
highlight had to be 
the Summer camps 

where over 16 cadets returned with many new 
qualifications such as Power Boating, Level 2 sailing, 
Life Guarding as well as First Aid qualifications. 

Easter was a different goal for Clarke Lindsay, along 
with 130 cadets from across the UK, competing for 30 
places to attend a 6-week exchange with the Royal 
Canadian Army Cadets. Clarke successfully secured a 
place after passing all the required fitness tests and 
exams, finishing in the top 5 cadets. While his parents 
jetted off to Bulgaria Sgt Clarke Lindsay spent his 
summer 2019 in New Brunswick on Expedition. Over 
the course of 6 weeks he learnt new skills in first aid, 
how to live in the wild as well as the opportunity 
to go white water rafting, rock climbing, mountain 
biking just to name a few. The highlight for Clarke 
was spending a 72 hr exercise in wild country. We’re 
glad to report he did not bump into any bears on his 
way.

RAF Section
A great week was had by all and we look forward to 
more flying time in Glasgow as well as the possibility 
of flying in Aldergrove Flying Station in 2020.
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Introduction
Lisnagarvey CCF was established in September 2017 
in the school complex.  The contingent has an Army 
detachment of 40 cadets male and female, badged 
to the RIFLES.  The 
cadets are supported 
by the school staff 
instructor, contingent 
commander, an 
adult volunteer who 
was a former pupil 
and two school staff 
members who have 
completed their basic 
training in Frimley 
and have completed 
the Assault Course award and achieved their First Aid 
at Work (FAW) certificate.  In addition, both our 2Lts 
have achieved their National Navigation Award.

The detachment is improving steadily.  There was a 
healthy intake of new cadets in September which 
now gives us junior and senior sections, enabling the 
established seniors the opportunity to manage and 
mentor new cadets.

Achievements and Events
During the course of the year there has been some 
notable events.  The detachment was represented 
in the NI Cadet orienteering competition, attended 
their first annual camp in Warcop and entered the 
CCF Mil skills competition.
The cadets were at the forefront of the school 
Remembrance service and 6 cadets were on parade 
in Lisburn Civic Centre Festival of Remembrance.
We had 4 cadets attend the UK STEM course in 

Wiltshire and 14 cadets achieved their Institute of 
Leadership Management  (ILM) level 2 in Young 
Leaders Award (YHA).

Promotion
Now the detachment has been established and 
training has been, progressive, competitive and 
demanding, a number of promotions to Lance 
Corporal have been awarded and our first cadet 
Corporal.  The aim to establish that long tradition of 
personal development and leadership skills.

Training
Training has been progressive, with 3 training 
weekends plus camp and the Military skills 
competition completed.  A number of cadets 
achieved their 1 stars and Assessment of Professional 
Competence (APC) certificates.

During the camp, cadets had their first adventure 
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Team have been instrumental in helping out when 
required and development of the volunteers.

Further support in the way of recruiting has been the 
assistance of ‘Pathways’, who have assisted with the 
school cadets recruitment day.

Looking Forward
Looking forward, the senior cadets will finish off their 
Cadet Forces Instructional Techniques (CFIT) course 
and begin their NNAS scheme while the juniors will 
complete their first aid training.  A team will enter the 
NI Cadet orienteering competition.

Summary
In summary, the detachment has a good solid cohort 
of cadets.  As with all school terms sadly we will lose 
some of our experienced cadets after camp, but 
opportunities arise for those coming behind.  There 
is a healthy interest in the cadets and the future looks 
bright.
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Start first aid certificate.

Visits
The detachment had a visit in March 19, by Major 
General Munroe, Assistant Chief of Defence Staff 
(Reserves & Cadets.)   On the occasion he presented 
second lieutenant Johnston with her commission 
warrant and the headmaster, Jim Sherrin with a 
plaque in recognition of the CEP CCF established in 
school.

Estates
The detachment occupies an office gifted by the 
school for the staff.  As for storage, on site there is a 
container and a shared store area.  Our VIP visitor was 
able to offer some financial support in our ongoing 
pursuit of a cadet portacabin on site.  The potential 
underspend in this year’s annual budget would 
secure this most prestigious asset.
The detachment has a Benweld locker for the 
safe keeping of cadet air rifles and DPs which has 
enhanced our training.  Unfortunately, the removal of 
the DP rifles has had an impact on training.

Support
The cadets have been supported by RFCA NI with 
the provision of pop up banners for advertising 
the cadets.  Also, in support, the Cadet Training 

opportunities arise for those coming behind.  There 
is a healthy interest in the cadets and the future looks 
bright.
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Royal 
Belfast 
Academical 
Institution 
Combined 
Cadet Force
Introduction
RBAI CCF had another exceptionally busy and varied 
year in 2019 with cadets participating in many activities 
at both Contingent and Brigade level. Friday parades 
continue to be well attended and now include air rifle 
shooting again which is popular with the cadets. In 
December the outgoing Staff Sergeant Instructor (SSI) 
Alan Rothwell received a commendation from the 
Brigade Commander in recognition of over 20 years as 
the SSI.

Contingent
2019 began with an excellent weekend of shooting 
at the contingent Staff Sergeant Instructor (SSI) at 
Ballykinler, where all cadets had a chance to show their 
marksmanship skills. The competition included a mix of 
grouping and application of fire at ranges from 25m to 
300m. On the Saturday evening the whole contingent 
fired on the Dismounted Close Combat Trainer (DCCT) 
and practiced their target indication before teams 
ran off against each other in the exciting falling plates 
competition on Sunday morning. There were some 
excellent performances and it was also great to have the 
support of soldiers from 1 and 2 R Irish.

Adventure Training
This year also had a number of cadets travelling across 
Europe with the Cadet Centre for Adventurous Training 
(CCAT), taking part in kayaking, canoeing, climbing and 
caving in Halton. Two of our cadets, Cpl Stevenson and 
Cpl Barclay, are enjoying a week’s skiing in Bavaria with a 
course run by the CCAT. Along with cadets from across 
the UK they are working towards their Ski Foundation 
awards. Cpl Barclay also participated in the CCAT open 
kayak foundation course in North Wales where he 
enjoyed some great weather and the chance to spend 
the week with expert tuition in a new discipline as well 
as meeting cadets from all over the country.

Army Pro�ciency Certi�cate (APC) Training
The APC and  (Advanced) (APCA) Cadets undertook 
training at Ballykinler which included fieldcraft and living 
in the field.  This year for the first time saw our Year 9 
cadets being trained alongside cadets from Lisnagarvey 
High School at several weekends throughout the year.

Capt Louis Rudd
Later in March, RBAI CCF received a visit from Cpt Louis 
Rudd MBE, the first Briton to traverse the Antarctic 

unsupported. His talk was interesting and inspirational, 
as he told the cadets about the long and arduous 
journey he had taken across difficult terrain.

Easter Exercise 
The contingent Easter Exercise was held at the end of 
March 2019 at Ballykinler and comprised a demanding 
weekend of section and platoon level operations and 
living in the field. This year the training focused on 
Training in Built Up Areas (TIBUA), where cadets learnt 
how to operate in the urban area. This taught the cadets 
to communicate under pressure and required excellent 
command and leadership skills. It was also the first 
time the youngest cadets had to live in the field for a 
prolonged period of time. After extensive patrols and 
contacts, the weekend cumulated in a final platoon 
attack in Beeston village.

Business & Technology Education Council (BTEC)
In June we had a number of our senior cadets working 
through the theory part of their BTEC in Teamwork and 
Personal development. This course is provided through 
Cadet Vocational Qualification Organisation (CVQO) and 
recognises some of the skills and experiences the cadets 
gain through the CCF.

Annual Camp
This year the Contingent ran our own annual camp at 
Magilligan Training Centre due to the lack of availability 
of CCF Central Camps. The 
first two days consisted of 
ranges including grouping 
and zeroing, application of fire 
and a shooting competition. 
Background activities 
included clay pigeon shoot 
with shotguns all counting 
towards an inter-section 
competition as well as other 
afternoon activities such 
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as football, military and general knowledge quizzes, 
teamwork tasks and a drill competition. There was an 
adventure training day mid-week where the juniors did 
surfing, while the senior cadets did coasteering. The last 
few days saw the cadets on a three day exercise, to test 
all the skills and knowledge gained throughout the year. 
They conducted OPs, patrols and attacks at section and 
platoon level; all from the patrol base in Magilligan. 

Recruiting – Intake of Sept 2019
Our new Year 9 intake in September saw 28 recruits 
join the contingent and they were quickly introduced 
to all of the basic cadet skills, such as fieldcraft, drill 
and marksmanship . They have attended weekends 
at Ballykinler and Palace Barracks with the Non-
Commissioned Officers (NCOs) passing down their 
knowledge to a new generation. 

NCO Cadre
In September, 23 cadets took part in the non-
commissioned officers (NCO) Cadre which was held 
at Palace Barracks. The training was designed to assess 
the potential of junior cadets for promotion and give 
the senior Cadets leadership skills. Training included 
lecturettes, discussion groups, planning exercise and 
command tasks. The senior cadets undertook a TEWC 
(Tactical Exercise without Cadets) based in Cairn Wood. 
Junior Cadets undertook teaching practices, drill and 
rangework including grouping and zeroing. It was a very 
demanding weekend designed to test the decision-
making and abilities of the cadets under pressure.

Shooting - NI Cadet Ri�e Meeting
At the NI Cadet Rifle Meeting in October, four of our 
senior cadets competed against other contingents in 
several difficult shooting competitions over two days. 
The standard of shooting from our cadets was excellent 
and they came away with some great individual results.

CCF Military Skills Competition
In October the contingent entered 2 teams in the CCF 
Military Skills competition.  Over the 2 days they were 
tested in Navigation, orders, first aid, command and 
control, marksmanship and problem solving. They 
finished runners up and managed to retain the march 
shield as the fastest team. 

STEM Camp
In October 3 Cadets travelled to Salisbury Plain during 
half term for a STEM camp to get an insight into some 
of the equipment used by the Army today. They spent 
time with the Engineers, REME, Signals, Army Air Corps 
and others as well as getting to watch some of the Army 
Capability Demonstration.

Remembrance Parade
In November, the CCF again led the Remembrance 
Ceremony in the school. This is a key date for the cadet 
calendar, as it is an opportunity to remember those from 
the school who gave their lives in both world wars and 
other conflicts. The preparation 
for the parade began weeks 
beforehand, requiring the time 
and effort of participating 
cadets so that they looked as 
professional as possible for this 
sombre occasion.

Estate
The contingent has continued 
to benefit from the new 
cadet centre opened in 2018 
and work is ongoing to fit out the centre. Space is at 
a premium and there is an ongoing requirement for 
shelving and cupboards in the classrooms and stores 
and we have plans to create a mezzanine level in the 
outside garage for which any additional assistance 
would be welcome. 

Retirement 
In December 2019 Lt Col Diane Wallace retired having 
served with the CCF for over 26 years (13 years as the 
Contingent Commander) and attending over 20 central 
camps. We wish her well in her future endeavours. Major 
Anderson takes over the role from January 2020.

Look forward 2020
Camp 2020 is at Nescliff. The contingent intends sending 
a team to Bisley and to progress with the setting up of a 
pipes and drums section thanks to support from RFCA NI.
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Armagh 
Combined 
Cadet Force
Royal School Armagh CCF continues to offer day and 
boarding students from all over the world, exciting 
and unique opportunities. The CCF is very much part 
of the ‘beating heart’, not just of the school, but the 
wider community within the Armagh area.

Momentum is always kept swift in CCF due to the 
vast range of opportunities on offer. An array of 
courses, competitions, expeditions and training 
weekends ensure that our cadet fraternity is kept 
busy. 

Competitions
The contingent had an encouraging number of 
cadets participate at the annual Inter Services 
Orienteering competition held at Campbell 
College. Cadet Corporals William Pinkerton and 
Joshua Cunningham combined their navigational 
knowledge and fitness levels, to secure second place 
in the senior boys’ competition.

Shooting is popular in RSA and there is always high 
demand for places on the shooting team. Last year 
was no exception, and at the NI Inter Services Cadet 
Rifle Meeting at Ballykinler, we managed to have two 
novice teams take part. 

A new team was formed to compete at the 
2019 MilSkills competition. The team performed 
exceptionally well, especially in first aid where they 
were runners up. Morale was high among the cadets 
throughout the duration of the competition and 
overall the team were placed an encouraging 4th 
out of the 8 teams that took part. We will continue to 
build on our progress with the team for next year.

First Aid
First aid training and competing in first aid 
competitions has long been an important part of 
the contingent’s training programme. 2019 was 
no exception and 28 recruit cadets successfully 
completed and passed the St John Ambulance, 
Youth First Aid qualification. In September the 
contingent team won the 38 Bde N.I CCF regional 
competition, which resulted in them qualifying for 
the national competition at Nesscliffe. 

Awards
The importance of teaching cadets first aid was 
reinforced in June when two cadets, Cadet Sergeant 
Katie Spence and Cadet Sergeant Ellie Knipe were 

awarded First Aid Praiseworthy Cadet awards from 
St John Ambulance. This was in recognition for their 
swift and effective actions in administrating first aid 
to members of the public. These are national awards 
and we are hugely proud of these young people who 
have been recognised for demonstrating leadership 
qualities, moral courage and personal strength 
beyond their years.

Cadets from our contingent were hosted by 
the Armagh, Banbridge and Craigavon Borough 
Council, Lord Mayor at a reception at The Palace in 
Armagh. This was in recognition of the significant 
achievements that our cadets had made throughout 
2018-2019.

Lord Lieutenant’s Cadet
In March Cadet Corporal Rebecca Pinkerton was 
appointed as Lord Lieutenant Cadet for County 
Armagh, a position which is held for 12 months. 
Lord Caledon, Lord Lieutenant for County Armagh, 
presented her with her award at a special reception 
and awards ceremony held in Hillsborough Castle. 
To date she has assisted Lord Caledon, in his duties, 
which have included welcoming HRH the Prince 
of Wales to County Armagh. Rebecca is now the 
fifth cadet from RSA CCF to be appointed as Lord 
Lieutenant Cadet for County Armagh so we are 
naturally very proud of this excellent track record.

Rebecca was also asked to deliver a speech 
at the RFCA NI annual conference, where 
she communicated with ease, the wonderful 
opportunities that being a member of the CCF has 
opened up for her. 

Heritage and Community
The contingent continues to celebrate Saint Patrick’s 
Day by holding a parade outside Furlong House. 
This is now an annual event, allowing teaching 
staff, governors, parents 
and members of the local 
community to experience 
our valued affiliation with 
the Royal Irish Regiment. 
All cadets and guests were 
presented with a spray of 
shamrock with the Reverend 
Gamble leading the service.

Katie Spence and Cadet Sergeant Ellie Knipe were Katie Spence and Cadet Sergeant Ellie Knipe were 
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The Army section enjoyed 
a very successful annual 
camp to Crowborough 
in East Sussex. 43 cadets 
participated in 11 Infantry 
Brigade’s arduous training 
camp which involved a wide 
range of different activities 

including; shooting, archery, adventure training, 
field exercise and the Commander’s competition 
day. Cadet Lance Corporal Nili Tuipulotu won the 
Commander’s trophy for the Best Cadet at camp 
and RSA A and B teams secured the most amount of 
points across all of the contingents at camp. Once 
again the cadets of RSA were highly praised by the 
visiting officers and hosting Brigade. 

RAF Section
The RAF section make the most of Air Experience 
Flying opportunities and travelled to Glasgow 
on six different occasions. These are important 
opportunities and are always over subscribed. 
The RAF section travelled to RAF Coningsby for their 
annual camp. Cadets spent the week improving their 
aircraft recognition, drill and flight simulation skills.
In July Cadet Corporal Jack Bingham successfully 
completed the RAF ALC (Air Leadership Course) 
which was held at RAF Cranwell. He was highly 

commended for his conduct and performance 
throughout the weeklong course resulting with him 
being promoted to Sergeant.

Senior Cadet Instructor Course (SCIC)
SCIC continues to be an important facet of our 
senior cadet training. In July, three cadets, Rebecca 

Pinkerton, Sam McWilliams and Daniel Larmour 
finished their annual camp in Crowborough and 
travelled to Altcar training camp to complete SCIC 
with 2NI ACF and 38 (Irish) Brigade Cadet Training 
Team (38X CTT). All cadets successfully passed the 
course as well as gaining a National Navigation 
Award Scheme (NNAS) Bronze Award. All of these 
cadets were promoted to the rank of Sergeant after 
their course reports were reviewed.
 
Canadian Leadership Challenge
Cadet Corporal Joseph Haynes completed a rigorous 
selection weekend in the Brecon Beacons and was 
selected to travel to Canada to complete the 6 week 
Rocky Mountain Canadian Leadership Challenge. 
This was an amazing life changing opportunity for 
Joseph where he was able to climb a glacier, do an 
expedition on horse back, white water kayaking and 

learn more about 
the heritage and life 
of the First Native 
citizens. Joseph was 
awarded top student 
during the mountain 
bike component of 
this course. 

When the Canadian 
exchange cadets 
travelled to the 
UK, Cadet Corporal 
Rebecca Pinkerton 
travelled to Altcar for 
two weeks on Exercise 
Tiger Leaf where she 
worked alongside the 
Canadian exchange 
cadets. Rebecca 
was highly praised 
for the wonderful 
ambassadorial role 
that she carried out.

 Exercise Baltic Guard
Cadet Corporal Sam McWilliams took part in a 
selection weekend at Holcombe Moor Camp in 
April in order to secure a place on the Batlic Guard 
Exchange. He was delighted to be selected and 
in July he travelled to Lithuania to take part in 
the exercise. Sam trained alongside cadets from 
across different areas of Europe as well as the Polish 
Special Forces. His skills in shooting, leadership and 
command were tested throughout the exercise. The 
knowledge Sam gained from the military training 
combined with the cultural aspects of the exchange 
have given him inspiration to follow a military career.
 
STEM 
In July five cadets attended a STEM engineering 
residential course held at Queens University Belfast. 
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enabled cadets 
to work alongside 
representatives from 
British Aerospace, 
Rolls Royce and 
McLaren. This venture 
was supported by 
RFCA NI and all cadets 
involved thoroughly 
enjoyed this unique 
experience.
During October half 
term Cadet Corporal 
Rebekah Faulkner 
was selected to travel 
to Salisbury Plain in 
order to take part 
in the weeklong 
EX STEM Challenge 
camp. Rebekah was delighted to attend this camp 
and gain important skills and insight into potential 
careers in engineering.

Business & Technology Education Council 
(BTEC)
Each year the CCF encourages cadets in both the 
RAF and Army sections to complete the BTEC in 
(Level 2 Extended Certificate) Teamwork and Personal 

Development in the Community. This year it is very 
encouraging to note that 11 cadets successfully 
completed this BTEC award.

Cadet Cultural Visits
Cadet Corporals Lily Patterson and Rebekah Faulkner 
travelled to Berlin with RFCA NI along with other 

cadets from across Northern Ireland. This was a 
cultural, historical and commemorative WW1 trip. 
It was also a fantastic opportunity for cadets from 
different organisations across the province to come 
together and learn more about their backgrounds. 
Continued support from RFCA enabled two senior 
cadets, Cadet Regimental Sergeant Major Rachel 
Martin and Warrant Officer Class 2 David Grimason to 
attend The Open golf competition, which was held at 
the Royal Portrush Golf Club.

Remembrance
At RSA in November we encourage our cadets to 
participate in remembrance events. Our cadets take 
part in the school’s remembrance service as well 
as supporting Armagh Royal British Legion (RBL). 
On Remembrance Sunday 56 cadets and 4 CFAVs 
paraded through Armagh with the RBL. RAF Cadet, 
Lance Corporal Clarissa Partridge carried the standard 
for our local RAF Association and Cadet Sergeant 
Rebecca Pinkerton assisted the Lord Lieutenant for 
County Armagh.

The CCF is an organisation that never fails to deliver 
on excitement, challenges and opportunities for 
cadets to learn new skills and overcome obstacles. 
The young people who have made the commitment 
to be a Royal School Armagh CCF cadet are proud of 
their school community and their contingent. Their 
‘have a go’ attitude never fails to inspire the selfless 
CFAVs who work hard to support the Contingent. 
With this positivity we look forward to an action 
packed, challenging and fun 2020!
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